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1 Introduction
¿eAdvanced Brain Imaging with MRI (ABRIM) Project
From the rst usage of a Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) whole-body scanner in 1977
for in vivo human imaging until today (Damadian et al. 1977), the quality of MR images has
increased tremendously. While the rst humanMR scan lasted slightly under ve hours to
obtain a single imaging slice, full brain images can be acquired today in amatter ofmillisec-
onds (Edelman 2014). ¿e Advanced Brain Imaging in MRI (ABRIM) project, a collabora-
tion between the Radboud University Nijmegen, Siemens Healthcare and the Rotterdam
School of Management, considers recent advances made in MRI data acquisition to have
culminated in a stage where cognitive neuroimaging methods used for the assessment of
the brain’s anatomy and function can be nally brought into routine clinical application.
Such assessment, so far only performed in research laboratories, should delivermeasures of
functional and anatomical connectivity, gray and white matter volume, cortical thickness
and degree of tissue myelinisation from MRI data acquired in a time frame acceptable for
patients. ¿e goal of the ABRIMproject is, thus, to deliver an optimal data acquisition pro-
tocol and data analysis pipeline that canmake such assessment possible and reliable within
a proposed scan time of the order of 30minutes. In the future, a standardised pipeline could
be used to create a normative database of healthy brain measures across the population.
¿e current thesis focuses on the optimisation of the functional imaging pipeline for the
ABRIM project. A detailed description of the purpose of the work as well as an outline
of the manuscript are given at the end of this chapter, a er a required theoretical back-
ground.
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1.1 Magnetic Resonance
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) follows the fundamental idea of all non-invasivemeth-
ods of materials’ characterisation: to probe the structure and properties of a material by
interacting with it and observing its response. In MRI, the interaction happens by means
of magnetic elds, and thus MRI allows imaging any object that can be safely subjected
to, and that responds to magnetic elds, as - for example - the living tissues that make up
the human body and the brain. In one of the earliest reports introducing MRI (Lauterbur
1973), Lauterbur describes the technique as “a coupling of two (magnetic) elds by the ob-
ject”. ¿e rst eld interacts with the material and induces a response, whereas the second
eld restricts this interaction to a limited region in space. In common MRI lingo, the rst
eld is referred to as the radio-frequency (RF) pulse, used for exciting the object, and the
second eld as the gradient eld, used for spatially encoding the signals coming from the
object. ¿ere is also a zeroth eld - implied but not explicitly mentioned in Lauterbur’s
contribution, which is the external static magnetic eld required for the interaction to take
place. ¿e interplay of the RF pulse and the gradients, in the presence of an external static
magnetic eld, together with the properties of the probedmaterial is what gives rise toMR
signal formation.
Despite the terse description, there are numerous details to consider when designing an
MRI experiment, all of which will strongly inuence the quality of the MR signal, and
therefore of the nal MR images. First, the hardware that makes up the MR scanner dic-
tates the limits of operation of the three magnetic elds: the RF pulse, the gradients and
the static eld. It also dictates the limits of signal reception, i.e., the sensitivity to the object
being scanned. ¿e so ware that operates the MR hardware can pulse the RF and gradi-
ent elds in any possible sequence, form and duration, yet only a limited subset of these
pulse sequences produce meaningful information in a reasonable amount of time, with-
out compromising the safety of the probe. Finally, the signal acquired by the MR scanner
must be interpreted and transformed into a meaningful image - an operation called image
reconstruction. ¿e operations performed during image reconstruction may range from
naïve transformations up to highly optimised pipelines that, e.g., compensate for signal
distortions, combine information frommultipleMR signal receivers or even from external
sources, reduce background noise, homogenise image contrast and remove possible im-
age artefacts. Artefacts are features in MR images that do not belong to the probe being
scanned, but arise because of system imperfections or subject motion and physiology.
¿e art of MR imaging is thus not only to produce images, but to understand how dierent
parts of the MR experiment inuence what the images will look like, and use that infor-
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mation to optimise image acquisition and learn about the properties of the object being
imaged.
Neuroimaing, in particular, relies immensely on Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) be-
cause it is the only non-invasive imaging technique for imaging the brain with a spatial
resolution in the order of millimeters, and temporal resolution in the order of millisec-
onds. With MRI it is possible to obtain contrast-rich anatomical images, as well as record
signal uctuations in the brain. ¿e analysis of these signal uctuations to infer brain ac-
tivity is the essence of the subeld called functional MRI (fMRI). Evidently, maps of brain
activity obtained with fMRI are multiple layers of abstraction above the physical phenom-
ena of magnetic resonance, and in that spirit the challenge of fMRI also lies not only in
performing the experiment, but also in interpreting it.
1.2 From Atomic Nuclei to the MR Signal
¿e MRI signal, at the simplest level of explanation, arises from the interaction between
magnetic elds and the magnetic moments of subatomic particles and atomic nuclei with
an intrinsic quantum property, i.e., a property that cannot be explained within the frame-
work of classical mechanics, called spin or spin angular momentum ħI⃗, measured in integer
or half integer units of ħ (kgm2 s−1, energy × time). Atomic nuclei with an even number
of nucleons (protons and neutrons) have either no net spin - when the number of protons
and the number of neutrons are even, or have integer spin (I ∈ Z) - when the number of
protons and the number of neutrons are odd. Atomic nuclei with an odd number of nucle-
ons will possess half-integer spin (for example, hydrogen-1, carbon-13, uor-19, sodium-23,
phosphorus-31). ¿e reason why electromagnetic elds and atoms with a non-zero spin in-
teract in an observable manner is because spins angular momenta have associated dipolar
magnetic momenta µ⃗ (for completeness, only particles with non-zero spin possess observ-
ablemagneticmoments). Moreover, the spin angularmomenta andmagneticmomenta are
parallel or anti-parallel to each other such that their relationship can be simply described
as:
µ⃗ = γħI⃗ (1.1)
where γ is a constant of proportionality known as the gyromagnetic ratio, an atom-depen-
dent scaling factor that parameterises the sensitivity to the external eld. ¿e gyromagnetic
ratio is measured in units of Hz T−1.
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In the absence of any external magnetic eld, from symmetry arguments, there can be no
preferred direction for the atomic µ⃗. When spatial symmetry is broken by the introduction
of an external magnetic eld B0, then µ⃗ cannot assume an arbitrary direction, but will
interact and tend to weakly align with the external eld in 2I + 1 ways. For a nucleus with
spin I = 12 , such as hydrogen-1, for example, there are only 2 possible states (2 12 + 1): one
parallel and one anti-parallel to the external eld B0. ¿is purely quantum mechanical
phenomenon of spatial quantisation of the nuclear angular momentum has no classical
analog. ¿e magnetic energy associated with the interaction between the spin and the
external eld will depend on the spin state, and is given by:
Em = −mIγħB0 (1.2)
where B0 is the magnitude of the external eld B0 and mI can take values from -I to I in
integer steps. ¿e energy dierence ∆E between any two adjacent states mI , mI ± 1 is thus
given by:
∆E = γħB0 = ħω0 (1.3)
where ω0 is referred to as the angular Larmor frequency. Transitions between states with
dierent energies are induced by radiation at this frequency.
1.2.1 Bulk nuclear magnetisation
A more detailed description of the spin within the framework of quantum mechanics is
necessary for understanding the behaviour of individual particles or atoms in the presence
of external elds, but plays little direct role in understanding the majority of MRI experi-
ments, where imaging samples contain on the order of 1026 atoms. It suces to remember
that quantum-mechanical expectation values, of any quantity, follow classical equations of
motion in their time-dependence, and that it is best to model ensembles of atoms statis-
tically in terms of expectations. In this regard, for large ensembles of particles, a classical
description where we only consider a bulk nuclear magnetisation M⃗, i.e., the sum of all
magnetic moments of the individual particles, is both an accurate and sucient model
(quantum mechanics still applies, but it is unnecessary for any practical purpose).
¿e existence of a bulk nuclear magnetisation of a sample with N atoms can be inferred
from the Boltzmann law of statistical mechanics, which describes a non-linear relationship
between the ratio of atoms in adjacent spin states and their state energy dierence, as shown
in equation (1.4).
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N↓
N↑ = e −∆E3kT (1.4)
Here, considering only an ensemble of spin 12 particles, the ratio between the number N↓
of higher energy particles aligned anti-parallel to the eld, and the number N↓ of lower-
energy particles aligned parallel is shown be proportional to their energy dierence, ∆E,
normalised by the ensemble temperature T and the Boltzmann constant k. ¿emagnitude
of the bulk magnetisation is therefore (assuming kT >> ∆E and keeping the rst terms of
a Taylor expansion), to an excellent approximation given by :
M = Nγ2ħ2I(I + 1)B0
3kT
= χ0B0 (1.5)
Where N represents the number of microscopic nuclear magnetic moments per unit of
volume. ¿e second equality in (1.5), also referred to as Curie’s Law, denes χ0 as an adi-
mensional quantity, a ratio of two termswith units of energy. Because the right-hand side of
equation (1.5) is always positive, it follows that the bulk magnetisation always has the same
direction as the externally applied magnetic eld. ¿is alignment with the eld is called
nuclear paramagnetism. ¿e denominator term corresponds to thermal energy, associ-
ated with the kinetic energy of the particles or atoms in the ensemble, while the numerator
corresponds to its magnetic energy, associated with the phenomena of paramagnetism.
¿e coecient χ0 is called the macroscopic static nuclear susceptibility and measures how
much the nuclear ensemble will becomemagnetised on the presence of an external eld.
Because the angular and magnetic moments of a particle are aligned to each other, so is
the bulk magnetisation parallel to the ensemble nuclear angular momentum A⃗:
M⃗ = γA⃗ (1.6)
1.2.2 Magnetic Resonance and the Bloch Equations
¿at a macroscopic magnetisation M⃗ exists within a sample is the prerequisite for all MRI
experiments. However, in MRI experiments it is not M⃗ itself which is measured, but the
change of M⃗ with respect to time, dM⃗dt (to be precise, the change with respect to time of the
magnetisation component perpendicular to the B0 eld).
Changes in M⃗ can be easily observed because, under the condition of resonance to be ex-
plained in this section, they induce voltages in nearby conducting metals per Faraday’s law
of induction. It is thus the change of orientation of the bulk magnetisation, irrespective
of the orientation of individual nuclei, which causes observable eects of the interaction
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between external elds and the object (Bloch 1946; Purcell et al. 1946). ¿e classical descrip-
tion of the dynamics of M⃗ under the inuence of external elds is sucient to predict the
orientation of the M⃗ at any given time (for nuclei ensembles with spin 12 , most commonly
used in MRI). To understand the MRI experiment, therefore, it is necessary to understand
how dM⃗dt behaves on the presence of external elds.
According to classical electrodynamics, a magnetisation M⃗ under the inuence of an ex-
ternal eld B⃗ experiences a torque M⃗× B⃗. A torque is the rotational equivalent of a force. It
follows, therefore, that the angular momentum A⃗ associated with M⃗ (see (1.6)) has to obey
the rotation equivalent of Newton’s second law of motion:
dA⃗
dt
= M⃗ × B⃗ (1.7)
where t, as usual, corresponds to time. Again, from (1.6), if follows:
dM⃗
dt
= γM⃗ × B⃗ (1.8)
Considering a 3-dimensional Cartesian grid, if an external magnetic eld B0 is in the z-
direction and its intensity has a constant value Bz, then expanding equation (1.8) into its
three components x , y and z yield three rst-order dierential equations:
dMx
dt
= γMy × Bz dMydt = −γMx × Bz dMzdt = 0 (1.9)
Solving forMx andMy results in:
Mx = M cosω0t My = M sinω0t Mz = M∥ (1.10)
where
ω0 = γB0 (1.11)
and M and M∥ are here constant and referred to as transverse and longitudinal magneti-
sation, respectively. ¿e frequency of rotation, ω0, which depends on the intensity of the
external eld, is the angular Larmor frequency, as derived in the previous section. ¿e
Larmor frequency is fundamental to the MRI experiment, as the appearance of nuclear
induction eects are only measurable when M⃗ is exposed to magnetic elds oscillating at
or close to that frequency - a phenomenon referred to as magnetic resonance. By develop-
ing an accurate model of M⃗ dynamics, Bloch (Bloch 1946) proposed a technique to tip the
magnetisation M⃗ away from B⃗0 and into the transverse plane xy, where M intensity and
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oscillation frequency could bemeasured indirectly, bymeans of Faraday’s law of induction.
¿e proposed technique consisted of using a radio-frequency pulse B⃗1 « B⃗0, of magnitude
B1, oscillating at a frequency ω, such that:
Bx = B1 cosωt By = B1 − sinωt Bz = B0 (1.12)
On a frame of reference that is rotating with the Larmor frequency ω0, the above equations
imply that the magnetisation M⃗ will experience a torque from an eective eld B⃗e given
by:
B⃗e = B1x⃗ + (B0 − ωγ )z⃗ (1.13)
where x⃗ and z⃗ are unit vectors in the x and z directions. Crucially, the eective eld B⃗e is
oriented away from z⃗ at an angle θ given by:
tan(θ) = γB1
ω0 − ω (1.14)
As ω0−ω approaches 0, or, in other words, as ω approaches ω0, the dierence ω0−ω in the
denominator approaches 0 and the angle θ approaches 90 degrees. ¿is resonance condi-
tion means that the magnetisation will move away from the z⃗ direction, precessing around
the eective eld B⃗e, and thus become detectable. ¿e process of tipping the magnetisa-
tion away from the z⃗ direction is referred to as RF excitation. In the condition of resonance,
the eective eld reduces to the B⃗1 eld and the angle of rotation around B⃗1 (considered
here to not change direction), known as the ip angle α, will depend on its strength and
duration t′, as described by the relation (1.15).
α = γ∫ t′
0
B1(t)dt (1.15)
Starting from equilibrium and assuming that B⃗1 is perpendicular to B⃗0, when α is equal to
90°, all longitudinalmagnetisationwill be converted to transversalmagnetisation. When α
is equal to 180°, the longitudinal magnetisation will be completely inverted. Unfortunately,
the solution to (1.8) described so far did not consider relaxation eects, i.e., the dynamics
of M⃗ as it moves towards equilibrium when not driven by an external RF eld.
It has been found that during relaxation, the components of M⃗ satisfy:
dMz
dt
= −Mz −M0
T1
(1.16)
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and
dMx
dt
= −Mx
T2
dMy
dt
= −My
T2
(1.17)
Restating that the classical description of magnetisation dynamics was originally derived
phenomenologically (later also derived from rst principles, see (Laird, Budimir, et al. 1991)),
Bloch 1946 proposed a set of equations that include the observed relaxation processes ne-
glected in (1.8). ¿ese equations, given below, are thus known as Bloch equations:
dMx(t)
dt
= γ(MyBz −MzBy) − Mx(t)T2
dMy(t)
dt
= γ(MzBx −MxBz) − My(t)T2 (1.18)
dMz(t)
dt
= γ(MxBy −MyBx) − Mz(t) −M0T1
Here, Bx , By and Bx are not assumed to be constant.
¿e terms T1 and T2 are referred to as the longitudinal and the transversal relaxation times,
respectively. ¿eir inverse T−11 and T−12 are commonly used in the literature and known as
longitudinal and the transversal relaxation rates, designated by R1 and R2, respectively.
T1 relaxation refer to the process by which themagnetisation returns to its maximum value
parallel to B⃗0. It is also commonly referred to as thermal or spin-lattice relaxation, given
that during relaxationmagnetic energy is released from the ensemble into the surrounding
molecular lattice. ¿e return of the longitudinal magnetisation to its equilibrium is mod-
elled as a simple exponential process (from (1.16)), and T1, measured in units of time, is
thus a rst order time constant:
Mz = M0(1 − e− tT1 ) (1.19)
Here,M0 refers to the longitudinal magnetisation at equilibrium, to a good approximation
considered to be constant, and t, again, refers to time. T2 relaxation refers to the process
by which the transversal magnetisation Mxy, also modelled as with a single exponential,
decays to 0:
Mx = Mx0 e− tT2 My = My0 e− tT2 (1.20)
T2 relaxation is referred to as spin-spin relaxation. ¿e reason is that the major causes of T2
relaxation are direct interactions between particles that carry µ⃗ and contribute to M⃗. ¿e
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loss of transversal relaxation is usually understood as a dephasing of the spins within the
ensemble, such that their sum in the transversal plane adds to 0.
In addition to the process of transversal relaxation described by the decay time T2, the
signals Mx and My generally decay at a faster rate in the presence of B0 inhomogeneities
within the ensemble, for example in the presence of paramagnetic molecules, or because
of imperfections in the externally applied eld. ¿e eective decay rate under those cir-
cumstances is also considered to be exponential, and it is described by a relaxation time
T∗2 related to T2 as per equation (1.21).
1
T∗2 = 1T2 + γ∥∆B⃗0∥ (1.21)
¿e inhomogeneities that give rise to T∗2 are observed to scale with B0 and are caused by
microscopic gradient elds ∆B⃗0.
Echoes
Looking at equations (1.11), (1.13) and (1.14) it is clear that eective eld will depend on the
intensities and orientation of both B⃗0 and B⃗1. While Bloch’s experiment was a signicant
stepping stone towards usingMR as amethod formaterial characterisation, it was sensitive
to multiple interference eects arising from system instabilities, thermal dri s and oscil-
lator noise, and so measuring relaxation times and material properties was, albeit feasible,
cumbersome and error prone. However, in less than 5 years a er Bloch’s seminal work, Er-
win Hahn introduced his simple, fast and stable echo techniques for measuring relaxation
times. His methods are the foundation of almost all MRI investigations today. Hahn’s
work, published in 1950, suggested modifying Bloch’s experiment by using short RF pulses
in place of a continuous RF oscillating eld (Hahn 1950). Instead of radiating the sample
continuously and sweeping the B⃗0 eld or the frequency of B⃗1, Hahn proposed pulsing B⃗1
on resonance multiple times and observing the envelope of the received MR signal. Hahn
discovered that he could recover signal echoes a er signal decay by using multi-pulse ex-
periments. ¿ese recovered echoeswere called spin echoes (illustrated in gure 1.1). Later it
was also showed that signals could be recovered by using magnetic gradient elds instead
of extra RF pulses (Carr 1953; Hahn 1960), as illustrated in gure 1.2. ¿e dierence between
echoes generated with RF pulses and echoes generated withmagnetic eld gradients is that
RF pulses can rotate themagnetisation arbitrarily, whereas gradients can only accelerate or
rewind the dephasing of the transverse magnetisation (in the rotating frame of reference
the deceleration can be seen as having a rewinding eect). Spin echoes can therefore undo
the eects of static inhomogeneities in the sample, and as such the intensity of their peak
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signal has a T2 dependency. Gradient echoes, on the other hand, always decay with a T∗2
dependency.
¿emain advantage of Hahn’s instrumental setup compared to Bloch’s is that Hahn decou-
pled the RF emission from the signal reception, and so the only voltages induced in the
receiving coil are driven by the sample being imaged (up to system noise).
Figure 1.1: Simplied diagram of a spin echo. A er an excitation pulse the signal decays exponen-
tially with a time constant T∗2 . A er the application of a second RF pulse, the refocusing
pulse, the eects of inhomogeneities associated with the fast T∗2 decay are reversed. A er
a time equal to the delay between the excitation and the refocusing pulse, a signal echo is
generated. Image adapted fromWikimedia Commons. Licensed under a CC-BY-SA-2.5
license.
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Figure 1.2: Simplied diagram of a gradient echo. A er excitation, an FID signal is generated. ¿e
accelerated decay of the transverse magnetisation due to the application of a dephasing
gradient can be partially undone by applying a "rephasing" gradient, generating a so-
called gradient echo signal. Note that the inhomogeneity eects are not reversible, and
so the signal intensity is limited by T∗2 relaxation. Shaded gradients have the same area.
Image available fromWikimedia Commons under a CC-BY-SA-2.5 license.
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1.2.3 Spatial Encoding
“¿e second eld restricts this interaction to a limited region in space.”
Lauterbur 1973
In essence, the MRI experiment consists of playing with the sample’s magnetisation in a
controlled fashion andmeasuring themagnetisation evolution and relaxation to infer what
the sample must have looked like to produce the measured signal. But to be able to infer
what a sample must have looked like, it is necessary to spatially encode the MR signal.
Encoding the magnetisation with gradients
As described by Lauterbur in his seminal work (Lauterbur 1973), the spatial encoding of the
MR signal is what allows images to be formed that carry spatial information. By using
magnetic eld gradients, it is possible to shi the resonance frequency of the bulk mag-
netisation in dierent parts of the sample. ¿e induced signal in the receiver coil will thus
contain a spectrum of dierent frequencies, each associated with the signal coming from
dierent regions of space. Dierent algorithms exist for encoding and decoding space with
magnetic gradients, yet the quality of the encoding, and hence the quality of images, varies
among them (Twieg 1983).
¿e k-space formalism
“An equality A = B gives a unique reversible world that can be viewed under
dierent, but fundamentally equivalent, viewpoints (A or B).” Henry 2016
For many methods, the fundamental operations of MRI can be formulated in a concise,
ecient and intuitivemanner by considering that the sampled data lies in a Fourier spatial-
frequency domain , from which images can be reconstructed by a simple Fourier transfor-
mation (Bracewell 1963). AFourier transformationmaps samples from the spatial-frequency
domain into a conventional spatial-distance domain. Vectors in the Fourier domain are
called k⃗ -vectors in other elds of science, and so this formulation of the MRI imaging
process is referred to as the k-space formalism. ¿e essence of the method is that time-
varying gradients imprint the spatial-frequency content of the scanned object directly into
the MR signal:
S(t) = ∫
V
M(x⃗)e−2piiγx⃗⋅∫ t0 dB(t′)dx⃗ dt′dx⃗ (1.22)
Here, S(t) represents the signal at time t obtained from the bulk magnetisation of an ar-
bitrary volume V . As the magnetisation vector is exposed to a spatial magnetic gradient
12
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eld dB(t′)dx⃗ , the signal will accrue a time dependent phase equal to −2piiγ ∫ t0 dB(t′)dx⃗ dt′. By
dening the integral of the gradients as:
k⃗(t) = γ∫ t
0
dB(t′)
dx⃗
dt′ (1.23)
And rewriting (1.22) as:
S(k⃗, t) = ∫
V
M(x⃗)e−2piiγx⃗ k⃗(t)dx⃗ (1.24)
it is possible to interpret k⃗ as a vector of spatial-frequency coordinates. ¿e equality (1.24)
implies that S(t), the acquired MR signal, is the Fourier conjugate pair of the bulk mag-
netisation’s spatial distribution. Finally, it follows that the spatial distribution of the bulk
magnetisation, which is essentially the image sought with MRI, is given by:
M(x⃗) = F−1S(k⃗(t), t) (1.25)
¿e equality (1.25) summarises image space and k-space as two equally valid viewpoints of
the MR signal, connected by the Fourier Transform F.
Besides a simple mathematical framework, the k-space formalism also allows a simple vi-
sual interpretation (Ljunggren 1983), where with increasing t, the function k⃗(t) describes a
trajectory in the k⃗ space, as illustrated in gure 1.3.
In summary, in the k-space formalism, the spatial encoding process consists of sampling
the signal in k-space, where the instantaneous k-space coordinate is given by the time inte-
gral of the gradient waveformup to that time, and the decoding process (generally) consists
of Fourier transforming the acquired signal to obtain the spatial distribution of the bulk
magnetisation in the volume V . ¿e decoding process is also referred to as image recon-
struction.
It is important to note that for Fourier image reconstruction to work, the sampled data has
to be on a Cartesian grid. ¿e reason thereof is that the discrete Fourier transform operates
under the assumption that samples are equidistant. Reconstructing non-cartesian trajec-
tories via the Fourier method requires rst regridding the images. Another important note,
necessary for understanding sequence diagrams, is that when images are directly acquired
in a Cartesian grid, they are acquired line by line (see panel e in gure 1.3). ¿e gradient
direction used for acquiring lines is generally referred to as the readout or frequency di-
rection. ¿e gradient direction used for moving between lines is called the phase encoding
direction. ¿e dierence between frequency and phase encoding is that in frequency en-
coding, a linear gradient is placed over the object during data sampling such that there is
13
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Figure 1.3: Dierent k-space trajectories. a) Continuous gradients turned on in the x and y direc-
tion. b) Only the gradient in x is turned on. c) ¿e gradient in y is pulsed and then the
gradient in x is turned on. d) ¿e gradient in y is turned on continously and the gra-
dient in x reverses direction. e) A cartesian trajectory where the gradient in y is pulsed
at regular intervals that coincide with the reversal of the gradients in x. f) A trajectory
associated with a projection reconstructionmethod (not discussed in the current thesis).
Image adapted from the original in Ljunggren 1983.
a linear relation between sampled frequencies and position (Lauterbur 1973), since the Lar-
mor frequency will be spatially varying. In phase encoding, instead of frequency, there is
a linear relation between the phase of the magnetisation and position, as shown in gure
1.4.
Slice Selection
¿e formulation of k-space and the illustrations above could have been easily extended to
three dimensions. In fact, MRI acquisitions also exist with so-called 3D readouts, where
gradients are applied not only in x and y, but also in z. Nonetheless, to select a single
plane for imaging, it is possible to apply an RF pulse in the presence of a linear gradient
to perform a slice selective excitation (Garroway et al. 1974; Sutherland and Hutchison 1978), as
shown in gure 1.5.
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Figure 1.4: Diagrams show an object divided into a 5×5 grid (image space), with arrows representing
the phase of the bulk magnetisation within each grid cell. When a gradient is played on
the PE direction, it introduces a linear phase gradient on that direction. Doubling the
phase encoding step doubles the phase introduced at each location of the object.
Figure 1.5: A Linear Gradient Gss is applied during excitation to modulate the carrier frequency Fc
that induces resonance. By applying an RF pulse with a bandwidth ∆F, it is thus possible
to excite a slice of thickness ∆z.
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Because the slice has a thickness ∆z, a linear phase gradient is imprinted through the slice
because of the application of the slice selective gradient Gss. To undo the linear phase gra-
dient to avoid unwanted signal decay, a rewinder gradient is commonly played immediately
a er the slice selective excitation (Hutchinson et al. 1978).
¿e RF pulse shape envelope that is applied during a slice selective excitation can be opti-
mised to ensure that the excited slices have sharp and clear boundaries (Runge et al. 1988).
¿e quality of the slice selection is judged by the slice prole that the RF pulse generates.
Commonly used RF pulses for RF excitation have a sinc-shaped modulation envelope,
which lead to a reasonably sharp slice-selection prole, i.e., the magnetisation is only af-
fected by the RF within the imaging slice, and not outside.
1.3 MR Imaging
Although so far it has been mentioned that magnetic resonance can only be measured if
there is a macroscopic moment of nuclei, the bulk magnetisation, and that this magneti-
sation exists for some particles and atoms because of their spin, nothing has been said of
which particles are used for magnetic resonance imaging. For MRI, the most commonly
used atom is hydrogen, simply because it is the most abundant atom in living tissues (over
99.9 of all atoms in the human body are hydrogen atoms) and it has the highest value
gyromagnetic ratio γ (except for tritium), and sensitivity increases with γ3.
1.3.1 MRI Acquisition Pulse Sequences
What sets MRI apart from other non-invasive imaging techniques that can be used in vivo
are its exquisite contrast mechanisms. By manipulating a series of MR echoes, it is possi-
ble to, e.g., dierentiate tissues based on their relaxation parameters, ow, their hydrogen
density, and even their microstructure (Bernstein et al. 2004). It is also possible to encode
velocity and acceleration of owing liquids (Bryant et al. 1984; Hahn 1960),measurewater dif-
fusion (Minati and Węglarz 2007), chemical exchange of hydrogen between water and other
compounds as well as transfer of magnetisation (Eng et al. 1991; van Zijl and Yadav 2011). For
cognitive neuroimaging, contrasts exist that are sensitive to blood ow (Bryant et al. 1984),
volume (Lu and van Zijl 2012) and oxygenation levels (Ogawa, Lee, Nayak, et al. 1990). ¿e
manipulation of echoes and generation of contrast is achieved by carefully designed pulse
sequences, i.e. algorithms that dictate the timing and amplitude of the RF and gradient
elds that are played during image acquisition. As mentioned in 1.2.2, echoes can be gen-
erated either by application of RF pulses (spin echoes) or by the application of a reversed
pair of gradients (gradient echo).
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Gradient Echo Imaging
In standard gradient echo imaging (GRE) imaging, as it is known today, each line of k-
space (each echo) is acquired a er a dierent excitation. Here we consider a slice-selective
2D GRE acquisition. A er each excitation pulse, a gradient in the readout direction is im-
mediately applied to accelerate the dephasing of the FID, as shown in equation 1.2. To save
time, a phase encoding gradient and the rewinder of the slice selection gradient are played
out at simultaneously. An echo is then recollected by turning on the readout gradient in
the opposite direction as applied during the dephasing of the FID. ¿e sequence will con-
tinue repeatedly exciting and collecting echoes until all lines of k-space have been lled.
¿e time it takes from the excitation to the maximum intensity of the echo is called the
Echo Time (TE). ¿e total time between excitations is called the Repetition Time (TR).
¿e image contrast can be tweaked by adjusting the ip angle, the TE and TR in order to
induce more or less T1 or T∗2 weighting, or hydrogen (proton) density weighting.
Spin Echo
¿e spin echo (SE) sequence is similar to the GRE sequence, except that it uses a second
RF pulse, the refocusing pulse, in order to produce an echo signal that is not sensitive
to eld inhomogeneities. ¿e formation of the spin echo was illustrated in gure 1.1. In
the spin echo sequence, a line of k-space is acquired a er each excitation and refocusing.
When the sequence is 2D, the refocusing pulse is also generally played together with a slice
selective gradient. ¿e refocusing pulse is also placed around spoiler gradients that are
meant to placed to dephase any FID signal that may be produced by the refocusing RF and
that could interfere with the SE signal. Since it is not sensitive to eld inhomogeneities,
the spin echo sequence is more robust against a set of artefacts that aect gradient echo
sequences. Spin echo sequences can be used to generate images with T2 weighting.
Echo Planar Imaging
In Echo Planar Imaging (EPI), the whole of k-space is sampled in a single, continuous tra-
jectory. ¿e great advantage of EPI is its acquisition speed, but at the cost of a reduced
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), possible image imperfections (artefacts, explained below) and
high demands of the gradient systems, since the magnetic elds have to be switching fast
enough to allow complete spatial encoding of an image before the NMR signal fully re-
laxes.
In terms of acquisition trajectories, EPI is most commonly acquired in a zig-zag fashion,
where lines of k-space are acquired sequentially starting at the top and moving to the bot-
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tom of k-space (or vice-versa). ¿is zig-zag trajectory is referred to as Cartesian sampling,
because the acquired k-space samples can be readily interpreted and visualised as points in
a Cartesian grid. ¿e trajectory, however, does not necessarily have to be Cartesian: other
EPI trajectories do exist, such as spirals (Meyer et al. 1992), radial (Rasche et al. 1995), or even
stochastic sampling (Scheer and Hennig 1996). Dierent trajectories dier in their acquisi-
tion speed, demands on imaging gradients and in the appearance of image imperfections.
¿e image reconstruction from non-Cartesian trajectories, however, is not as straight for-
ward (Ding et al. 1997; Fessler 2007). A sequence diagram of the Cartesian EPI sequence can
be seen in gure 1.6. ¿e read direction in switched back and forth to traverse k-space
lines, while the phase encode gradient is blipped to move between lines.
Figure 1.6: ¿e 2D Gradient-Echo EPI Sequence. ¿e simplied diagram demonstrates all basic
sequence building blocks of an EPI sequence. First a slice-selective excitation is applied,
followed by a deadtime optional for the BOLD contrast to built, and then a gradient read-
out train follows (see Phase and Read direction) where k-space is acquired in a single-
shot. In the example shown, the Phase andRead gradients describe a cartesian trajectory.
Note: the shaded gray areas in the slice-selective excitation indicate identical areas.
1.3.2 EPI Image Artefacts
Image artefacts are systematic errors that appear on images and that are not directly re-
lated to the object being scanned, but rather by the changes in the magnetic eld produced
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by the object, scanner imperfections, and discrepancies between the real acquisition pro-
cedure and the assumptions of the reconstruction model. In general, the longer the EPI
readout is, the stronger are image artefacts, since eects tend to accumulate over time.
Cartesian trajectories always display ghosting and warping artefacts due to magnetic eld
inhomogeneities, while spiral and radial trajectories suer from blurring and shading. ¿e
following sections concentrate on four common classes of artefacts observed in cartesian
EPI datasets, since only cartesian EPI was used in the current work. More information and
references discussing k-space trajectories and their artefacts can be found in Bernstein et al.
2004.
Magnetic eld inhomogeneity artefacts
Microscopic uctuations and gradients of the B0 eld play an important role in T∗2 con-
trast generation. Unfortunately, if these gradients extend over large distances of the eld
of view, they will lead to image artefacts. ¿e reason is that the spatial encoding prodecure
(assuming the k-space formalism) deliberately applies gradient elds on the imaging ob-
ject (or subject) for spatial localisation, and so any additional extra eld gradient will lead
to a mis-localisation of the signal in k-space and a possible blurring of the signal. Usually,
macroscopic gradients arise because of strong magnetic susceptibility dierences, such as
those found in air-tissue bondaries. Because susceptibility dierences lead to eld gradi-
ents that scale with B0, so do artefacts apper more pronounced at higher eld strengths.
Similarly, by looking at 1.23, it is clear that the longer the sampling time t, the larger the
mis-localisation. Mis-localisation artefacts are commonly referred to as image distortions,
orwarping artefacts. Strong distortions are observed in EPI sequences, because of the small
acquisition bandwidth in the PE direction. An example of image distortions can be seen
in gure 1.7.
As a sidenote, eld inhomogeneities produce dierent artefacts depending on the k-space
trajectory at hand. ¿e artefacts shown here illustrate susceptibility eects on Cartesian
trajectories.
Nyquist Ghosts
¿eghosting artefact occurs with sequences that have a zig-zag trajectory through k-space.
Because echoes are acquired with reverse polarities, it is necessary to time reverse every
other acquired line before image reconstruction. Unfortunately, fast switching of gradients
and their large amplitude induce eddy currents in the MR system, such that the nominal
expected gradient timing diers -even if slightly - from the actual gradients played out
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Figure 1.7: Sagittal, coronal and axial views of an EPI image. Distortions are visible in the phase
encoding (PE) direction (green arrows point to the strongest distortions).
during acquisition. Additionally, poor shimming, gradient coil heating and patient mo-
tion may also exacerbate the artefact. Owing to these timing dierences, the forward and
backward echoes will likely not be properly aligned (the peaks of odd and even-numbered
echoes will be shi ed), and so an artefact will be introduced during image reconstruction.
¿e Nyquist ghost is also referred to as the N2 ghost, or alias ghost, because a ghost will
appear shi ed N2 pixels relative to the main image, as illustrated in gure 1.8. ¿e position-
ing of image slices in an oblique direction may also contribute to the appearance of ghost
artefacts, since they require switching dierent gradients simultaneously. If any delays be-
tween these gradients are not properly accounted for, phase errors between odd and even
lines may occur.
Figure 1.8: A ghost image is visible shi ed half of the eld of view in respect to the imaged object.
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Gibbs ringing
¿e most common sampling artefacts arise because of the limited coverage of k-space.
Perfect edges would require innitely high k-space frequencies to be correctly described.
¿e consequence of approximating an object with a limited amount of spatial frequencies
is that ne parallel lines appear adjacent to signal discontinuities (high-contrast interfaces).
¿e artefact is not directly caused by object, but by the fact that it is being approximated
by a truncated version of its Fourier representation during signal acquisition.
Chemical shi artefacts
Particles (or atoms) in dierent molecular environments may have dierent resonance fre-
quencies because of amechanismcalled electronic shielding. ¿e electric shielding changes
the eective eld that a nuclei experiences in the presence of an external eld according to
the relation:
B⃗e = B⃗0 ⋅ (1 − σ) (1.26)
where σ refers to a so-called electronic shielding factor. ¿e chemical shi thus refers to the
frequency dierence between the resonance frequency of the shielded nuclei and the main
resonance frequency ω0. ¿e dierence in frequency is generally small, and iis therefore
reported in parts per million (ppm). As an example, hydrogen protons of fat are shielded
by electron clouds, while hydrogen protons of water are less shielded because their electron
clouds are pulled away by the electronegative oxygen atom, resulting in a frequency shi 
of circa 3.4 parts per million.
1.3.3 MRI Acceleration
¿e fact that k-space traversal is limited by the gradient amplitudes and slew rates, and
given that k-space has to be sampled sequentially (it is not possible to acquire multiple
k-space points simultaneously with linear gradient spatial encoding alone), acquiring MR
images is time-consuming. MR acceleration techniques work by using other methods of
spatial encoding that do not depend on the application of gradients.
Partial Fourier
In Partial Fourier imaging, data acquisition is accelerated by only acquiring a partial cov-
erage of k-space: data is collected asymmetrically around the center of k-space, usually by
skipping the acquisition of phase encoding steps, as illustrated in gure 1.9. Because of
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symmetrical properties of the Fourier Transform, it is possible to reconstruct the image by
zero-lling the missing k-space lines or by using algorithms that exploit these symmetry
properties to correct for k-space line phase errors.
Figure 1.9: Partial Fourier acquisition. In the illustration, kx and ky represent the frequency and
phase encoding directions, respectively.
Parallel Imaging
¿emostwidespread technique for spatial encodingwithout gradients consists in using the
actual position of an array of receiving coils (Roemer et al. 1990) to estimate where the signal
is coming from (Sodickson and Manning 1997). If the signal comes from a location close to
the coil, it’s signal will have a larger amplitude. Because spatial encoding techniques with
gradients and receiving coils are not mutually exclusive, it is possible to combine them to
maintain the high spatial resolution of k-space imaging, yet without having to acquire the
complete k-space. When these two techniques are combined, their combination is referred
to as parallel imaging (PI).
Parallel imaging has more advantages than just reducing the scan time. For single-shot
EPI acquisitions, reducing the number of lines in the PE direction means fewer distortions
because of an eective increase in bandwidth. Additionally, PI can be used to reduce echo-
times and thus change image contrast.
Two of the most popular algorithms for parallel imaging acceleration are SENSitivity En-
coding (SENSE) (Pruessmann et al. 1999), and GRAPPA, short for GeneRalised Auto cal-
ibrating Partially Parallel Acquisitions (Griswold et al. 2002). In SENSE reconstruction,
shown in equation (1.27), the image acquired, I, is described as the matrix product of a
sensitivity matrix C, which encodes the spatial sensitivity of the l coils, and the magneti-
sation of each voxel n in the object M, which is to be recovered. ¿e acceleration comes
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from having the number of voxels acquired, d, smaller than the number of object locations
being encoded, n.
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¿e reconstruction consists of solving for M, usually by least squares or weighted least
squares (to account for noise). ¿e coil sensitivities can be obtained in a separate scan
before image acquisition. In contrast to SENSE, originally formulated in image space, the
GRAPPA algorithm describes the eect of the coil sensitivities as local lters in k-space, as
shown in equation (1.28). Here, the signal S of a k-space point located at (ky +m∆ky , kx),
where m is an integer oset, is given by the sum of coil weight kernels w convolved with
the signal acquired by coil l , Sl . ¿e coil weight kernels are estimated from reference scans
prior to image acquisition. ¿e acceleration comes from acquiring Sl with less k-space ky
phase encoding steps than in the full k-space signal S.
S(ky +m∆ky , kx) =∑
l
wmkl(ky , kx) ∗ Sl(ky , kx) (1.28)
Although SENSE and GRAPPA were originally formulated in image and k-space, respec-
tively, they both exploit the same fundamental idea: the spatial location of a coil is im-
printed upon the MR signal that is detected. By knowing the coil sensitivities - either by
measuring them directly or by measuring their eect on the acquired signal - it is possible
to knowwhere the signal is coming from. Both algorithmswere shown to perform similarly
well (Blaimer et al. 2004).¿eirmain dierence is that SENSE uses global k-space informa-
tion (the eects of the coil sensitivities in the whole of image space, or k-space), whereas
GRAPPA uses local k-space information (a small kernel computed from the neighbour-
hood of a k-space point).
For 3D sequences, both the GRAPPA and SENSE formalisms can be extended in order to
allow undersampling in two phase encoding directions.
Multiband Acceleration
Multi-band (MB) imaging (Larkman et al. 2001), also referred to as SimultaneousMulti-Slice
(SMS) (Moeller et al. 2010), is an image acceleration technique where, instead of a slice se-
lective excitation, a multi-slice selective excitation is applied. ¿is is achieved by playing
an RF pulse that excites multiple slices simultaneously, resulting in acceleration of the ac-
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quisition in the slice direction. ¿e simplest way to achieve this is by summing a series of
single-band RF pulses, each of which individually excites one slice. ¿e number of slices
excited simultaneously denes the slice acceleration factor.
¿e acquired signal will be, thus, a superposition of the signal of multiple slices. Separat-
ing simultaneously acquired slices can be done using reconstruction techniques adapted
from parallel imaging, such as SliceGRAPPA (Setsompop et al. 2012). Single-band images
are acquired prior to the acquisition to serve as references for the reconstruction proce-
dure. In MB imaging, just as in parallel imaging, the acceleration factor is limited by the
ability to use dierent coils for spatial encoding. Slices too close together may be harder
to separate satisfactory when array coils do not have enough sensitivity variation along the
slice direction.
A comprehensive review of simultaneous multi-slice methods can be found in Barth et al.
2016.
Controlled Aliasing
¿e techniques used for accelerated imaging discussed so far exploit redundancies in data
acquisition with receive coil arrays in order to reduce the number of required phase encod-
ing steps. In parallel imaging, the missing k-space lines are reconstructed from the under-
sampled ones and in MB imaging collapsed slices are separated during the reconstruction
(using either a fully sampled reference dataset or coil sensitivity maps).
Evidently, the accuracy of reconstructing images from under-sampled data will depend
on the amount of spatial information that is present in the phase encoded sampled data
and the spatial distribution of the coil array. ¿is suggests that parallel imaging can be
optimised in two ways: rst, by carefully choosing how lines of k-space (or slices) should
be acquired, and second, by minimising the correlation between signals acquired from
each receiving coil in the receiver array. If all coils were to capture the same information,
no undersampling would be possible within the framework of parallel imaging.
Optimising the coil array geometry is one way to allow for improved parallel imaging re-
construction, but given the wide range of applications and diversity of acquisition proto-
cols, ideally the optimisationwould also be done in theway k-space information is encoded
from the pulse sequence side.
Controlled Aliasing in Parallel Imaging Results in Higher Acceleration (CAIPIRINHA)
(Breuer, Blaimer, Heidemann, et al. 2005; Breuer, Blaimer, Mueller, et al. 2006) is a technique
developed to better exploit coil sensitivity variations either by providing each slice within
a multiband acquisition with dierent RF phase cycles (MS-CAIPINHA) (Breuer, Blaimer,
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Heidemann, et al. 2005), or by modifying the phase encoding sampling strategy in 3D acqui-
sitions (2D CAIPIRINHA) (Breuer, Blaimer, Mueller, et al. 2006).
In MS-CAIPIRINHA, cycling the RF phase in a slice-specic manner imprints individual
slices with phase cycles that cause them to appear shi ed with respect to each other af-
ter Fourier reconstruction. ¿is is why the CAIRIPINHA acronym alludes to Controlled
Aliasing: instead of the acquired signal being a direct superposition of slices, it becomes
a superposition of shi ed slices, which are easier to separate during the reconstruction
procedure.
Blipped Controlled Aliasing
For 2D-EPI sequences it is not possible to introduce a per-echo phase modulation with the
RF pulse because all echoes are acquired in a single-shot a er a single excitation. Nonethe-
less, the phase modulation can still be introduced by appling gradient blips along the slice
direction. In blipped controlled aliasing (Setsompop et al. 2012), a phase modulation is im-
posed on each line of k-space by using gradient blips, as shown in gure 1.10.
Although the gradients slightly dephase the signal within the voxels, the increase in the
maximum achievable acceleration in the slice direction greatly outweights this minor de-
phasing.
1.3.4 Accelerated GRE-EPI Variants
¿is section describes sequence variants developed for the current thesis and the changes
required for their implementation. For each variant, both the technical implementation
and neuroscientic applications are described.
Multiband EPI with blipped CAIPI
¿e Multiband (or SMS) EPI sequence is conceptually simple. Instead of a slice-selective
excitation, as performed in the standard EPI, the multiband sequence uses MB RF pulses
to excite multiple slices simultaneously. Blipped CAIPI, is used to introduce phase shi s
between the simultaneously excited slices in order to allow for a better reconstruction. A
sequence diagram illustration is shown in gure 1.11.
¿e MB pulse waveform is based on parameters from the protocol such as the slice thick-
ness, the slice distance factor, the pulse time frequency bandwidth product, as well as
the number of simultaneously excited slices (SMS factor). In order to implement blipped
CAIPI, changes have to be introduced in the EPI readout. Here, new gradient pulses are
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Figure 1.10: A. Two slices are excited simultaneously (shown on the le ). A gradient is applied per-
pendicular to the slices to introduce a phase modulation Φ at every k-space line. By
setting Φ to pi, the acquired slices will be shi ed by FOV/2. B. Reconstructed image of
superposed slices without and with phase modulation. Figure adapted from a presen-
tation from Felix Breuer given at the ESMRMB Lectures on MR: Simultaneous Multi
Slice, Nijmegen 2016.
added to the slice direction. ¿e strength of the gradient blips is computed based on the
number of slices, the distance between slices and the SMS factor. Using currently avail-
able gradients, scans at 3T using a 32ch head-coil, whole brain scans can be accelerated by
factors of up to 8 without severe degradation of image quality.
Multiecho EPI
A multi-echo sequence is identical to the standard EPI except for the acquisition of mul-
tiple EPI readouts with dierent TEs a er a single excitation, as shown in gure 1.12. ¿e
implementation of themultiecho sequence requires adding a variable number of additional
readouts a er the initial EPI readout, and rephasing gradients between them, to guarantee
that each readout starts at same location in k-space.
¿e multi-echo sequence is desirable for neuroscientic applications targeting areas that
suer from dropouts and distortions. ¿e acquisition of multiple echoes also enables ad-
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Figure 1.11: ¿e 2DMultiband Gradient-Echo EPI Sequence. ¿e simplied diagram demonstrates
all basic sequence building blocks of an EPI sequence. First a multislice-selective ex-
citation is applied, followed by a deadtime necessary for the contrast to built, and then
a gradient readout train follows (see Phase and Read direction) where k-space is ac-
quired in a single-shot. In the example shown, the Phase and Read gradients describe a
cartesian trajectory. ¿e illustrated gradient blips in the slice direction represent Slice-
CAIPI blips, used for separating slices excited simultaneously with MB pulses. Note:
the shaded gray areas in the slice-selective excitation indicate identical areas.
vanced data denoising techniques based on relaxometry (Kundu, Brenowitz, et al. 2013), dis-
cussed later in Chapter 2. An issue with the multi-echo implementation is that it requires
changes in analysis workows, since sequence users no longer deal with a single time-
series, but multiple - one per echo.
Multiband Echo-Shi ed (MESH) EPI
¿e multiband echo shi ed sequence (Boyacioğlu, Schulz, and Norris 2017) is a multiband
version of the echo-shi ed multislice EPI sequence (Gibson et al. 2006).¿e echo-shi can
be achieved by adding extra gradients before the EPI readout and compensating for them
a er the readout, as illustrated in gure 1.13. In theory, any integer number of echo-shi s
are possible by properly balancing gradients around the readout trains. In the illustration,
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Figure 1.12: ¿e Multi-echo Sequence. Immediatelly a er the excitation, the k-space trajectory
readout is repeated multiple times. Between each readout, gradient blips are place to
rephase the magnetisation back to the start of the trajectory.
echo-shi ing gradients for a single echo-shi are applied in the slice direction. ¿e gray
and red shared areas represent gradients of equal area. ¿e yellow gradients indicate extra
rephasing gradients that ensure the RF signal can be shi ed to the next readout.
¿e echo-shi ing gradients can in theory be applied in any direction, but for simplicity
they were introduced only in the slice-direction in the implementation used in the current
thesis..
Another change required for the MESH sequence pertains deactivating the readout ADC
a er the rst excitation, since the signal will not be read out, as shown in 1.13. Finally,
for the reconstruction to work online, the slice indices have to be shi ed according to the
echo-shi ing factor.
¿eMESH sequence is a niche application used to accelerate lower resolution acquisitions
where there is a deadtime before the EPI readout necessary for the contrast to build up.
¿eMESH sequence has the disadvantage that it couples the TE to the interslice TR. At 3T
and higher eld strengths, the TE becomes prohibitively large for high resolution studies
because of current gradient limitations.
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Figure 1.13: ¿e Multiband Echo-Shi ed Sequence. ¿e modications necessary for (interslice)
echo-shi ing are shown in red and yellow in the diagram below. First, a er the slice-
selection gradient, an extra crusher gradient, shown in red, is played to dephase the
magnetisation. Consider its area to be 1, such that the rst gradient moment applied
in the slice direction is -1. A er the readout, the gradient moment is then rephased to
0 and dephased again to 1. A er the second excitation, the crusher placed a er B will
again rephase the magnetisation excited by A, so that the signal is ready to be acquired.
¿e yellow gradients are responsible for rephasing the moments of the phase and read
axis.
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1.4 Functional MRI
Functional MRI does not directly measure neuronal activity. It measures changes in cere-
bral blood ow (CBF), cerebral blood volume (CBV) and changes in blood deoxyhemoglo-
bin concentration which are associated with neuronal activity. ¿e most commonly used
contrast for measuring functional activity, however, is the Blood Oxygenation Level De-
pendent (BOLD) contrast, which is non-trivially modulated by changes in CBF, CBV and
the concentration of deoxyhemoglobin in the blood. ¿e use of these vascular responses
to infer neuronal activity requires understanding how neuronal activity and vascular re-
sponses are coupled in space and in time, and requires understanding how vascular re-
sponses aect the MRI signal (for a review, see Norris 2006).
1.4.1 Neurovascular Coupling
Neurovascular coupling refers to the link between local neural activity and changes in the
local vasculature that aect blood ow and volume. ¿e spatial location and the intensity
of these changes are coupled to changes in neural activity through a series of coordinated
events involving neuronal and non-neuronal (glial) cells of the nervous system, and vascu-
lar cells (cells of the blood vessels) (Pasley and Freeman 2008). Questions that arise and are
pertinent to the fMRI experiment pertain to how well localised, both in space and time,
the vascular response is with respect to underlying neural activity (Saad et al. 2003),whether
the response is linear with respect to the intensity of the activity, and whether the response
varies across brain regions, between states of alertness, between individuals and popula-
tion groups. Evidently, all of these questions will directly impact the interpretation of the
measured vascular response.
1.4.2 ¿e BOLD Contrast
“It is interesting and surprising that the hemoglobin molecule undergoes such an
extreme structural change on the addition of oxygen; in the ferro-hemoglobin
molecule there are sixteen unpaired electrons and the bonds to iron are ionic,
while in oxyhemoglobin there are no unpaired electrons and the bonds are cova-
lent.” Pauling and Coryell 1936
Most of the seminal work towards developing and understanding the BOLD contrast and
fMRI was performed in the end of the 1980s and beginning of 1990s at the AT & T Bell
Laboratories in New Jersey, the Center for Magnetic Resonance Research of the University
of Minnesota, and the Massachussets General Hospital in Boston, within the context of
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research towards MR-based alternatives to Positron Emission Tomography (PET) for the
study of brain activity and physiology. ¿e series of publications by Ogawa & colleagues in
1990 (Ogawa, Lee, Kay, et al. 1990; Ogawa and Lee 1990; Ogawa, Lee, Nayak, et al. 1990), reporting
paramagnetic deoxyhemoglobin as a naturally ocurring contrast for MRI, described simu-
lations and imaging measurements of cylinders lled with blood, subject to a 7T magnetic
eld, and imaging experiments on anaesthetised rats subjected to hyperoxic, hypercap-
nic, and hypoglycaemic challenges that alter metabolic demand and/or brain physiology.
¿eir reports introduced and described the BOLD contrast, and its sensitivity to blood
oxygen changes driven by anaesthetics and blood ow, as well as on insulin-induced hy-
poglycaemia. ¿eir ndings explained the BOLD contrast as arising from the dierences
in the magnetic susceptibility between oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin in the blood, which
could be easily observed in-vivo using MRI sequences sensitive to magnetic eld inhomo-
geneities, i.e., gradient-echo, T∗2 weighted sequences. As initially reported by Linus Pauling
& Charles Coryell in 1936 (Pauling and Coryell 1936), deoxyhemoglobin is strongly param-
agnetic.
¿e origin of the BOLD contrast is therefore the paramagnetic susceptibility of deoxy-
hemoglobin, which induce strong microscopic eld inhomogeneities and alter T∗2 . ¿ese
inhomogeneities locally dephase the sample magnetisation, and thus reduce the observ-
able MR signal. Despite the parsimonious explanation of the BOLD contrast, there are
multiple details that have to be accounted for to understand the link between the observed
BOLD uctuations in the MR signal and actual changes in the underlying physiology, as
mentioned earlier. First, blood is present in vessels of dierent shapes, sizes and orienta-
tions, most (if not all) of which are capable of changing their diameters in a process called
auto-regulation. Second, the concentration of deoxyhemoglobin increases as blood ows
from arteries into draining venes, depending on the oxygen extraction fraction of the tis-
sue being irrigated. ¿ird, blood ows at dierent velocities across the brain. Finally, the
impact of each of these physiological factors on the MRI signal will strongly depend on
MR acquisition parameters.
1.4.3 Impact of MR acquisition parameters on the BOLD signal
For a standard GRE-EPI acquisition, the intensity of the BOLD-weighted signal will de-
pend on multiple factors ranging from, u.a., the strength of the static magnetic eld (Gati
et al. 1997), TR, ip angle (Gonzalez-Castillo et al. 2011), receiver bandwidth (Zou et al. 2005)
and spatial resolution (Menon 2002; Robinson et al. 2008; Saad et al. 2003), and, perhaps most
notably, the echo time (Fera et al. 2004; Ogawa, Tank, et al. 1992; Stöcker et al. 2006; Triantafyllou,
Wald, et al. 2011). A brief overview of the impact of parameters is shown in table 1.1.
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Table 1.1: Eects of MR acquisition parameters on observable GRE MR signal.
Parameter Main effect on observable BOLD signal
TE Increases BOLD weighting
TR Influences magnetisation saturation
Flip Angle Influences signal and physiological noise intensity
Receiver Bandwidth Higher values increase noise but reduce distortions
Spatial Resolution Partial volume effects
1.4.4 Echo Time Dependency of the BOLD signal
“Changes in signal intensity caused byT∗2 eects inGRE images are TE-dependent,
consistent with the TE dependence of our observed (BOLD) signal change. A er
a reduction in TE from 40 ms to 8 ms, the overall signal intensity was higher, but
the fractional change in signal intensity produced by visual stimulation was re-
duced more than 3-fold. At short TE, changes were not easily detectable.”
Ogawa, Tank, et al. 1992
¿e seminal paper by Ogawa et al. introducing human functional MRI without use of ex-
ogenous contrast agents in 1992 already hinted on the echo-time dependence of the BOLD
contrast (Ogawa, Tank, et al. 1992) (in 1991 the rst fMRI human fMRI experiment with ex-
ogenous contrasts was reported (Belliveau et al. 1991), and in 1992 other two groups inde-
pendently reported human fMRI without contrast (Bandettini, Wong, et al. 1992; Kwong et al.
1992)).
Had the BOLD signal been driven exclusively by ow eects, instead of by changes in relax-
ation parameters, then fractional changes in signal intensity should not be TE-dependent.
Yet, they were. ¿e take-home message is that the BOLD contrast is TE dependent, and
there must be an optimal TE which maximises the signal dierence between baseline and
neural activity: too short a TE and there is no BOLD weighting, too long a TE and there is
no MR signal. ¿e optimal TE, to a good approximation, was shortly a er shown to cor-
respond to the T∗2 relaxation value of the tissue being imaged (Gati et al. 1997). Empirical
evidence supported the theory (Posse et al. 1999; Speck and Hennig 1998), as illustrated in the
gure 1.14 from Speck and Hennig 1998, in one of the earliest multi-echo (ME) EPI fMRI
experiments (the multi-echo EPI sequence is described in Chapter 2, for a detailed review
see Posse 2012).
Whenmulti-echo sequences were introduced in fMRI, they were used for directly measur-
ing relaxation parameters(M0 and T∗2 ), and their associated change, ∆T∗2 . ¿e goal back
then was to separate signal changes that actually arise from T∗2 changes, as in true BOLD,
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Figure 1.14: R∗2 signal changes during stimulation for dierent echo times. Panel a. absolute R∗2
changes b. relative R∗2 changes. Adapted from Speck and Hennig 1998.
from signal changes related to motion and ow eects, and to study the heamodynamic
responses.
Nowadays the multi-echo sequence is used to optimise contrast across dierent areas of
the brain, given that dierent regions have dierent T∗2 properties, and therefore dierent
optimal sampling times (Poser and Norris 2009; Poser, Versluis, et al. 2006).
1.4.5 ¿e Hemodynamic Response Function
¿e most severe limitation of BOLD imaging is that the measured signal response is slow
and sluggishwith respect to the underlying neuronal activity (Buckner et al. 1996; Glover 1999;
Rosen et al. 1998). A commonly used approximation to the temporal vascular response and
its impact on the BOLD signal is described by the haemodynamic response function (HRF)
(Buxton et al. 2004). ¿is function models the response of the vasculature (as reected by
the MR signal) to a brief period of neural stimulation. Phenomenologically, the HRF can
be modelled as a dierence of two gamma probability density functions Γpd f , described in
equation (1.29), where Γ represents the Gamma function, t corresponds to time, and a to
a shape parameter. With this model, the HRF can be written as shown in equation (1.30),
where t1 and t2 represent delay coecients, d1 and d2 represent dispersion coecients and
r corresponds to a mixing rate. ¿e rst Γ models the initial vascular response, and the
second Γ models an observed response undershoot.
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Γpdf(t, a) = ta−1e−tΓ(a) (1.29)
HRF(t) = Γpdf(t, t1d1) − r ⋅ Γpdf(t, t2d2) (1.30)
A plot of the HRF, as parametrised in Glover 1999 is illustrated in gure 1.15. Here, t1 = 6 s
and t2 = 12 s, d1 = d2 = 9 s and the mixing ratio r = 0.35.
Figure 1.15: HRF, as described Glover 1999, see page 419 (Note that in the reference publication,
the coecients corresponding to Γ(a), referenced as ci , should have been written 1/ci
instead).
1.5 ¿e fMRI Experiment Design
“Current (fMRI) applications o en rely on ‘eects’ or ‘statistically signicant dif-
ferences’, rather than on a proper analysis of the relationship between neuronal
activity, haemodynamic consequences, and MRI physics.”
Frahm, Merboldt, Hänicke, et al. 1994
¿e most commonly used approach to exploit the neuro-vascular coupling with fMRI is
to have participants perform a task while lying in the scanner and then compare the mag-
nitude of the MRI signal in the presence (activation) and absence (baseline) of the task.
¿is strategy of data acquisition is referred to as task FMRI. Task fMRI is used to iden-
tify regions that respond to a particular task or stimulus, or to observe region-dependent
changes to dierent experimental conditions (example: eyes open vs. eyes closed). In task
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fMRI, experimenters manipulate the conditions to which subjects are exposed within the
scanner. Common experimental designs may consist of blocks of activation and baseline.
When activation and baseline are repeated multiple times during an experiment, the ex-
periment design is called a block design. Alternatively, subjects may be exposed to short
and varied stimuli without any predetermined sequence. Such designs are referred to as
event-related designs, because they attempt to model neural responses to unique events.
It is also possible to observe spontaneous signal uctuations when subjects are scanned at
rest (Biswal, Yetkin, et al. 1995).When the acquisition does not contain any tasks, it is referred
to as resting-state fMRI. Resting-state fMRI attempts to study spontaneous uctuations of
brain activity, and to identify brain regions where this activity is coordinated in space or
time (Biswal, Mennes, et al. 2010; Biswal, Yetkin, et al. 1995). ¿ese regions of coordinated
activity are usually considered reecting neuronal or physiological brain networks.
Functional MRI data analysis techniques may be model driven, or data driven. In model
driven analysis, the data is t to a model designed around the experimental manipulation.
For example, if participants of an experiment were shown a visual checkerboard with a
10 seconds OFF - 10 seconds ON paradigm, a model driven approach would attempt to
t the data for a model of the signal expected to be elicited by the visual stimulation. A
paradigm where a stimulus is repeated in an ON and OFF manner is named a block de-
sign. Other possible designs include the Event Related design, where instead of a long
activation block, ON events happen in brief durations throughout the experiment. Finally,
in a mixed block/event-related design, ON events happen briey within ON block win-
dows. ¿ese experimental task designs are demonstrated in gure 1.16. More sophisticated
designs include a modulation of the intensity of ON events to study dierent degrees of
stimulation, or the presentation of natural stimuli, as in a unique long ON block. ¿ese
stimuli are in turn associated with more sophisticated methods of analysis.
To build the model it is necessary to have a good approximation of what the signal will
look like, which, for FMRI, means having an approximation of the expected eect that
the stimulus will produce. ¿is is generally achieved by convolving the stimulus with the
HRF.
Data driven approaches are used when no model is available for the question at hand. For
example, during resting-state experiments, there is no stimulation.
1.5.1 An fMRI Dataset
Because MRI scanners are mostly commercialised as medical devices, all reconstructed
images are stored in a common standardised medical data format called (Digital Imaging
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Figure 1.16: ON and OFF moments corresponding to stimulus presentation. In a block design, the
stimulus is presented in long ON and OFF and repeated throughout the experiment. In
an event-related design, the stimulus are shown in brief bursts sparsed throughout the
experiment. In a mixed design, ON events are only present during ON blocks. Image
adapted from (Chen and Glover 2015).
and Communications in Medicine) DICOM. ¿e DICOM format stores not only the re-
constructed imaging data, but also scan metadata such as information about the subject
being scanned, the scanner and scanning parameters, as well as reconstruction parame-
ters. In essence, all data, including the reconstructed image, is stored in a dictionary of
keys (tags) and values, as exemplied in table 1.2.
Table 1.2: Example of how information is stored in the medical DICOM format. Both the image
data and metadata are stored as entries in a dictionary. ¿e pixel data is stored a string of
16bit words where the encoding is negotiated according to entry TransferSyntaxUID.
Dictionary entry Entry name Value Type Value
(0008,0020) StudyDate Date 20190925
(0008,0032) AcquisitionTime Time 143000.000000
(0008,0060) Modality Code String MR
(0008,103e) SeriesDescription Long String t1_mprage_sag_p2
(0010,0040) PatientSex Code String M
(0018,0020) ScanningSequence Code String GR-IR
(0018,0087) MagneticFieldStrength Decimal String 3
(0002,0010) TransferSyntaxUID Unique Identifier LittleEndian
(7fe0,0010) PixelData Other Word String 0000-0000- . . .
¿e image is stored in a key called Pixel Data. A crucial detail of theDICOM is that it stores
2D images as an encoded array of integers with 12 (or sometimes 14) bit depth, although the
true MR signal is digitised as complex oating numbers with 32-bit depth. In that regard,
the outputDICOMs a er anMRI acquisition are not a high delity representation of the ac-
quired MR signal, but rather reconstructed, compressed and slightly preprocessed images
with additional metadata. ¿e image reconstruction system is responsible for lling in the
DICOM information. Furthermore, given that BOLD fMRI acquisitions are 4-dimensional
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(2D image, slices, time), most manufacturers store 3D data in the Pixel Data entry as a mo-
saic of 2D images. For each acquisition, there are therefore N timepoints DICOMs with
2D mosaics of images. In contrast to clinical medical routine, however, fMRI images are
not the end result of an fMRI experiment, but rather the input to a series of preprocessing,
denoising and analysis steps which ultimately allow (even if limited) inference on physio-
logical and neuronal processes. To facilitate manipulating fMRI data, the pixel data from a
series of DICOMs is usually extracted and converted to a format called (Neuroimaging In-
formatics Technology Initiative) NIfTI. In contrast to DICOMs, in NIfTI image data is not
stored as a dictionary. ¿e NIfTI specication denes a xed-sized NIfTI header, which
contains a minimal amount of metadata (voxel size, repetition time and data orientation),
and the image data is stored immediately a er the header as a continuous array (of either
integers or oats). ¿is speeds up the access to the image data. ¿e fact that most Neu-
roimaging tools read and work exclusively with NIfTIs means that, for most researchers,
datasets have to be converted from DICOMs to NIfTIs before any further preprocessing
(Li et al. 2016). Nonetheless, researchers may still have to consult the DICOM les for extra
metadata that does not t into the NIfTI, or use extra les to store metadata information.
Besides fMRI datasets, experimenters may also collect additional experiment information
such as physiological recordings, e.g., cardiac pulse and respiration measurements, eye
movement recordings, and a log of subject’s reactions and responses to stimuli.
1.5.2 FMRI Data Preprocessing
BOLD FMRI data, as mentioned before, usually consists of a series of 3D images: a 4D im-
age with dimensions width, depth, height and time. As with any other experimental data,
before being able to make inferences about haemodynamic changes in the brain it may
be necessary to preprocess the data to account for unwanted eects. Preprocessing steps
may include realignment of images in the 4D series to account for unavoidable subject head
motion (Power, Schlaggar, et al. 2015), removal of scanner related temporal dri s and uctua-
tions, stripping of the skull and neck so that only the brain is le in the images, and removal
of uctuations related to confounds of no interest, such as cardiac (Chang et al. 2009) and
respiratory signals (Birn et al. 2008). Additional commonly used preprocessing steps may
include smoothing the images, correcting for the dierence in acquisition time of multiple
slices, i.e., slice-time correction, and un-distorting the images in cases where strong distor-
tion artefacts arise because of acquisition choices. Finally, when the experiment involves
scanningmultiple subjects, images are usually co-registered to an anatomical template that
allows between-subject comparisons.
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1.5.3 Data Denoising Techniques
Fluctuations in fMRI data that arise from physiological sources such as respiration and
cardiac pulsation, as well as from subject motion, are a problem for fMRI because they
may confound or mask underlying signals of interest (Murphy et al. 2013).Most researchers
circumvent the problem by regressing out (as in a linear regression) estimates of these
confounding uctuations. For task fMRI, the regression is usually done in parallel with
the estimation of fMRI responses, as described in the following section on the 1.6.1.
RETROICOR
RETROICOR is a retrospective correction technique whereby externally acquired mea-
surements of the cardiac pulse and respiration are removed from the data (Glover et al.
2000).¿e removal is not done directly, but rather a er minor preprocessing. In detail, the
physiological recordings are expressed as a low-order Fourier series, and each component
of the expansion is used as a separate regressor. It is important to note that RETROICOR
was developed at a time when readily available pulse sequences were slower and generally
not capable of critically sampling the cardiac and respiratory cycles, at least not in whole
brain fMRI acquisitions.
aCompCor
¿eaCompCor technique is a principal component based correctionmethod (Behzadi et al.
2007). It works under the assumption that signal from a noisy region of interest where no
functional activation is expected, such as CSF or white matter, can be used to accurately
model noise uctuations in gray matter regions. ¿e aCompCor regressors are the princi-
pal components, obtained by Principal Component Analysis (PCA), of the voxel signals of
the noisy regions.
Global Signal Regression
¿e global signal is the average time-series of an fMRI acquisition. It is computed by av-
eraging the time-series of all voxels within a brain mask, usually already a er the images
have been preprocessed. It’s use as a confound regressor is, however, controversial (Liu,
Nalci, et al. 2017). ¿e reason thereof is that the global signal is understood as reecting an
unknownmix of both neuronal and nuisance uctuations, and so its removal could impact
the interpretation of the subsequent data analysis in a non-trivial manner.
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ICA Based Denoising Strategies
A commonly used technique to separate signals of interest and signals of no-interest is
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) (for a general overview of the technique and applica-
tions see Hyvärinen and Oja 2000, for example). ICA breaks down the fMRI data into a set of
spatial maps and associated time-courses, each map and time-course being called a com-
ponent. Some of these maps, or time-courses, can be identied as corresponding to the
aforementioned unwanted uctuations, rather than to the underlying fMRI signal of inter-
est. In ICA denoising, these unwanted components are labelled as noise and regressed out
of the dataset. ¿e labelling of noise and signal components may be done manually or by
an automatic ICA component classier. Dierent ICA classiers dier in their approach
to automatically label noise components. A more detailed description of widely used ICA
based denoising algorithms can be found in the experimental chapters of this thesis.
1.6 Commonly used paradigms for fMRI Data Analysis
¿emethods used to analyse fMRI data can be divided in model based methods, as com-
monly used for task fMRI, anddata-drivenmethods, generally used for resting-state fMRI.
1.6.1 Task fMRI Analysis - Model Based
¿e most commonly used technique for task fMRI analysis is the General Linear Model.
Although other techniques such as Multivariate Pattern Analysis are becoming more pop-
ular within the eld (Haxby 2012), they are outside the scope of this introduction.
General Linear Model
¿e General Linear Model (GLM) (Friston et al. 1995; Poline and Brett 2012) is an analysis
technique that works under the assumption that amplitude of measured fMRI responses is
directly proportional to the external stimuli (convolved with the heamodynamic response
function) . ¿e model describes the observed voxel time-series as a linear combination
of deterministic signals and stochastic noise. ¿e GLM is also used to model confounding
regressors such as physiological noise or motion parameter estimates, as mentioned earlier
in the Denoising section. If we let the fMRI data be described as a matrix YV×t , where V
corresponds to the number of voxels and t, as usual, corresponds to time, then the GLM
can be expressed as:
Y = Xβ + є (1.31)
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¿ematrix X is known as the designmatrix. Each of its columns contains a single regressor,
which can model both a signal of interest or a confound. ¿e vector β contains the linear
coecients that describe howmuch a voxel time-series can be explained by each regressor
in the design matrix. ¿e vector є is an error term that accounts for dierences between
the data and the model. ¿e goal of the GLM is to obtain β, generally called the parameter
estimates, given Y and X. Given the linearity of the model, β are generally estimated by
least squares:
βˆ = (XTX)−1XTY (1.32)
1.6.2 Resting State fMRI Analysis
Resting-state fMRI, instead of estimating responses to a model, is used to explore the
brain’s functional connectivity (FC), as it is believed to be related to cognition and be-
haviour (Biswal, Yetkin, et al. 1995; Laird, Fox, et al. 2011; Shen et al. 2018; Smith, Fox, et al.
2009) and mental health (Greicius et al. 2007). FC estimates from resting-state fMRI data
are usually obtained by measuring the time-course similarity between dierent regions of
the brain, where these regions may be as small as individual voxels from an image, user-
dened regions-of-interest (ROI), or even large resting-state networks obtained from data
reduction techniques such as spatial ICA (Beckmann and Smith 2004; Beckmann 2012). ¿e
simplest estimates of time-course similarity can be obtained based on simple correlation
analysis but they can also be based on statistical independence, as done, for example, with
the aforementioned independent component analysis (ICA) , or with any other clustering
approach capable of grouping time-courses based on an arbitrary set of their features.
Although multiple methods exist and are being developed to study brain dynamics in the
resting-state (Mill et al. 2017; Smith 2012), three have become popular and have been used
extensively because of their simplicity, availability and (arguably) interpretability. ¿ese
are the seed-based analysis (Biswal, Yetkin, et al. 1995), the functional connectivity analysis ,
and the Independent Component Analysis (ICA).
Seed based Correlation
In seed based analysis, the signal from a voxel (or the average signal from a region of inter-
est) is used as a seed to calculate correlations to all other voxels of the brain. ¿is provides,
for the seed at hand, a detailed map reecting connectivity to other regions of the brain.
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Functional Connectivity Analysis
Functional connectivity analysis can be regarded as an extension of seed-based analysis
where multiple regions of the brain are taken as seeds. In analogy to a graph, each seed
can be considered to be a node, and a metric of similarity is used to determine edges be-
tween nodes. ¿e prodecure usually consists of an initial brain parcellation. A correlation
matrix can then be computed between signals extracted from all parcels (nodes). Besides
correlation, functional connectivity can also be estimated using, u.a., partial correlation,
coherence or partial coherence, covariance and precision (inverse of the covariance) met-
rics .
Independent Component Analysis
Independent Component Analysis is a matrix factorisation technique that decomposes an
input matrix Y into the product of two unknown matrices A and X. ¿e two matrices are
determined by searching for a suitable factorisation that enforces statistical independence
between the columns of X (Jutten and Herault 1991). Statistical independence means that
knowledge about one of the columns of X does not give us any information about the other
columns. In signal processing, ICA is generally used to separate mixed signals in the time
domain. In those circumstances, each column of thematrixY is considered to be amixture
of latent signals, and the goal of ICA is to separate these latent signals. Unfortunately,
the ICA algorithm requires many data points to function properly - historically a number
larger than the number of time samples obtained in an fMRI. For this reason, for fMRI data,
ICA is not performed in the time domain, but in the spatial domain (Friston 1998; Mckeown
et al. 1998), as illustrated in gure 1.17. In ICA, the imaging time-series are decomposed into
a set of independent spatial modes and their associated time courses or dynamics. ICA is
a data-driven approach and so it is up to the researcher to inspect and decide whether the
these spatial modes and their time-series could reect possible neuronal activity, or if they
reect systematic errors or motion or physiological artefacts. In the literature, multiple
consistent spatial modes have been identied across dierent individuals and populations.
¿ese spatialmodes, assumed to be related to brain function, are referred to in the literature
as resting-state networks (RSN) (Biswal, Yetkin, et al. 1995; Smith, Fox, et al. 2009).
A series of commonly identied resting state networks, as described in Smith, Fox, et al.
2009 can be seen in gure 1.18.
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Figure 1.17: ¿e fMRI data is decomposed using spatial ICA into a mixing matrix (similar to the
designmatrix in the GLM), and a set of independent spatial maps. Some of these spatial
maps cannot be explained by confounding regressors, and are therefore considered to
be associated with underlying brain activity. Image taken from (Beckmann 2012).
Figure 1.18: Nine commonly identied resting-state networks and their labels as used routinely in
the literature. ¿ey were obtained via an ICA decomposition of resting-state data tem-
porally concatenated from 36 subjects. ¿ese networks are believed to show a close cor-
respondence to activation brain dynamics as usually observed with task fMRI (Smith,
Fox, et al. 2009).
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1.7 Purpose of the current work
“Of course, that the ‘result of the experiment’ depends on the entire arrangement
and procedure is only a truism. It was stressed repeatedly by Niels Bohr in con-
nection with quantum theory, but presumably no scientist from Galileo on has
ever doubted it.” Jaynes and Bretthorst 2003, p. 61
¿e purpose of the current work is to optimise the acquisition of BOLD fMRI at 3T by
taking advantage of multiband imaging. To achieve this goal, a series of promising pulse
sequences, derivatives of theGRE-EPI sequence, were implemented. ¿ese sequences were
developed to allow for the acquisition of multiple T2* weighted contrasts during a single
fMRI experiment, or to considerably improve the temporal resolution of fMRI with the
goal of increasing BOLD sensitivity and enabling novel analysis. ¿e pulse sequences were
developed in close collaboration with Siemens Healthcare, in order to make sequences
robust and available for a wider audience - in line with the goals of the ABRIM project.
¿e impact of acquisition protocol choices and dierent preprocessing and denoising steps
was studied on both resting-state and task fMRI, in order to optimise data analysis, as
judged by commonly used functional imaging metrics such as temporal signal-to-noise
ratio (tSNR) and sensitivity to BOLD activation (statistical z-scores). Finally, an ultra-fast
fMRI protocol was developed and used to study temporally independent brain networks at
the level of the individual. Previously, because of limitations in fMRI sampling rate, such
analysis had only been performed at the group level.
1.8 Outline of the thesis
¿e following chapters 2 and 3 compare two of the developed sequences, Multiband and
Multiband Multi-echo EPI in resting-state and task fMRI, respectively. For resting-state,
the performance of sequence protocols is measured by looking at the sensitivity, specicity
and reproducibility of dierent protocols For task, the performance is compared by looking
at how well brain regions can be detected. ¿ese chapters evaluate not only the sequences,
but also their coupling with experimental choices done during data denoising.
Chapter 4 introduces MESH-EPI as an ultra-fast fMRI sequence capable of sampling the
whole-brain in under 160ms with a spatial resolution of 4.5mm isotropic using a standard
Cartesian EPI readout. ¿e chapter is an example of how even simple sequence modica-
tions can enable novel neuroscientic applications that were previously regarded as infeasi-
ble or impractical. In specic, the chapter describes the usage of a temporal ICA based data
analysis technique to obtain temporally independent functional modes of brain activity at
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the single-subject level, given that the ultra-fast sequence generates sucient time-points
for the analysis technique to work robustly. ¿e analysis technique allows studying how
brain areas may be involved in multiple distinct functional brain networks, for example,
how the visual cortex may be involved in a network that includes the visual streams, and
in another network that includes the motor cortex.
¿e thesis concludes with a summary of the main results, in Chapter 5, and outlines av-
enues for further investigation.
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2 Multiband and Multiband Multiecho for resting-state
FMRI at 3T
Pulse sequence choices directly impact the sensitivity and specicity of functional mag-
netic resonance imaging (fMRI). In the current contribution a Multiband (MB) and a
MultibandMultiecho (MBME)GRE-EPI sequence were compared in whole-brain resting-
state fMRI at 3T with 2.5mm isotropic resolution, in terms of raw signal quality - as mea-
sured by tSNR; and in terms of fMRI quality - as measured by group level peak and mean
z-scores obtained with a dual regression approach, by the identiability of resting-state
networks, and by their reproducibility across sessions. Our analysis was extended to the
removal of physiological noise with both FIX andME-ICA. Our results show that, without
denoising, the chosenMB-only protocol outperformedMBME in tSNR and peak z-scores,
even a er accounting for temporal autocorrelation. A er denoising with FSL-FIX, MBME
yielded the largest identiability scores, a proxy for specicity, but MB still yielded signi-
cantly higher peak z-scores. Additionally, other than for tSNR, FIX performed better in all
metrics when compared to ME-ICA. ¿ese ndings suggest the use of FIX to clean both
MB and MBME data, and MB-FIX as a more sensitive protocol strategy, yet less specic
than MBME-FIX for resting-state fMRI.
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2 Multiband and Multiband Multiecho for resting FMRI
2.1 Introduction
For many applications of 2D echo-planar-imaging (EPI), foremost functional MRI, si-
multaneous multi-slice imaging (Larkman et al. 2001), also known as Multiband (MB), has
become the method of choice to eectively replace standard singleband (SB) 2D-EPI se-
quences (Barth et al. 2016; Feinberg, Moeller, et al. 2010; Moeller et al. 2010; Setsompop et al.
2012). MB-EPI acquisitions improve acquisition speed in fMRI by acquiring multiple 2D
slices simultaneously. When congured appropriately (Todd et al. 2016),MB can oer bet-
ter statistical results on the single subject and group subject levels (Feinberg, Moeller, et al.
2010).Moreover, the improved temporal resolution reduces aliasing of physiological noise
contributions, such as cardiac and respiratory uctuations, into the frequency range of
BOLD signals of interest (Tong and Frederick 2014). ¿ese unwanted signals can thus be
better characterised and removed, since physiological sources are known to skew connec-
tivity measurements (Chu et al. 2018). Drawbacks of Multiband are the increase in SAR and
RF peak power, which may require the use of lower bandwidth RF pulses, and a reduced
steady-state signal as a consequence of shorter repetition times (Barth et al. 2016; Feinberg
and Setsompop 2013).
Similar to the advantages of MB over SB EPI, the attractiveness of multi-echo (ME) EPI
as an alternative to single-echo for BOLD fMRI is evident: ME acquisitions, in contrast
to single-echo, make it possible to observe the relaxation process of the MR signal across
the whole brain. ¿e richness of information obtained by ME techniques make it possible
to measure S0 and T2* changes directly from the acquired data (Speck and Hennig 1998),
correct for distortions (Visser et al. 2012; Weiskopf et al. 2005), improve SNR and tSNR by
compensating for dropouts and distortions (Kim et al. 2016; Poser, Versluis, et al. 2006; Posse
et al. 1999), and more recently, to use an integrated data-driven denoising approach for
fMRI based on the relaxation characteristics of the BOLD signal (Kundu, Brenowitz, et al.
2013; Kundu, Inati, et al. 2012; Kundu, Voon, et al. 2017). A drawback of ME, when combined
with MB, is the extended repetition time (TR), since sampling multiple echoes inherently
extends the EPI readout duration and the use of in-plane acceleration limits the possibility
of combining ME with large acceleration factors in the slice direction (Preibisch et al. 2015).
Nonetheless, sequences combining both MB and ME, so called MBME-EPI, have been
described in the literature and shown to oer benets with respect to ME-EPI (Boyacioğlu,
Schulz, Koopmans, et al. 2015; Olafsson et al. 2015).
Beyond advances in sequence development, improvements in data acquisition can hardly
be evaluated without considering their coupling to improvements in data preprocessing
(Grianti, Salimi-Khorshidi, et al. 2014; Kundu, Brenowitz, et al. 2013; Pruim, Mennes, Buitelaar,
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et al. 2014). As an example, faster sampling times achieved with MB increase the number
of volumes acquired per unit of time and not only improve statistical power but have been
shown to improve the removal of structured noise from the data (Boyacioğlu, Schulz, Koop-
mans, et al. 2015).With respect to the removal of structured noise, one particular data clean-
ing technique, named FMRIB’s X-denoisier, FIX, (Grianti, Salimi-Khorshidi, et al. 2014),
has been successfully used in the Human Connectome Project (HCP) (Glasser, Smith, et al.
2016; Van Essen et al. 2013) to automate the noise removal of MB accelerated resting-state
datasets. ¿e FIX classier is a denoising strategy based on independent component anal-
ysis (ICA).¿is type of approach works by rst classifying the spatially structured compo-
nents into signal and noise, and then regressing out noisy components from the original
dataset. ICA denoising techniques may dier either in features they consider relevant for
the classication procedure, or in the classication algorithm itself. Another example of
the tight coupling between data acquisition and preprocessing is the aforementioned ME-
ICA strategy to automatically separate BOLD from artifactual non-BOLD signals in order
to improve functional connectivitymapping (Kundu, Brenowitz, et al. 2013) and task fMRI.
FIX consists of a supervised classier that employs a combination of F-scores, logistic re-
gression and linear support vector machines to determine whether independent compo-
nents are signal or noise based on a set of approximately 180 hand-engineered spatial and
temporal features (Salimi-Khorshidi et al. 2014), such as, for example, the spectral charac-
teristics of IC time-courses, and the overlap between IC spatial maps and masks of gray
matter, white matter and CSF. ¿e drawback of FIX is that it requires a separate training
dataset of labelled components.
ME-ICA, by contrast, identies BOLD signals as independent components that have an
echo time (TE)-dependent percent signal change (linear increase with echo times), as op-
posed to noise components characterised by having TE-independent, but S0-dependent
signal changes. ME-ICA classies components by computing two summary statistics, κ
and ρ, which reect the goodness of t to ∆R∗2 and ∆S0 signal models. ¿e assumption be-
hind the technique is that S0-dependent changes are likely to have been induced by sources
other than neuronal activity as they do not follow a BOLD-like contrast modulation (Speck
and Hennig 1998).¿e technique improved fMRI connectivity analysis when compared to a
conventional single-band, single-echo analysis on a low-spatial-resolution regime (larger
than 3.5mm) (Dipasquale et al. 2017; Olafsson et al. 2015). Within those settings, ME-ICA
outperformed other cleaning methods in features such as tSNR a er cleaning, and func-
tional connectivity within the Default Mode Network, as measured by peak z-scores in
a seed-based connectivity analysis. ¿e drawback of ME-ICA is that some independent
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components may fall into a gray area where neither of the two summary statistics allow a
clear classication into signal or noise.
With the current contribution we investigate whether MBME represents an improvement
onMB, when acquired and analysed according to current best practice in fMRI, for a high
spatial and temporal resolution regime, based on the approach pioneered in the HCP. For
this purpose we developed MB and MBME protocols such that there is minimal inne-
ciency in data acquisition. ¿ese protocols push pulse sequence gradients, RF and receive
coils to the limits of what is possible in a state-of-the-art 3TMR scanner, whilst preserving
image quality. We then compare image quality by measuring tSNR and visually inspect-
ing artefacts, and we compare fMRI metrics using a dual-regression approach. Finally, we
compute mean and peak z-scores, identiability and reliability of resting-state networks
(Pruim, Mennes, Buitelaar, et al. 2014) from data without denoising and a er denoising with
FIX and ME-ICA.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Data Acquisition
Sixteen healthy volunteers (9M/7F , 27.4 ± 4.7 years old) participated in the experiments af-
ter consenting to an approved Dutch ethics protocol. Each participant was scanned in two
1:30-hour sessions, one day apart. Functional datasets consisted of an 8-minute colour-
match Stroop Task (collected for another experiment, to be reported elsewhere) and a
20-minute resting-state scan, where participants were instructed to keep their eyes open.
Within each session, functional datasets were acquired twice: rst with a MB and then
with a MBME protocol in the rst session, and with reversed order in the second session.
For the purpose of data cleaning with ICA-FIX, one additional 20-minute resting-state FIX
training dataset (either MB or MBME) was collected from 20 other participants (6M/14F
, 22.5 ± 2.5 years old) giving 10 MBME and 10 MB training datasets.
Scanning protocols
Because of the large sequence parameter space, the choice of protocols was determined
from pilot experiments (Gomez et al. 2015). MB-ME requires a substantial reduction of the
echo train length, achieved by increasing the readout bandwidth and in-plane accelera-
tion, whereas MB-only protocols benet from lower bandwidths which reduces noise and
the duration of empty periods between the excitation and the imaging readout at the op-
timal echo time (TE). Because of such trade-os protocols were optimised separately, that
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is, without adding comparative constraints, e.g., using the same bandwidth for both MB
and MBME. All data were acquired on a Siemens MAGNETOM Prisma (3T) MRI scan-
ner (Erlangen, Germany) with a 32-channel head coil, using a MBME GRE-EPI sequence
provided by Siemens Healthcare. Both MB and MBME acquisition protocols had the fol-
lowing parameters in common: in-plane resolution 2.5mm isotropic, which matches the
cortical thickness in the brain, and 48 slices without gap for a coverage of 12 cm, total par-
allel imaging acceleration of 6, FOV 210 × 210 mm2, blipped-CAIPI (Setsompop et al. 2012)
shi of 13 FOV, and Fat Saturation - performed before each RF excitation. ¿e parameters
specic to each protocol are reported in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Protocol Parameters. ¿e total acceleration factor (MB Factor x GRAPPA Factor = 6) is
the same for both protocols.
MB Factor GRAPPA Factor TEs TR rBW Flip Angle Partial Fourier
MB-only 6 1 38 584 1985 56 1
MB-ME 3 2 15,36,54 1260 2205 69 7/8
Anatomical scans were acquired for image registration using a sagittal 1mm isotropic MP-
RAGE with a TR of 2300ms, a TI of 900ms, a TE of 3ms, and an in-plane acceleration
factor of 2 with a total duration of 5:12 minutes. Additionally, one T2* mapping scan was
acquired for visualisation purposes using aME-GRE sequencewith aTRof 63ms, 11 echoes
with the rst echo at 3ms and an echo-spacing of 3.1ms, a resolution of 1.5mm isotropic
with 88 slices and an in-plane acceleration factor of 4 with a total duration of 2:38 min-
utes.
Image Reconstruction
Images were reconstructed online. For in-plane acceleration, only used in the MBME pro-
tocol, ACS reference lines were acquired using FLEET (Polimeni et al. 2015) prior to data
acquisition. ¿ese reference scans were used to compute GRAPPA (Griswold et al. 2002)
kernels to ll the missing k-space lines. Single-slice reference images were also acquired
to separate MB slices using SplitSlice-GRAPPA, a.k.a., LeakBlock (Cauley et al. 2014). To
avoid introducing extra variability in MBME, Slice-GRAPPA and GRAPPA kernels were
computed from the ACS data from the rst echo and applied in the reconstruction of all
echoes.
2.2.2 Data Preprocessing
¿e main goal of the current study is to attribute group level dierences to sequence dif-
ferences, and thus preprocessing pipelines werematched for both protocols when possible.
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A er image reconstruction, DICOMs were converted to NIfTIs and organised following
the Brain Imaging Data Structure (BIDS) (Gorgolewski, Auer, et al. 2016) using dcm2niix
(Li et al. 2016). For all subjects and sessions, datasets were motion corrected (FSL FLIRT),
skull-stripped (FSL BET), smoothed with a 5mm kernel (FSL SUSAN), 4D global intensi-
tity normalized (FSL FEAT) and high-pass ltered with a cuto frequency of 1/2000s (FSL
fslmaths), as suggested in Smith, Beckmann, et al. 2013. For MBME datasets motion correc-
tion parameters were estimated from the rst echo because of its higher SNR; similarly, the
scaling factor for 4D intensity normalization was computed from the rst echo and applied
to all echoes. ¿e analysis mimics exactly what is performed by FSL FEAT, which, at the
time of writing, did not natively support ME data.
2.2.3 Data Denoising
¿ree dierent denoising pipelines were compared: Standard, FIX and ME-ICA (only ap-
plicable to ME data). For Standard and FIX denoising pipelines, all data were registered
to MNI space using FSL FLIRT. For that purpose we rst concatenated transformation
matrices computed from functional to high-resolution anatomical space with those from
anatomical to MNI space. Instead of using FLIRT’s default cost function and interpolation
method, i.e., correlation ratio and tri-linear interpolation, respectively, we used normalised
mutual information and sinc interpolation, which lead to better registration and less voxels
outside of the MNI brain mask. For the pipeline using ME-ICA, data were registered to
MNI before cleaning, as recommended in the literature (Wingrove et al. 2017).
Standard Pipeline
In the Standard pipeline there is no explicit denoising. MBME echoes are combined using
simple averaging.
FIX Pipeline
In the FIX pipeline, FMRIB’s ICA-based X-noisier is used to denoise the preprocessed
datasets. Because FIX requires supervised training, 10 extra training datasets were col-
lected for both MB and MBME, with identical acquisition protocols. A er preprocess-
ing, each training dataset was decomposed into 70 components with FSL MELODIC ICA
(Beckmann and Smith 2004).¿ese components were subsequently hand-labeled into signal
and noise for the FIX training procedure using FSLEyes. Once trained, MB and MBME
classiers were used to classify IC components into signal and noise using a FIX threshold
parameter of 25, and noise components were then non-aggressively removed from the data
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(Grianti, Salimi-Khorshidi, et al. 2014) using FSL REGFILT. Just as in the Standard pipeline,
MBME echoes are combined using simple averaging.
ME-ICA Pipeline
In the ME-ICA pipeline, non-BOLD components from ME were removed from the pre-
processed data using the TE-dependency analysis tool TEDANA.py v2.5 beta8 from the
AFNI 2016 distribution. For one of 16 subjects, ME-ICA did not converge, so the subject
was excluded from all further analysis.
2.2.4 Data Analysis
In order to measure group-level dierences between RSNs obtained from each sequence
and denoising approach, subject-specic, labeled, RSN maps were obtained using dual re-
gression. Dual regression (Beckmann,Mackay, et al. 2009; Filippini et al. 2009)was run against
the RSN10 maps published in (Smith, Fox, et al. 2009), with the exception of the cerebellar
mask. ¿is set of spatial maps was used to generate subject-specic versions of the spatial
maps and associated timeseries. First, for each subject and for each session, each spa-
tial map is regressed (as spatial regressors in a multiple regression) against the subject’s
4D space-time dataset. ¿is results in a set of subject-specic timeseries, one per RSN10
spatial map. Next, those timeseries were variance normalised and regressed (as temporal
regressors, again in a multiple regression) into the same 4D dataset, resulting in a set of
subject-specic spatial maps, one per RSN10 spatial map. ¿e second regression results
in parameter estimate maps (regression coecients) and 10 z-score maps (z-transformed
regression coecients) for each subject and session, for each of the components. Finally,
z-score maps were mixture-model-corrected to account for autocorrelation and possible
z-score ination. Furthermore, because the RSN10 dual regression template was origi-
nally generated from data acquired with a single echo, we used our MBME-FIX training
datasets to generate a second template from data with multiple-echoes. For this matter, we
concatenated the MBME echo-averaged training data and ran a multi-session temporal-
concatenation ICA, extracting 30 group-level ICA components. ¿ese MBME Group ICA
components were spatially correlated with the RSN10 template using FSL CC. We selected
the 10 components with the highest correlation to form the second template.
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Comparison metrics
¿e following ve metrics were selected to compare preprocessed protocols: normalised
tSNR, dual regression mean and peak z-scores, RSN identiability, and RSN reproducibil-
ity across sessions.
¿e rst metric, normalised tSNR, is computed voxel-wise by dividing the mean of each
preprocessed timeseries by its standard deviation, and normalising by the square root of
the TR.¿e tSNRmeasures themean amplitude of signals over time against their variance,
which is driven by both physiological and thermal noise. Besides being a quality assurance
metric to evaluate the extent of artefacts such as distortions and dropouts in EPI, the tSNR
also allows us to compare the impact of dierent cleaningmethods on the image timeseries.
Even though tSNR does not necessarily predict good-quality resting-state fMRI data (De-
Dora et al. 2016), we expect MBME to perform better, in terms of functional activation, in
regions where (single-echo) MB suers from dropouts and has a low tSNR (Poser, Versluis,
et al. 2006). Normalising the score by the square root of the TR is a reasonable approxi-
mation for comparing the eciency of sequences with dierent sampling rates (assuming
they are both close to the thermal noise regime (Triantafyllou, Hoge, et al. 2005)).
¿e second and third metrics, mean and peak z-scores, are interpreted as the SNR for
neural, haemodynamic processes (Feinberg, Moeller, et al. 2010). When comparing across
sequences, higher peak z-scores indicate, intuitively, a higher condence that a voxel be-
longs to a given network. Highermean z-scoresmay indicate that a sequence is performing
better overall within a region, butmay also be an indication of poor denoising and spurious
correlations le in the data.
¿e fourth metric, RSN identiability, was proposed by Pruim, Mennes, Buitelaar, et al. 2014
to overcome the ambiguitity of mean z-scores. Identiability is computed as the ratio be-
tween mean absolute z-scores inside and outside RSN masks. ¿is ratio is calculated for
every RSN at the subject-level, using as masks the original templates thresholded at $ |Z|
> 2.3 $. Intuitively, the identiability measures how well a sequence is performing over-
all within a region, but penalises spurious correlations with areas outside of the mask. A
drawback of identiability is that the metric cannot be readily compared across dierent
masks, e.g., the same identiability value for masks of dierent sizes may lead to dierent
interpretations.
Finally, the  h and last metric we investigate is the reproducibility across sessions as mea-
sured by intraclass correlation coecients (ICC (3,1) as described in Shrout and Fleiss 1979).
¿is statistic measures the test-retest reliability of fMRI data (Caceres et al. 2009). A high
value indicates that a particular acquisition and analysis approach is highly reproducible
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across sessions. BecauseRSNs are not dominated by cognitive or daily variations, but rather
by stable individual factors (Gratton et al. 2018), it is safe to assume that higher ICC values
indicate a better acquisition and analysis strategy for resting-state studies.
Comparing protocols
To judge which protocol performs best in each metric we narrow statistical comparisons
into three: 1. comparison betweenMB Standard andMBME Standard, i.e., without denois-
ing; 2. comparison betweenMB-FIX andMBME-FIX; 3. comparison betweenMBME-FIX
and MBME ME-ICA. Comparisons are made by means of a dependent t-test for paired
samples under the null hypothesis that average metric scores are identical, as implemented
in Scipy’s (Jones et al. 2001) scipy.stats.ttest_rel function. ¿e testmeasureswhether aver-
agemetric scores dier signicantly across samples (i.e. protocols). If we observe a p-value
greater than 0.0016 (p=0.05 Bonferroni corrected for 30 comparisons) then we cannot re-
ject the null hypothesis of identical average scores for a given metric.
For tSNR, peak and mean z-scores, and identiability, the test is performed considering
values for each subject, session, and component as observations. For reproducibility, the
test was performed using ICC values obtained for each component as an observation.
All source code used for our analysis, and for the preparation of the gures are available
from the authors on request. Data will be uploaded to the Donders Institute Data Sharing
Collection available at https://data.donders.ru.nl.
2.3 Results
In the current section we rst report our ndings obtained with the RSN10 template. We
then describe whether changing the dual regression template inuences these metrics, and
we nalise the section with the statistical comparison of protocols. For illustration pur-
poses, RSN10 masks where metrics were computed can be seen overlaid on both MB and
MBME datasets in gure 2.1.
2.3.1 Temporal SNR
As a quality assurancemetric, tSNR highlights artefacts such as slice crosstalk betweenMB
excitation blocks, and regionswith dropouts and distortions, as illustrated in gure 2.2. ¿e
MBME protocol shows less MB-specic artefacts because of its smaller slice acceleration.
It also has fewer distortions because of a shorter echo train length. ¿e MBME protocol,
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Figure 2.1: Dual regression maps overlayed onto the mean temporal image of MB and MBME
datasets for a random subject. Upper row shows a T2* indicating subcortical and lower
visual areas where MBME is expected to contain signal not present in MB because of
signal dropouts. ¿e middle and bottom rows shows RSN10 template overlayed on the
MB and MBME datasets.
because of the early rst echo, also manages to recover signal close to the auditory canal
and in subcortical areas.
Normalised tSNR indicates the impact of dierent cleaning methods on the image time-
series. ¿e average normalised tSNR within each RSN10 network for all denoising ap-
proaches is shown in gure 2.3.
Without denoising, MB shows a 12.7 larger normalised tSNR when compared to MBME
(a er averaging all echoes), on average across all components. A er cleaning with FIX, the
dierence is reduced to 8.9. We note that cleaning with FIX has no signicant impact in
the between-subject/session tSNR variance. A er cleaningMBMEwithME-ICA, values of
normalised tSNR increased for all subjects and sessions. On average values were 87 larger
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Figure 2.2: Maps of tSNR√
TR
, with a contrast window from 0 to 60, from a single subject chosen at ran-
dom. ¿e rst echo of MBME is capable of capturing signal in regions whereMB suers
from dropouts, such as subcortical areas and brain areas proximal to the ear canal. We
also note the presence of a common slice-acceleration artefact noticeable in the sagittal
and coronal views of theMB dataset - eachMB block has a slightly dierent image inten-
sity. ¿e artefact is more pronounced in the MB dataset because the slice-acceleration
factor is greater. Blue arrows in the MB and MBME images indicate areas of substantial
dropout. Green arrows in the MB image highlight slice acceleration artefact.
inMBMEME-ICA than inMB-FIX; however, the standard deviation amongst subjects was
the highest, approximately 5.6 times larger than without denoising.
2.3.2 Z-statistics, RSN identiability and ICC
Figure 2.4 shows the distribution of mixture-model-corrected mean and peak z-scores,
identiability and ICCvalues computedwithinmasks from theRSN10 template. MB shows
larger mean and peak z-scores than MBME both without and with FIX denoising. In con-
trast to FIX denoising, however, ME-ICA did not lead to improvements in MBME, but
rather reduced scores for the majority of RSNs.
MB shows larger identiability values than MBME before denoising, but smaller a er
FIX denoising. Quantitatively, mean z-scores were highest for MB-FIX (2.77 ± 0.88), 2
higher than for MBME-FIX (2.70 ± 0.94), while RSN identiability values were highest for
MBME-FIX (2.46 ± 0.68), 6 larger than MB-FIX (2.32 ± 0.59). Identiability dierences
between MBME-FIX and MB-FIX were most pronounced in the visual medial, visual lat-
eral, salience and le lateral networks.
In more detail, gure 2.5 shows a breakdown of mean z-scores across subjects, sessions
and methods, sorted top to bottom in decreasing order: the subjects column shows mean
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Figure 2.3: Values of tSNR√
TR
within each of theRSN10masks (except cerebellarmask), averaged across
subjects and sessions. Lines in the background of the plot correspond to themean across
all components. MBME ME-ICA has the highest normalized tSNR scores within all
components, with values 179.9 larger than MBME without cleaning, and 86.6 larger
than the second best performing method, MB-FIX, but with a much larger between-
subject variability. FIX cleaning improved MB tSNR in 33.1, and improved MBME
tSNR in 37.3. Without cleaning the tSNR of the MB protocol is 12.7 higher than
MBME.
z-scores for every subject, summed over sessions, methods, and components. Similarly, the
sessions column shows mean z-scores summed over subjects, methods, and components.
Links between columns represent the share contribution of a category to the sum. We note
that mean z-scores are almost identical across sessions, but that there is considerable inter-
subject variability - larger for MBME than for MB, with and without denoising. ¿e same
observations are valid for peak z-scores and identiability (not shown).
¿e last metric we used to compare protocols was their reproducibility across sessions, as
measured by intraclass correlations (ICC(3, 1)) (Shrout and Fleiss 1979)). Results across dif-
ferentmethods can be seen in the lower le panel of gure 2.4. MB shows larger ICC values
than MBME both before and a er denoising. ME-ICA improved MBME’s reproducibility
scores, but less than FIX.
2.3.3 Results on Group ICA template
¿e change of dual regression template did not change the trends observed in the data,
but improved results for the MBME protocol such that some signicant dierences found
between protocols with the RSN10 template were no longer signicant with the Group ICA
MBME template, as described below.
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Figure 2.4: Bar plots of mean z-scores, identiability and intra-class correlations from results ob-
tained with dual regression using FSL RSN10 Template. Mean and peak z-scores and
identiability plots show mean values obtained across all 15 subjects, 2 sessions within
all 10 component masks. For these plots the error bars indicate between subject/session
standard deviation. Intra-class correlations (ICC (3,1)) were computed between sessions
and are shown on the lower right panel.
2.3.4 Summary and Statistical Analysis of Results
A summary of the results for all metrics computed is given in table 2.2, which empha-
sises statistically signicant dierences between protocols. Despite the visible trend that,
without cleaning, MB performs better in every metric when compared to MBME, the
only template-independent signicant dierences a er correcting for multiple compar-
isons were in tSNR and peak z-scores, with MB showing larger scores even a er mixture
modelling. A er FIX cleaning, template-independent signicance dierences were found
in tSNR and peak z-scores, withMB-FIX showing again larger scores, and also in identia-
bility, withMBME-FIX showing larger scores thanMB-FIX.When comparingMBME-FIX
and MBMEME-ICA, FIX performed better in both peak and mean z-scores, and identi-
ability, despite ME-ICA showing larger normalised tSNR values.
¿e reproducibility was the only metric in which no template-independent signicant re-
sults were found, despite a trend suggesting MB to be better than MBME (p<0.001 with
RSN10, p=0.045 with MBME Group ICA) and MB-FIX better than MBME-FIX (p=0.017
with RSN10, p=0.040 with MBME Group ICA).
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Figure 2.5: Alluvial chart showing the mean z-scores clustered by subject, session and method -
sorted in descending order. Mean z-scores are coded by the area occupied in the di-
agram. ¿e chart illustrates that, despite large inter-subject variability, mean mixture-
model corrected z-scores are similar across sessions (subject 9 excluded from analysis
because ME-ICA did not converge). It also illustrates the eects of denoising for both
MB and MBME. Although the chart is shown for mean z-scores, the pattern is similar
for peak z-scores and identiability.
¿e table summary is complemented by gure 2.6, where metrics are shown normalised
by the value of the highest scoring method. Figure 2.6 also summarises results obtained
using the alternative MBME Group-ICA template.
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Figure 2.6: Charts showing normalized results for identiability, peak and mean z-scores, and in-
traclass correlations. Values are displayed on the le for results obtained from a dual
regression against the FSL RSN10 template, and on the right against a MBME Group
ICA template.
Table 2.2: Summary of Results. In bold comparisons that reach our threshold of signicance p <
0.001.
tSNR Peak Z Mean Z Identifiability Reproducibility
RSN Template
MB vs. MBME MB MB MB MB MB
MB-FIX vs. MBME-FIX MB MB MB MBME MB
MBME-FIX vs MBME ME-ICA ME-ICA FIX FIX FIX FIX
MBME Group ICA Template
MB vs. MBME MB MB MB MB MB
MB-FIX vs. MBME-FIX MB MB MBME MBME MB
MBME-FIX vs MBME ME-ICA ME-ICA FIX FIX FIX FIX
2.4 Discussion
Our goal in the current study was to compare MB and MBME for resting-state FMRI by
evaluating protocols without and with state-of-the-art cleaning methods, FIX and ME-
ICA, aimed at removal of motion, physiological and non-BOLD noise from rsfMRI data.
To this end we used a dual-regression approach to evaluate the sensitivity, specicity and
reproducibility of each method towards signal in regions of interest dened by commonly
observed RSNs, as reported by Smith and colleagues (Smith, Fox, et al. 2009). We also re-
peated our analysis on a second template generated from MBME datasets, as the RSN10
template was generated from single-echo data, which could potentially bias results towards
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the MB protocol. We compared tSNR, z-scores, RSN identiability, and between-session
reproducibility as measured by intraclass correlations.
¿e MB protocol, albeit having a lower ip angle and steady-state signal because of its
shorter TR (Feinberg, Moeller, et al. 2010), still showed higher normalised tSNR values. ¿is
is not only a consequence of its faster sampling rate, but also of MBME’s in-plane acceler-
ation and larger readout bandwidth - a trade-o necessary for collecting multiple echoes
a er a single RF excitation. Although tSNR dierences are not directly predictive of pro-
tocol quality (DeDora et al. 2016), they do serve as a proxy to gauge improvements in z-
statistics: if we were able to sample the same signal twice with dierent sequences, and
if we were to ignore temporal autocorrelation and reconstruction noise amplication, we
should expect to see z-statistic improvements in protocols with higher (normalized) tSNR
values. And indeed, this is what we observe using our dual-regression approach: just as
tSNR values were larger for MB Standard when compared to MBME Standard, so were
peak and mean z-scores also larger for MB. Notwithstanding, a er FIX denoising our re-
sults did not highlight statistically signicant dierences in mean z-scores between both
protocols. Concerning the large tSNR values seen in ME-ICA, we note that this technique
cleans the data aggressively, i.e., it removes all variance that cannot be explained by com-
ponents following a T2* decay. ¿e removed variance may correspond to both structured
and non-structured noise. FIX, in principle, only removes components specic to struc-
tured noise and therefore less variance. ME-ICA’s tSNR improvements did not translate
to improvements in z-statistics in our experiment. ¿e cleaning method performed worse
than MBME Standard in mixture-model corrected z-statistics.
¿e MBME protocol was designed to combine the benets of MB (increasing statistical
gain by increasing degrees of freedom) with those of ME, namely increased sensitivity by
averaging multiple echoes (Poser, Versluis, et al. 2006), and the possibility of using T2* re-
laxation as a means to remove physiological noise. In what concerns echo combination,
Poser, Versluis, et al. 2006 suggested, instead of echo averaging, using a temporal contrast-
to-noise ratio (CNR) based approach where echoes are weighted by their TE multiplied
by their temporal SNR (computed from the rst 100 volumes). Although shown to re-
sult in increased CNR, it’s unclear that this combination is optimal for resting-state studies
because physiological noise is treated as noise in the derivation of the weights, but physio-
logical noise is "signal" in resting-state fMRI. A naïve analysis gives TE weighting as being
the best for resting-state, but this has never been proven in practice. Additionally, ad-
vanced echo combination schemes have not been shown to improve resting-state group
level results, likely because they also increase inter-subject variability (Kettinger et al. 2016).
Independent of echo combination strategy, we expected to see MBME performing better
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in regions where typical single-echo protocols are prone to distortions and dropouts. In
practice such regions do not exist in the RSN10 (see Figure 2.1), but it was possible to see
an improvement in the ICC of the MBME protocols when using the MBME Group-ICA
template, where those regions are taken into account.
In our experiment, MB Standard yielded larger identiability values when compared to
MBME Standard, but the results were reversed a er FIX cleaning - MBME-FIX lead to
higher identiability scores in almost all components when compared to MB-FIX, and
in both dual-regression templates the dierence was signicant. We could not observe a
similar improvement when using ME-ICA as a cleaning method, though. We suggest that
ME-ICAmay require more echoes to allow for a better t of the signal relaxation curve. A
poor t may imply poor performance, since the chance of miss-classifying signal and noise
components increase. Estimating relaxation parameters with only three echoes acquired
with a fast sequence may be sub-optimal, leading to high variability amongst subjects, and
thus less reproducibility at the group level. Specially under high spatial resolution and high
acceleration regimes, tting noisier signals to ∆R∗2 and ∆S0models is harder, and thusME-
ICA chances of miss-classifying components may increase.
In summary, we measured image quality by looking at normalised tSNR values, functional
sensitivity by looking at peak and mean z-scores, functional specicity by measuring RSN
identiability, and protocol reproducibility by measuring between session ICC. We found
signicant dierences in tSNR and peak z-scores, where MB performed better with and
without denoising, and in identiability, where MBME performed better a er FIX denois-
ing. We hypothesise that FIX improved the identiability ofMBMEmore thanMBbecause
the early echo allows precise characterisation of noise components, i.e., strong nuisance
signals can be readily identied with ICA. ¿ese stronger nuisance signals are likely to
impact the reproducibility of MBME across sessions as well. Our ndings, together with
other trends observed in the data, suggest MB as a more sensitive and potentially more
reproducible sequence and MBME as more specic, provided it is properly denoised, as
MEmay be more susceptible to structured noise because of reduced BOLD contrast infor-
mation in the early echo. Results were only slightly inuenced by the choice of template
used for dual-regression and were consistent across the whole brain.
Finally, on a practical note, we noted during our preprocessing and analysis that none of the
most popular fMRI analysis packages (FSL, SPM and AFNI) oer native support for ME
data. Similarly, at the time of writing, not allMR vendors oerME-EPI sequence as a prod-
uct. ¿is means that users willing to use the technique must consider how to obtain/write
such sequences and their reconstruction, and developing appropriate in-house processing
pipelines. Furthermore, ME-ICA scripts oered with the AFNI2016 distribution, which
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do support ME data natively, did not work without issues for all our MBME datasets. ¿e
ME-ICA analysis did not converge for 1 out of 16 subjects, and the time and memory con-
sumption for data analysis required the usage of a dedicated computing cluster. Despite
these drawbacks, we expect the situation to improve as vendors increase their support for
ME, and with the advent of new fMRI data analysis packages such as FMRIPREP (Esteban,
Blair, et al. 2018).
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comparison study
Multiband (MB) imaging is a recent trend in blood oxygenated level dependent (BOLD)
functionalMRI for scanningwith sub-second repetition times. ¿e faster sampling rate has
been shown to improve statistical fMRI analysis by increasing the degrees of freedom, yet
MB protocols suer a loss in SNR because of a lower steady-state signal, and suer from
distortions and dropouts similar to conventional EPI. ¿ese problems could potentially
be minimised by using a MBMulti-echo (MBME) acquisition protocol, whereby multiple
echoes with a shorter echo train length are collected a er a single excitation. We hypoth-
esised that, for task fMRI, MBME could improve the sensitivity in areas where MB-EPI
suers from artefacts, yet without sacricing the gains in sampling eciency. To test our
hypothesis we compared group level activation maps obtained with MB and MBME using
an adapted colour-word interference Stroop task, and we extended our comparison by in-
vestigating two dierent echo combination strategies for MBME and three dierent data
denoising approaches: motion and physiological noise regression, ICA-AROMA and ICA-
FIX denoising. We show that MB and MBME perform similarly well in terms of regions
detected as active during the task. Nonetheless, z-scores were slightly larger for MB in
visual areas and in focal areas of the frontal cortex, normally aected by distortions, con-
trary to our expectations. ¿ese small dierences were signicant even a er accounting
for temporal autocorrelation. When comparing echo combination strategies, our results
suggest that a CNR-weighted echo combination improves MBME with respect to simple
echo averaging. Results also suggest that dierences between MB and MBME sequences
impact group level results more than dierences in denoising strategies.
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3.1 Introduction
Gradient-echo echo-planar-imaging (GRE-EPI) is themost commonly used sequence (Mans-
eld 1977) for blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) (Bandettini, Kwong, et al. 1997; Kwong et al. 1992; Ogawa, Menon, et al. 1993)
due to its high sensitivity and fast acquisition speed. Acquiring a single-slice EPI image
requires only tens of milliseconds, the time required to cover the complete k-space in a
single shot. However, to cover the whole brain with a moderate spatial resolution the ac-
quisition time increases to 2-3 seconds. To accelerate EPI, parallel imaging (PI) (Griswold
et al. 2002; Pruessmann et al. 1999; Sodickson and Manning 1997) techniques have been intro-
duced that allow images to be reconstructed from a reduced k-space coverage. ¿e PI
acceleration factor is dened as the ratio of the complete k-space to the acquired, reduced
k-space. ¿e advantages of parallel imaging for EPI include decreased image distortions
and signal dropouts because of the associated increase in the acquisition bandwidth in the
phase-encoding direction. Despite these advantages, PI accelerated images suer from a
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) penalty of the order of the square root of the PI acceleration
factor. In addition to standard PI techniques, simultaneous multislice (SMS) or multiband
(MB) imaging (Larkman et al. 2001) also accelerates EPI, but by exciting and acquiring mul-
tiple slices simultaneously. ¿e use of SMS in EPI was rst demonstrated by (Nunes et al.
2001), but the technique only became the major workhorse of fMRI with the development
of Blipped-CAIPI (Setsompop et al. 2012), which allowed for controlled aliasing of simul-
taneously excited slices, thus improving reconstruction and allowing higher acceleration
factors.
BecauseMB-EPI does not suer directly from an SNRpenalty and still allows great acceler-
ation, it has become the method of choice for BOLD fMRI, replacing standard single band
2D-EPI. Although the benets of a higher temporal resolution for BOLD fMRI are not
readily apparent due to the sluggish BOLD haemodynamic response, faster-sampling does
increase the number of volumes acquired per unit time which improves statistical analysis
on both the single subject and group level (Feinberg, Moeller, et al. 2010; Todd et al. 2016). Ad-
ditionally, a higher sampling rate enables critically sampling respiratory and, sometimes,
cardiac uctuations, thus improving the removal of physiological noise from the data. Todd
et al. 2016 investigated multiband protocols at acceleration factors (2, 4, and 6) and showed
gains on t-statistics with higher acceleration factors. Chen, T. Vu, et al. 2015 showed a de-
crease in the SNR with higher acceleration factors due to a lower steady-state magnetisa-
tion from the shorter repetition time (TR). Nonetheless, this decrease was compensated
by an increase in z-scores, improving the statistical outcome measures at the group level.
A multiband factor of eight is now used in the Human Connectome Project (HCP) for
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resting and task fMRI to cover the whole brain with a 2mm isotropic resolution in under 1
second (Van Essen et al. 2013). Boyacioğlu, Schulz, Koopmans, et al. 2015 also demonstrated the
benets of a MB at 7T in task fMRI. However, in their experiment, benets were shown
by comparing a multiband multi-echo (MBME) protocol over a conventional multi-echo
(ME) protocol, using both resting-state and task-activation data.
In multi-echo (ME), images with dierent echo times are acquired a er a single RF exci-
tation. One of the motivations behind the technique is that, for BOLD imaging, the op-
timal BOLD contrast for a given tissue is obtained with an echo time of TE=T∗2 , but T∗2
varies across the brain (Hagberg et al. 2002; Menon et al. 1993). By acquiring signal at multiple
TEs it should, therefore, be possible to increase the BOLD contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR)
across the brain by combining images from dierent echo times (Poser, Versluis, et al. 2006).
Further applications of ME imaging found in the literature include using the signal decay
information to measure S0 and T∗2 changes from the data (Speck and Hennig 1998), or com-
pensating for dropouts and distortions (Chen and Wyrwicz 1999; Poser, Versluis, et al. 2006;
Posse et al. 1999; Weiskopf et al. 2005). In comparison to standard single-echo EPI, ME-EPI
showed an increase in functional sensitivity at both 3T (Poser, Versluis, et al. 2006) and 7T
(Poser and Norris 2009) with larger gains seen in the regions suering from susceptibility
induced inhomogeneities. ¿e drawback of combining ME with MB is that ME usually
requires PI to shorten the echo train length, which imparts an SNR penalty and limits the
maximumMB acceleration that is possible for aMB-ME protocol. Nonetheless, benets of
MB-ME with respect to the ME-EPI have already been demonstrated (Boyacioğlu, Schulz,
Koopmans, et al. 2015; Olafsson et al. 2015).
With recent advances in MR sequences, new data-driven approaches for denoising the
data that explore these advances have been proposed (Grianti, Salimi-Khorshidi, et al. 2014;
Pruim, Mennes, van Rooij, et al. 2015). One particular method that has been used in the HCP
data is FMRIB’s ICA-based X-noiseier (ICA-FIX) (Grianti, Salimi-Khorshidi, et al. 2014)
which is used for the removal of both motion and physiological artefacts. FIX uses an In-
dependent Component Analysis (ICA) classier for the automatic classication of signal
and noise components based on the spatial, spectral and time-series of the ICA compo-
nents. ICA-FIX classies components using an extensive set of features and a multi-level
classier. Unfortunately, the complexity of such classiers hinders their generalisability
across dierent datasets. Accordingly, these classiers typically require re-training for ev-
ery new dataset, which entails manual component labeling of additional training datasets
not included in the experiment. An alternative ICA based method that does not require
training is the ICA-based automatic Removal of Motion Artifacts (ICA-AROMA) (Pruim,
Mennes, van Rooij, et al. 2015).¿ismethod uses a classier based on four features from fMRI
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datasets: high-frequency content, correlation with realignment parameters, edge fraction
and CSF fraction. Previous work has shown ICA-AROMA and ICA-FIX both improved
resting-state network reproducibility and decreased loss in temporal degree of freedom
compared to the spike regression and scrubbing (Pruim, Mennes, Buitelaar, et al. 2014). An-
other ICA denoising approach specically designed forME data is ME-ICA.ME-ICA sep-
arates components as signal or noise based on their relaxation characteristics by using two
pseudo-statistics that measure the goodness of t to an S0 or T∗2 models. ¿e disadvan-
tage of ME-ICA is that it requires a specic preprocessing pipeline to work, and therefore
cannot be readily integrated with pre-existing pipelines.
¿ework presented here compares optimisedMB andMB-MEEPI protocols to investigate
whether the benets of ME with respect to single-echo still hold under MB imaging. For
this purpose, data were acquired using a colour-word interference Stroop task, known to
induce widespread activity throughout the brain. ¿e comparison is extended to test for
dierences between two echo combinations and three denoising strategies: 1. removal of
motion and physiological noise regressors, 2. ICA-FIX and 3. ICA-AROMA.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Data Acquisition
Fourteen healthy volunteers (3M/11F, 21.6 ± 2.0 years old) with normal to corrected vision
participated in this study. All participants provided written informed consent in accor-
dance to the local ethics committee. ¿e functional dataset consisted of an eight minute
colour-word matching Stroop interference task (Zysset et al. 2001). Each participant was
scanned twice for 30 minutes, in two sessions 24 hours apart. Within each session, func-
tional datasets were acquired twice: once with a MB and once with a MB-ME sequence, in
counterbalanced order to avoid possible confounding habituation eects during analysis.
During the scanning sessions participants lay supine in the MRI scanner.
3.2.2 Scanning protocols
¿e choice of protocols was determined on the basis of preliminary experiments (Gomez
et al. 2015). ¿e MB-ME requires a substantial reduction of the echo train length which is
achieved by increasing the readout bandwidth, whereas MB protocols benet from lower
bandwidths which reduces noise and the duration of empty periods between the excitation
and image acquisition at the optimum echo time (TE). Due to such trade-os, protocols
were optimised separately. All data were acquired on a SiemensMAGNETOMPrisma (3T)
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MRI scanner (Erlangen, Germany)with a 32-channel head coil, using anMB-MEGRE-EPI
sequence. Both Multiband (MB) and Multiband-Multiecho (MBME) acquisition proto-
cols had the following parameters in common: in-plane resolution 2.5mm isotropic and
48 slices without a gap for a coverage of 12 cm, FOV 210 × 210 mm2, blipped-CAIPI shi 
of 13 FOV (Setsompop et al. 2012), and Fat Saturation performed before each RF Excitation.
¿e parameters specic to each protocol are reported in table 3.1. Anatomical scans were
acquired for image registration using a sagittal 1mm isotropic MP-RAGE with a TR of
2300ms, a TI of 900ms, a TE of 3ms, a ip angle of 9°, a turbo factor of 16 and an in-plane
acceleration factor of 2 with a total acquisition time of 5:12 minutes. All imaging sequences
were automatically aligned using a vendor supplied AutoAlign localiser sequence, which
orients slices parallel to a line passing by the rostrum and splenium of the corpus callo-
sum.
Table 3.1: Protocol Parameters. MB Factor: slice acceleration factor. PI Factor: In-plane Paral-
lel Imaging acceleration factor. TEs: Echo Times. TR: Repetition Time. rBW: Readout
Bandwidth. FA: Flip Angle. PF: Partial Fourier.
MB Factor PI Factor TEs(ms) TR(ms) rBW(Hz/px) FA PF
MB-only 6 1 38 584 1985 56 1
MB-ME 3 2 15,36,54 1260 2205 69 7/8
Images were reconstructed online using Slice-GRAPPA with LeakBlock (Cauley et al. 2014).
For in-plane parallel imaging acceleration, only used in the MBME protocol, ACS refer-
ence lines were acquired using FLEET (Polimeni et al. 2015) prior to data acquisition. ¿ese
reference scans were used to compute GRAPPA (Griswold et al. 2002) kernels to ll themiss-
ing k-space lines. Single slice reference images were also acquired to separateMB slices. To
avoid introducing extra variability in MB-ME, Slice-GRAPPA kernels for all echoes were
computed from the rst echo of the ACS data.
3.2.3 Activation study
An adapted version of the colour-word matching Stroop interference task was used as pre-
viously described in detail in Zysset et al. 2001. ¿is task induces widespread activation
across the brain, making it a suitable choice for comparing dierent protocols in terms of
sensitivity in dierent brain regions (Boyacioğlu, Schulz, Koopmans, et al. 2015). In specic,
the Stroop task is expected to elicit visual and motor activity, as well as activity in frontal
areas, such as the cingulate cortex and medial prefrontal cortex (Zysset et al. 2001), in the
parietal lobe, parietal sulcus and dorsal visual stream, and possibly focal activity in sub-
cortical areas (Saban et al. 2018). ¿e task is illustrated in gure 3.1. During the baseline
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condition, a black cross was shown on the screen. During the activation condition, two
colour words were displayed above each other. Participants were asked to press a button
when the bottom word corresponded to the colour of the upper word. Trials where this
correspondance was true were called congruent trials. Trials were this correspondance
was not true where called incongruent trials. ¿e activation condition consisted of 20 1.5-
second intermixed congruent and incongruent trials, totalling 30 seconds per block. ¿e
responses were considered correct if they were provided in the congruent trials and incor-
rect if given for incongruent trials. ¿ere was a 20-second resting baseline at the beginning
of the task. All subsequent baseline blocks lasted for 10 seconds. ¿e total duration of the
task was 8 minutes. Stimulus were presented and button presses recorded using Presen-
tation (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., USA). Before performing the task in the scanner,
participants were instructed on a desktop computer located next to the scanning console
to guarantee that the procedure was understood.
Figure 3.1: An adapted version of colour-word Matching Stroop task. ¿e two conditions used
for the task is congruent(C) and incongruent(I). In each condition, participants had to
decide: "Does the colour of the upper row word corresponds with the meaning of the
word written below in black". ¿e correct responses would be from the congruent trials,
which here is from the rst and the last trial. ¿e responses are considered incorrect if
provided at incongruent trial.
3.2.4 Data Preprocessing
Before data preprocessing, DICOMs were converted to NIfTI’s and organised according
to the Brain Imaging Data Structure (BIDS) (Gorgolewski, Auer, et al. 2016) using dcm2niix
(Li et al. 2016). Data from both the MB and MBME protocols were preprocessed using fM-
RIprep v1.0.14 (Esteban, Blair, et al. 2018), which is based on Nipype (Gorgolewski, Burns, et
al. 2011). MBME datasets were then combined with two dierent echo combination meth-
ods: 1. averaging all echoes. 2. combining echoes according to their contrast-noise-ratio
(CNR), a combination herein referred as Parallel-Acquired Inhomogeneity-Desensitised
(PAID) weighting, described in (3.1) (Poser, Versluis, et al. 2006). Considering T2* diers
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across brain regions, an appropriate combinationmethod could potentially increase BOLD
sensitivity across the whole brain for the MBME protocol.
Wi = SNRiTEi∑i SNRiTEi (3.1)
3.2.5 Anatomical Processing
¿e T1-weighted (T1w) image was corrected for intensity non-uniformity (INU) using
N4BiasFieldCorrection (Tustison et al. 2010), and used as T1w-reference throughout the
workow. ¿e T1w-reference was then skull-stripped using antsBrainExtraction.sh (ANTs
2.2.0), using OASIS as target template. Spatial normalisation to the ICBM 152 Nonlinear
Asymmetrical template version 2009c (Fonov et al. 2009),was performed through nonlinear
registration with antsRegistration (Avants et al. 2008) using brain-extracted versions of both
T1w volume and template. Brain tissue segmentation of cerebrospinal uid (CSF), white
matter (WM) and graymatter (GM)were performed on the brain-extracted T1w using FSL
FAST (Jenkinson, Bannister, et al. 2002).
3.2.6 Functional Processing
For each BOLD run, the following preprocessing was performed. First, a reference volume
and its skull-stripped version were generated using a custom methodology of fMRIPrep
v1.0.14 (Esteban, Blair, et al. 2018). A deformation eld to correct for susceptibility distor-
tions was estimated based on fMRIPrep’s eld map-less approach. ¿e deformation eld is
that resulting from co-registering the BOLD reference to the same-subject T1w-reference
with its intensity inverted (Huntenburg 2014), (Wang et al. 2017). Registration is performed
with antsRegistration (ANTs 2.2.0), and the process regularized by constraining defor-
mation to be nonzero only along the phase-encoding direction and modulated with an
average eld map template (Treiber et al. 2016). Based on the estimated susceptibility dis-
tortion, an unwarped BOLD reference was calculated for a more accurate co-registration
with the anatomical reference. Head-motion parameters with respect to the BOLD refer-
ence (transformationmatrices, and six corresponding rotation and translation parameters)
are estimated using MCFLIRT (FSL 5.0.11, (Jenkinson, Bannister, et al. 2002)). ¿e BOLD
time-series were resampled onto their original, native space by applying a single, compos-
ite transform to correct for head-motion and susceptibility distortions. ¿ese resampled
BOLD time-series will be referred to as preprocessed BOLD in original space, or just pre-
processed BOLD. ¿e BOLD reference was then co-registered to the T1w reference using
irt (FSL 5.0.1, (Jenkinson and Smith 2001)) with the boundary-based registration (Greve and
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Fischl 2009) cost-function. Co-registration was congured with nine degrees of freedom
to account for distortions remaining in the BOLD reference. ¿e BOLD time-series were
resampled to MNI152NLin2009cAsym standard space, generating a preprocessed BOLD
run in MNI152NLin2009cAsym space. All resampling can be performed with a single in-
terpolation step by composing all the pertinent transformations (i.e. head-motion trans-
form matrices, susceptibility distortion correction when available, and co-registration to
anatomical and template spaces). Gridded (volumetric) resamplings were performed us-
ing antsApplyTransforms (ANTs), congured with Lanczos interpolation to minimise the
smoothing eects of other kernels. Finally, datasets were smoothed with a 5mm kernel and
highpass ltered with a cuto frequency of 1/100s (these two operations were performed
from within FEAT during rst-level analysis, described in 2.2.4).
3.2.7 Data Denoising
¿ree dierent data denoising strategies were used for both MB and MBME, which we
describe as Standard, FIX, and AROMA denoising. In Standard denoising, six motion
parameter estimates (3 translation, 3 rotation), and cerebrospinal uid (CSF) and white
matter signals, as estimated with aCompCor, were regressed out of the preprocessed data.
In FIX denoising, the FIX classier was used to automatically identify ICA components
related to structured noise. Because FIX is a superviser classier, we acquired task datasets
from 10 additional healthy subjects using the same protocols and procedures as described
earlier. ¿e training procedure comprised using spatial ICAwith a dimensionality of 70 on
each training dataset andmanually labelling components as either signal or noise following
recommendations from the literature (Grianti, Douaud, et al. 2017). ¿e denoising proce-
dure comprised of decomposing the experimental datasets into 70 components, and using
the trained classier for the automatic IC classication. ¿e noise components were then
regressed out of the preprocessed data. In AROMA denoising, ICA-AROMA confound
regressors, as generated by fMRIPREP, were regressed out of the preprocessed data.
3.2.8 Data Analysis
¿e denoised datasets were analysed using FSL FEAT (Woolrich et al. 2001) to estimate the
activation during the Stroop task for all subjects and sessions, and for all protocols and
denoising strategies. ¿e design matrix for the single-subject FEAT analysis modelled two
explanatory variables (EV): congruent trials vs. baseline and incongruent trials vs. base-
line. Additionally, four contrasts were set up, one contrast for each EV, one contrast for
the congruent > incongruent and one contrast for incongruent > congruent. ¿is last con-
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trast is important to identify the frontal medial activation given that frontal activation is
stronger in the incongruent when compared to the congruent condition (Norris et al. 2002).
A second level analysis was then carried out, again with FEAT, using a xed-eects model
to obtain subject-specic average activations across sessions, for each protocol and denois-
ing strategy. ¿ese subject-specic activation maps were used as inputs to a group analy-
sis using xed-eects model to obtain group level activation maps for each protocol and
denoising strategy, and as inputs to a group analysis used to detect statistically signicant
dierences between pairs of protocols using a paired-test (xed-eects, p < 0.05). Z (Gaus-
sianised T/F) statistic images from the group analysis were mixture model corrected using
FSLMELODIC to account for dierences in temporal autocorrelation and thresholded us-
ing clusters determined by Z > 2.3 and a (corrected) cluster signicance threshold of p =
0.05.
Comparison to NeuroSynth database
¿e group-level activations obtained with the adapted Stroop task used for the current
experiment were compared against the activation estimated from ameta-analysis of Stroop
tasks, from data available from NeuroSynth (Yarkoni et al. 2011). ¿e NeuroSynth meta-
analysis yields two z-statistical maps. An association test map, which displays voxels that
are reportedmore o en in articles that include the term "Stroop task" in their abstracts than
articles that do not, and a uniformity test map, that displays voxels that are consistently
active in studies that load highly on the term "Stroop task", yet may also be as active in
other tasks. For the current comparison, group level activations were compared against
NeuroSynth’s uniformity test map.
Region-of-Interest (ROI) Analysis
¿e xed-eects group activation maps were initially visually inspected to gauge whether
major dierences could be seen between sequences, echo combination techniques and de-
noising strategies. Subsequently, a region-of-interest (ROI) analysis was carried out on all
group-level z-maps using parcels from both the MIST ROI atlas (210 lateralised parcels)
(Urchs et al. 2017), and ROIs from the subcortical Harvard-Oxford atlas (20 parcels), as
distributed with FSL (Jenkinson, Beckmann, et al. 2012). Both the MIST ROI atlas and the
Harvard-Oxford atlas are illustrated in gure 3.2. ¿e atlas were resampled to 2.5 mm
resolution, identical to our dataset, using tools provided by the Nilearn python module
(https://nilearn.github.io).
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Figure 3.2: Top row: MIST Atlas with 210 parcels. Bottom row: Hardvard-Oxford subcortical par-
cellation. Atlas overlaid on top of the MNI152 brain template.
¿e analysis with the MIST ROI was carried out to identify regions of the neocortex active
with a mean z-scores over 3.1. ¿e analysis with the subcortical atlas was carried out to
identify subcortical regions with peak z-scores over 3.1, given that the Stroop task is not
expected to load as strongly in subcortical brain areas.
MB vs MBME comparison
Finally, dierences between MB and MBME protocols are examined by looking at the
mixture-model corrected z-statistical maps from the paired xed-eects model. ¿e com-
parisons are only shown in regions where activation was found and the group level for
either MB or MBME. For that purpose, a mask was generated as the Boolean union of
masks from theMB-FIX and theMBME-FIX-PAID group activation, thresholded at 1.0 to
avoid excluding any regions that could potentially show a dierence between protocols.
3.3 Results
Figure 3.3 shows a comparison between the common activation associated with the Stroop
task, obtained from the NeuroSynth database, and the group activation obtained in the
current experiment (activation shown for theMBME-FIX-PAID protocol, for illustration).
¿e NeuroSynth data displays characteristic activation in the anterior cingulate cortex and
frontal gyri, whereas the modied Stroop task in the current experiment elicits visual and
motor activation and captures areas of the default mode network in the incongruent vs.
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congruent contrast, including regions commonly aected by distortions such as the ventral
medial prefrontal cortex.
Figure 3.3: Top row: ameta-analysis of 225 studies available onNeuroSynthwhere theword "stroop"
appears at least once every 1000 words. Activation map corresponds to the uniformity
test, FDR corrected at 0.01, as described in (Yarkoni et al. 2011). Bottom row: Group
activation for MBME-FIX-PAID, mixture-model corrected z-scores from a xed eects
model. Both the congruent and the incongruent-congruent contrast are shown. Colour
range: 2.3 - 7. ¿e modied Stroop task used in the current experiment recruits more
visual and motor areas, as well as lower frontal areas commonly aected by distortions
(seen in the incongruent vs. congruent contrast), but recruits less of the anterior cin-
gulate cortex, commonly observed in Stroop experiments (as shown in the NeuroSynth
meta analysis dataset). Background image corresponds to the mean functional image of
the MBME-FIX-PAID group analysis.
Figure 3.4 shows group activation for all MB protocols and MBME PAID protocols. In
the gure, arrows point to dierences between the MB and MBME protocols. Although
similar, small focal activity can be spotted in all MB protocols which are absent in the
MBME protocols. Results also indicate that dierences between acquisition sequences are
greater than the impact of dierent denoising strategies, an observation corroborated by
the ROI analysis, described in the following.
Figure 3.5 shows the group level activation obtained for each of the 4 contrasts analysed.
In each panel of the gure a matrix is illustrated whereby rows represent parcels from the
MIST atlas and columns represent acquisition strategies. Parcels are shown where, for at
least one acquisition strategy, a mean z-score greater than 3.1 was found. ¿ese parcels are
described by their MIST label abbreviations, however a list with the names of region acti-
vated is given in the accompanying table 3.2. For the congruent and incongruent contrasts,
widespread activation is found in the visual cortices. In congruent only, activation is also
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Figure 3.4: GroupActivation for allMBprotocols andMBMEPAIDprotocols. Activation is similar,
yet MB detects small clusters not seen in the MBME protocol, as pointed out by the
green, yellow andmagenta arrows. Virtually no dierence can be seen at the group level
by visual inspection of the Standard, AROMA and FIX denoising strategies. Colour
range 3.1 - 10.
found in the motor network, as participants were told to press the button only during the
congruent challenge. In general, for congruent and incongruent almost no dierences can
be found between theMB andMBME protocols, in terms of regions activated, at the gran-
ularity of the MIST ROI atlas. For the contrasts congruent-incongruent and incongruent-
congruent, subtle dierences can be noticed between the acquisition strategies. First, for
MBME, in both contrasts it is possible to see a general trend that PAID combination im-
proved sensitivity, given that in all direct comparisons between PAID and echo averaging,
the mean z-scores and the number of detected regions was larger with PAID than with
echo averaging. Second, results indicate almost identical performance, again in terms of
regions activated, for the Standard, FIX andAROMA strategies. Finally, forMB the highest
mean z-scores were found with FIX denoising, whereas for MBME they were found with
Standard denoising.
Despite these observations, however, more similarities than dierences can be found when
comparing the MB and MBME strategies. From all 25 parcels found active in at least one
contrasts, only one, the right parietal occipital sulcus (R POsul, see incongruent > con-
gruent), could be unanimously identied by all MB protocols but was not found by any
MBME protocol.
Because no subcortical regions were found to activate with a mean z-score greater than 3.1,
a similar analysis was performed using the subcortical Harvard Oxford atlas investigating
peak z-scores. Peak values were investigated to account for the possibility of focal activa-
tions smaller than the size of the atlas parcels. Results are shown in gures 3.6. ¿eHarvard
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Figure 3.5: Group activations obtained with xed-eects analysis for each of the 4 contrasts (con-
gruent, incongruent, congruent > incongruent and incongruent > congruent) and each
acquisition strategy. ¿e activation values displayed correspond tomeanmixture-model
corrected z-scores within parcels of the MIST atlas. Parcels with mean values smaller
than 3.1 are not shown.
Table 3.2: Name and labels of the 25 of the 210 MIST atlas parcels where activation was identied
at the group level with a mean z-score of 3.1 or higher. For each region displayed in a
table, prexing an L and R species the le and right hemisphere, respectively. Similarly,
suxing an l, m, a, p, v, d, species the lateral, medial, anterior, posterior, ventral, or
dorsal areas, respectively.
MIST Label Family Region Name
PVISnet Posterior Visual Network
VVISnet Ventral Visual Network
LVISnet Lateral Visual Network
MOTnet Somatomotor Network
PSMcor Pre Supplementary Motor Cortex
DVIS Dorsal Visual Stream
SMgyr Supramarginal Gyrus
FUSgyr Fusiform Gyrus
PCcor Posterior Cingulate Cortex
VMPFcor Ventral Medial Prefrontal Cortex
PCsul Postcentral Sulcus
POsul Parieto Occipital Sulcus
IPlob Inferior Parietal Lobule
CER6 Cerebellum VI
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Oxford subcortical parcellation also includes 4 large sized parcels encompassing the neo-
cortex and white matter, seen as the areas with the largest peak z-scores in both contrasts.
In terms of subcortical peak activation, the MB protocol showed increased activation in
the congruent condition and in both congruent-incongruent and incongruent-congruent
contrasts, evidenced by equal or larger peak z-scores in all almost all subcortical areas.
In the incongruent-congruent contrast, only the MB protocol was capable of identifying
activity in the le amygdala. When looking at the dierences between MBME PAID and
echo average, PAID, again, yields larger z-scores in almost all regions.
Figure 3.6: Group activations obtained with xed-eects analysis for each of the 4 contrasts (con-
gruent, incongruent, congruent > incongruent and incongruent > congruent) and each
acquisition strategy. ¿e activation values displayed correspond to peak mixture-model
corrected z-scores within parcels of the Harvard Oxford subcortical atlas. Parcels with
peak values smaller than 3.1 are not shown.
A direct comparison between PAID and echo averaging is given in gure 3.7. No voxels
were found to have signicantly higher z-scores in the echo averaging than in the PAID
approach in any of the four contrasts.
3.3.1 Fixed-eects sequence comparison
Finally, gure 3.8 shows dierences between MB-FIX and MBME-FIX-PAID for all four
contrasts used in the current study. ¿e MB protocol is found to perform better in visual
areas and also in frontal areas aected by distortions and close to areas with dropouts. For
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Figure 3.7: Group level comparison between MBME-FIX and MBME-FIX-PAID for the congru-
ent contrast (mixture modelled z-score from a xed-eects analysis). No voxels were
found where the echo averaging approach performed better than PAID. Figure shows
congruent contrast. For incongruent-congruent virtually no activation was found to
dier between echo combination schemes.
the incongruent-congruent contrast, for example, not a single voxel is found to perform
better in the MBME protocol when compared to the MB protocol, even when looking at
the optimally combined MBME protocol. Similar results are obtained when comparing
sequences denoised with other methods (not shown).
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Figure 3.8: Comparison between the MB-FIX and MBME-FIX-PAID protocols for all 4 contrasts,
as obtained from the paired xed-eects model. In blue and red the MB>MBME and
MBME>MB mixture modelled z-score maps are shown. Background images represent
the mean functional image of the MBME-FIX-PAID group analysis. Regions displayed
in blue and red represent areas where MB andMBME performs better, respectively. ¿e
MB protocol performs better in almost all regions of the brain. Colour range: 3.1 -7.
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3.4 Discussion
Our goal with the current study was to compare theMB andMB-ME sequences in terms of
their sensitivity for task fMRI. Datasets from both sequences were reconstructed and pre-
processed with identical pipelines. For the purpose of comparison we acquired data from
14 healthy subjects using an adapted colour-wordmatching Stroop task (Boyacioğlu, Schulz,
Müller, et al. 2014), which induces widespread activity through the brain. We extended
our comparisons by experimenting with two dierent multi-echo combination schemes,
namely echo averaging and PAID (or CNR) weighted averaging, and by using a minimal
denoising strategy (herein referred to as Standard) and two widely used ICA denoising
strategies, ICA-AROMA and ICA-FIX. We assessed the performance of each protocol by
looking at cortical and subcortical regions activated at the group level and by inspecting
dierences in group activation z-score maps.
In terms of regions activated, at the granularity level of the MIST ROI atlas, both the MB
and the MBME protocols performed similarly. From 25 parcels, only 1 could be detected
by all MB protocols but not by the MBME protocols, namely the parietal occipital sul-
cus. When looking at peak z-statistics with the subcortical Harvard-Oxford atlas, the MB
protocol showed higher peak z-values in the right hippocampus and le /right amygdala
in the incongruent-congruent contrast. When looking at a voxel-wise paired xed-eects
comparison, we found small dierences betweenMB andMBME,most indicatingMB as a
better protocol choice - especially in visual areas, but also in frontal regions. ¿e results we
obtain do not directly agree with previous comparisons that looked atME-EPI. In compar-
isons performed before the advent of MB,ME-EPI was found to perform better in all areas
of the brain when compared to standard EPI when protocols were designed with identical
repetition times (Poser, Versluis, et al. 2006) and a spatial resolution of 3.5mm isotropic. In
a systematic comparison of the sensitivity of standard and multi-echo EPI using an emo-
tional learning and reward-based learning tasks, ME-EPI was shown to perform better in
regions where the single-echo protocol suered from dropouts, namely in an ROI placed
at the orbito-frontal cortex (Kirilina et al. 2016). For regions in the medial prefrontal cortex,
as activated in the Stroop task, Kirilina et al. 2016 found the single-echo protocol to perform
similarly in terms of BOLD eect size. In that particular study, the protocols diered from
those used in the current study in that repetition times of the single-echo and multi-echo
protocols were 2 seconds and 2.5 seconds, the ME protocol consisted of a ve-echo proto-
col with an in-plane acceleration factor of 3 (the single-echo had an in-plane acceleration
factor of 2), and the spatial resolution of both protocols was 3mm isotropic. Despite also
acquiring images with a 32-channel head coil, the total acceleration factors in Kirilina et al.
2016 were lower than those we used. In contrast to these previous studies, we do not nd
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any benets ofMEwhen compared to a single-echo sequence when both sequences are ac-
celerated with MB. In a more recent sequence comparison (Boyacioğlu, Schulz, Koopmans,
et al. 2015),MBMEwas shown to improve sensitivity when compared toME-EPI in a Stroop
task, however, in that particular study no correction for temporal autocorrelation was per-
formed, suggesting that the benets observed for the MBME protocol could be smaller
than reported. Nonetheless, in agreement with Boyacioğlu, Schulz, Koopmans, et al. 2015, we
also nd the fastest sequence to perform better, even a er accounting for temporal auto-
correlation. ¿is suggests that the benets of ME-EPI shown in previous studies without
MB acceleration (Poser, Versluis, et al. 2006) could have been driven by amore ecient sam-
pling when compared to the alternative protocols, i.e., instead of waiting for the contrast
to build in a single-echo acquisition, the ME protocol was reading out continuously.
Another alternative explanation for theME benets seen earlier in the literaturemay be re-
lated to acquisitions with thick slices (Norris et al. 2002).¿e gradient echo signal has been
shown to improve dramatically in regions of dropouts by increasing the through-plane
spatial resolution (Frahm, Merboldt, and Hänicke 1993; Robinson et al. 2008; Young et al. 1988),
as discussed in previous comparisons between spin-echo and gradient-echo sequences at
both 3T (Schmidt et al. 2005) and 7T (Boyacioğlu, Schulz, Müller, et al. 2014).With thick slices,
the ME protocol may have had an edge against single-echo protocols because of the ac-
quisition of an early echo, whereas for single-echo protocols the signal could have been
completely dephased.
Furthermore, given that in the current study both sequences were optimised to acquire
signal as eciently as possible, and that signal quality was not compromised by recon-
struction artefacts, we could also speculate that acquiring a late 54ms echo in the MBME
may have been less optimal than using the time for acquiringmore volumes, as done in the
MB protocol. Additionally, the Partial Fourier and in-plane acceleration that penalise the
SNR of the MBME protocol may have led to lower z-scores.
In what concerns echo combinations, we ndminor improvements at the group level when
using the PAID weighting scheme (CNR-weights) when compared to echo averaging. Al-
though this improvement could only be seen in the congruent contrast and in visual areas,
it suggests that for task fMRI an optimal echo combination does inuence the nal statisti-
cal analysis, and should therefore be preferred against simple averaging, in contrast to null
results previously observed with a double-echo protocol (Kettinger et al. 2016).
Finally, a last result we obtained is that the dierences between sequences is larger than
the dierence between dierent similar denoising strategies, at the group level. ¿is result,
seen in gure 3.4, highlights the importance of optimising acquisition sequences prior to
data collection.
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Temporally independent functional modes (TFMs) are functional brain networks identi-
ed based on their temporal independence. ¿e rationale behind identifying TFMs is that
dierent functional networks may share a common anatomical infrastructure while being
temporally distinct. TFMs usually require a larger number of samples than acquired in
standard fMRI experiments, and thus have previously only been performed at the group
level. Here, using an ultra-fast fMRI sequence, MESH-EPI, with a volume repetition time
of 158ms, we conducted an exploratory study with n=6 subjects and computed TFMs at
the single subject level on both task and resting-state datasets. We identied 6 common
temporal modes of activity in our participants, including a temporal default mode show-
ing patterns of anti-correlation between the default mode and the task-positive networks,
a lateralised motor mode and a visual mode integrating the visual cortex and the visual
streams. In alignment with other ndings reported recently, we also showed that indepen-
dent time-series are largely free from confound contamination. In particular for ultra-fast
fMRI, TFMs can separate the cardiac signal fromother uctuations. We further showed, by
using a non-linear dimensionality reduction technique, UMAP, that combinations of spa-
tial networks as described by the TFMmodel have the potential to characterise individual
heterogeneity within our sample, and to measure the impact of task activity on the base-
line resting-state signal. Our results show that it is feasible to measure reproducible TFMs
at the single-subject level, opening new possibilities for investigating functional networks
and their integration. Finally, we provide a python toolbox for generating TFMs and com-
ment on possible applications of the technique and avenues for further investigation.
5
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4.1 Introduction
Resting-state BOLD functional magnetic resonance (fMRI) is a non-invasive neuroimag-
ing technique used to explore the brain’s functional connectivity (FC), as it may relate
to cognition, behaviour, mental health and human development (Llera Arenas et al. 2018;
Mather et al. 2013; Mulders et al. 2015). FC estimates from resting-state fMRI data are obtained
by measuring time-course similarities between dierent regions of the brain. For this pur-
pose, methods such as seed based correlation analysis and spatial independent component
analysis (ICA) (Beckmann and Smith 2004) are commonly used to identify large functional
networks, also referred to as resting-state networks (RSNs). Resting State Networks iden-
tied from BOLD uctuations are robust and have been shown to correspond to known
functional systems (Smith, Fox, et al. 2009). Because they may oer insights into cognitive
processes, are highly reproducible and easy to measure experimentally, and can be iden-
tied with a high temporal and spatial resolution, they have become a powerful tool for
neuroimaging.
A limitation of standard FC analysis techniques is that they tend to characterise functional
networks as being collections of distinct anatomical regions, either by searching for time-
course correlations between voxels or ROIs, or by maximising spatial independence be-
tween dierent regions of the brain, as in the case of spatial ICA. ¿ese techniques are,
by design, suboptimal if one wants to explore distinct functional networks that share a
common anatomical infrastructure (Friston 1998).
Investigating functional networks that share anatomical areas requires models that ex-
plicitly allow for spatial overlap. One network model designed for the investigation of
overlapping networks was proposed by (Smith, Miller, et al. 2012), where distinct functional
modes of brain activity were identied by means of their temporal independence. In their
proposed model, time-series associated with dierent RSNs, as identied by spatial ICA
(sICA), were further decomposed using temporal ICA (tICA) into a set of node weights
(i.e. RSN weights, also called the temporal ICA mixing matrix), and a set of independent
time-courses. For each independent time-course one can obtain an associated spatial map
by linearly combining the original RSN maps using the node weights as coecients of the
combination. ¿e authors refer to these maps as "temporal functional modes" (TFMs),
instead of functional networks, a er observing that TFMs contain signicant amounts of
anti-correlated activity - suggesting that modes may reect the activity of more than a sin-
gle network at a time. In their contribution, TFMs were shown to be distinct from RSNs
and to provide complementary information to that obtained with conventional FC analy-
sis methods. TFMs make it possible to explore interactions between meaningful regions
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or networks of the brain (referred to as TFM nodes). Although temporal ICA could be
performed directly at the voxel level, such an approach would be both computationally
inecient and potentially less interpretable. Arguably, the most important contribution
of TFMs is the mapping it provides between brain regions or networks, i.e., nodes, and a
series of latent independent time-courses, summarised in the tICA mixing matrix.
More recently, TFMs have been shown to be eective in identifying global structured
noise in fMRI data that cannot be identiedwith spatially based decomposition techniques
(Glasser, Coalson, et al. 2018). In particular, Glasser, Coalson, et al. 2018 suggest that the TFM
model may be used for the removal of global physiological noise whilst retaining the global
signal driven by neural activity.
Despite these advances, the TFM analysis technique has hitherto not been widely used
because it depends on tICA, which requires amounts of data not usually available in the
majority of fMRI studies, which generally precludes the technique from being used at the
single-subject level. In their studies, Smith, Miller, et al. 2012 and Glasser, Coalson, et al. 2018
concatenated data from multiple subjects in order to compute the tICA decomposition.
¿e reasonwhy data were concatenated is because the ICA algorithm requires a large num-
ber of samples to function well. It requires many samples because it has to measure how
much a signal deviates from normality, which is done by estimating higher-ordermoments
of the signal distribution. According to a study byHerrmann and¿eis 2007 (see their gures
4 and 5, and table 1), the recovery error of the ICA algorithm (FastICA) decreases with the
inverse of the square root of the number of samples. A reasonable average recovery error
can be achieved for most signal distributions with a minimal number of samples on the
order of 3000. Because of this limitation, the TFM model has not been widely directly at
the single-subject level.
Recently, with the development of newmethods that push the temporal resolution of fMRI
data such as Multiband or Simultaneous Multi-Slice (Breuer, Blaimer, Griswold, et al. 2012;
Feinberg, Moeller, et al. 2010; Larkman et al. 2001; Moeller et al. 2010; Setsompop et al. 2012), it
is possible to obtain full-brain fMRI data within volume repetition times below 400ms.
Combining multiband with inverse imaging techniques, Hsu et al. 2017, for example, were
capable of obtaining 20 image slices with a temporal resolution of 100ms and a nominal
spatial resolution of 5mm isotropic by simultaneously exciting 10 imaging slices and using
simultaneous echo refocusing (Feinberg, Reese, et al. 2002). Other recently developed tech-
niques (Boyacioğlu, Schulz, and Norris 2017) based on principles of interslice echo-shi ing
(Gibson et al. 2006) are capable of acquiring fMRI data with similar temporal resolutions
yet with conventional EPI reconstruction routines. ¿ese advances suggest that TFMsmay
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well be feasible on data from a single fMRI acquisition, albeit with limited spatial resolu-
tion.
A transition from a group analysis to single-subject measures is required to study inter-
individual dierences, for examplemental health and behaviouralmeasures (Smith, Nichols,
et al. 2015). As such, the relevance of TFMs would increase signicantly if the technique
could be used at the single-subject level, making it possible to summarise high dimen-
sional time-series into subject-dependent measures that could oer additional insights
above those available from sICA. Here we explore this potential by using the MESH tech-
nique (Boyacioğlu, Schulz, and Norris 2017) and report TFMs obtained on the single-subject
level from both task and resting-state fMRI.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Data Acquisition
Six healthy volunteers (3M/3F , 32.0 ± 10.2 years old) participated in the experiments af-
ter giving informed consent. ¿e experiment was approved by the local ethics committee
(CMO Arnhem-Nijmegen, the Netherlands). All data were acquired on a Siemens MAG-
NETOMPrisma (3T)MRI scanner (Erlangen, Germany) with a 32-channel head coil. Each
participant was scanned in two 1-hour sessions separated by a 15 minute break.
Each session consisted of a resting-state run, a visual-motor association task, and a second
resting-state run. Functional data were acquired with a Multiband Echo-Shi ed (MESH)
2D EPI sequence (Boyacioğlu, Schulz, and Norris 2017) with the following parameters: TR
= 158ms, TE = 48ms, resolution = 4.5mm3, 30 slices without gap, SMS=6 with a CAIPI
FOV/3 shi , no partial Fourier and no in-plane acceleration. ¿e long TE achieved with
echo shi ing allowed us to accelerate even further by removing the fat saturation pulses
(since the fat signal was highly attenuated at this long TE). Each resting-state scan lasted for
10minutes and 45 seconds, corresponding to 4096 timepoints, themaximumpermitted by
the scanner manufacturer at the time of scanning for a single run. In total, 43 minutes of
resting-state data (16384 timepoints), and 22 minutes of task-data (8192 timepoints) were
collected from each subject. As a consequence of the fast sampling and high acceleration
factor, the ip angle was set to 7° because of SAR limitations, except for one subject where
the ip angle was set to 6° because of subject-specic SAR limitations. Image reconstruc-
tion was performed online using the vendor supplied implementation of Slice GRAPPA
(Setsompop et al. 2012) with Leak Block (Cauley et al. 2014).
Anatomical data, for co-registration purposes, were acquired using a sagittal 1mm isotropic
MP-RAGE with a TR of 2300ms, a TI of 900ms, a TE of 3ms, a ip angle of 9°, a turbo
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factor of 16 and an in-plane acceleration factor of 2 with a total acquisition time of 5:12
minutes. ¿e anatomical scan was acquired at the end of the rst session.
All imaging sequences were automatically aligned using a vendor supplied AutoAlign lo-
caliser sequence, which orients slices parallel to a line passing by the rostrum and splenium
of the corpus callosum. During the scanning sessions participants lay supine in the MRI
scanner, and with their eyes open. Participants were awake throughout the whole dura-
tion of the experiment, as reported a er interrogation at the end of the scan. All datasets
were collected between March and May 2018, and organised according to the Brain Imag-
ing Data Structure (BIDS). Datasets will be made available through the Donders Institute
Data Sharing Collection at https://data.donders.ru.nl upon publication.
4.2.2 Visual Motor Association Task
¿e visual motor association (VMA) task performed by the subjects consisted of learning
arbitrary associations between 8 dierent Japanese Kanji characters (visual stimulus) and 4
dierent button presses (motor responses) (Grol et al. 2006). Avisual stimuluswas presented
for 200ms and subjects had to respond with a button press within 1.5 s a er the stimulus
onset. ¿e motor response consisted of the exion of one of four ngers of the right hand
(a single le -handed subject participated in the experiment, yet was asked to use his right
hand for the task) to press a button on a four-button ber optic response pad - each button
corresponding to two dierent Kanji characters. Subjects learned the associations between
characters and buttons by trial and error. To know whether an association is correct, a
visual feedback was given immediately a er the response with a duration of 50ms. ¿e
visual feedback displays either a green, red, or blue square, depending on whether the
responses are correct, incorrect or exceed the 1.5 s reaction time (RT) cuto, respectively.
Trials were separated by an inter stimulus interval (ISI) taken from a random uniform
distribution between 3.4 and 5.8 s, as exemplied in 4.1.
Presentation 20.1 (Neurobehavioral Systems, San Francisco, CA) was used to present the
visual stimuli and register the motor responses. ¿e visual stimuli were projected on a
screen and viewed by the subjects via amirror attached to the head coil. ¿e subjects placed
their index, middle, ring and little ngers on the corresponding button of the response pad,
which was positioned on the subjects’ abdomen.
¿is particular task was chosen because it elicits reaction times on the order of 1 second (6± 2 TRs), and recruits both visual andmotor areas, as well as attention andmemory. In the
current work these task datasets were analysed to determine the eect of task on TFMs.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic overview of the visuomotor association task showing 1 trial. Subjects had to
associate visual stimuli (Japanese Kanji characters) with motor responses (button press
on a four button response pad). A er the motor response, visual feedback was given
whether the response was correct (green square), incorrect (red square) or too late (blue
square).
4.2.3 Data Preprocessing
Data preprocessing was performed using FMRIPREP version 1.0.15 (Esteban, Markiewicz,
et al. 2018), a Nipype (Gorgolewski, Burns, et al. 2011) based tool. Each T1w (T1-weighted) vol-
ume was corrected for INU (intensity non-uniformity) using N4BiasFieldCorrection v2.1.0
(Tustison et al. 2010) and skull-stripped using antsBrainExtraction.sh v2.1.0 (using the OA-
SIS template). Spatial normalisation to the ICBM 152 Nonlinear Asymmetrical template
version 2009c (Fonov et al. 2009) was performed through nonlinear registration with the
antsRegistration tool of ANTs v2.1.0 (Avants et al. 2008), using brain-extracted versions of
both T1w volume and template.
Functional data were motion corrected using MCFLIRT (FSL v5.0.9 (Jenkinson, Bannister, et al.
2002)). "Fieldmap-less" distortion correction was performed by co-registering the func-
tional image to the same-subject T1w image with intensity inversion (Huntenburg 2014;
Wang et al. 2017) constrained by an average eldmap template, implemented with antsReg-
istration (ANTs). ¿is was followed by co-registration to the corresponding T1w image
using boundary-based registration (Greve and Fischl 2009)with 9 degrees of freedom, using
FLIRT (FSL). Motion correcting transformations, eld distortion correcting warp, BOLD-
to-T1w transformation and T1w-to-template (MNI) warp were concatenated and applied
in a single step using antsApplyTransforms (ANTs v2.1.0) using Lanczos interpolation.
Physiological noise regressors were extracted applying CompCor (Behzadi et al. 2007). Prin-
cipal components were estimated for the two CompCor variants: temporal (tCompCor)
and anatomical (aCompCor). A mask to exclude signal with cortical origin was obtained
by eroding the brain mask, ensuring it only contained subcortical structures. Six tComp-
Cor components were then calculated including only the top 5 variable voxels within that
subcortical mask. For aCompCor, six components were calculated within the intersection
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of the subcortical mask and the union of CSF and WM masks calculated in T1w space,
a er their projection to the native space of each functional run. Frame-wise displacement
(Power, Mitra, et al. 2014) was calculated for each functional run using the implementation
of Nipype. In total, FMRIPREP computes 32 confound regressors. ¿ese regressors are not
used in the current experiment to denoise the functional time-series, but rather to mea-
sure whether they correlate with TFMs time-series. A er registration and a er computing
confound regressors, datasets were highpass ltered with a cuto frequency of 1/100s using
FSLMATHS (FSL). Many internal operations of FMRIPREP use Nilearn (Abraham et al. 2014),
principally within the BOLD-processing workow (For more details of the pipeline see
https://fmriprep.readthedocs.io/en/1.0.15/workflows.html). All datasets acquired for this
experiment were visually inspected to guarantee satisfactory pre-processing.
Finally, each preprocessed run was decomposed into spatial independent components us-
ing FSL MELODIC. Although MELODIC oers automatic dimensionality estimates, it does so by
comparing the eigenspectrum of the data against the eigenspectrum of a random matrix.
¿e automatic dimensionality estimation algorithm works under the assumption that the
noise in the data is not strongly temporally correlated (Beckmann and Smith 2004)., which is
contravened owing to the short TR of the current study. When the assumption is not met,
MELODIC overestimates the intrinsic dimensionality leading to an unusually large number
of components, which causes component splitting. To partially overcome this problem we
enforced a dimensionality of 120 a er experimenting with ICA model orders of 70, 100,
120 and 150. ¿e value of 120 was found to yield a reasonable compromise between nd-
ing meaningful components and unstructured noise. Since MELODIC orders components
by variance explained, an adequate model order can be estimated by checking whether
increasing the dimensionality introduce only new unstructured noise components. Af-
ter hand classication of IC components into signal and noise following the best practices
from the literature Grianti, Douaud, et al. 2017 with FSLeyes, datasets were non-agressively
denoised by removing unwanted components using fsl_regfilt, in alignment to what is
performed in the original work of Smith, Miller, et al. 2012. In our experience, the number of
signal components identied on single runs ranged from 30 to 50. Most noise components
removed were identied as noise because of their high frequency content in the range of
cardiac pulsation (or its harmonics) and their locations close to the base of the brain, which
was indicative of cardiac physiological noise.
4.2.4 Temporal Functional Modes
In constrast to methods that identify patterns on activity based on spatial clustering ap-
proaches, such as co-activation pattern analysis, where patterns are identied by cluster-
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ing similar fMRI timeframes using k-means (Liu and Duyn 2013), or dynamicMVPA, where
whole-brain images are clustered based on their spatial pattern correlations (Chen, Ito, et al.
2018), the TFM analysis does not consider each frame to belong to a dierent spatial pattern
or brain state, but rather to represent a superposition of latent independent states.
¿e TFM model involves 2 steps: the rst step consists of an initial spatial data reduction
(or parcellation), where the preprocessed fMRI data with V voxels and t timepoints is ap-
proximated by a product of d spatial maps (or parcels) and their associated time-courses,
contained in the spatial mixing matrix sM, illustrated in equation (4.1) below. ¿e sec-
ond step consists of decomposing the spatial time-courses in sM, via temporal ICA, as a
product of k node weights and latent independent time-courses tIC (4.2). ¿e TFMmodel
thus describes the data as the product of three matrices: the original parcels (or nodes), a
mixing matrix consisting of node weights representing the link between space and time
domains, and a set of independent time-courses (4.3). ¿e product of the parcels and the
node weights are considered to be the TFM spatial maps, such that the original data can
also be seen as a set of TFMs and their associated independent time-series (4.4).
DataV×t ≈ parcelsV×d × sMd×t (4.1)
sMd×t ≈ weightsd×k × tICk×t (4.2)
DataV×t ≈ parcelsV×d ×weightsd×k × tICk×t (4.3)
DataV×t ≈ TFMmapsV×k × tICk×t (4.4)
In the original TFMpublication, the initialmaps and time-courses were obtained bymeans
of a group sICA, such that nodes were chosen to be RSNs independent in space. Here we
studied the dependence of the TFM model on the initial spatial data reduction step by
comparing three dierent parcellation strategies:
1. a group sICA decomposition, as done in Smith, Miller, et al. 2012. To obtain subject-
specic time-series we use dual-regression.
2. individual sICA (sICA) decompositions, and
3. an atlas-based decompositionusing theMulti-resolution Intrinsic SegmentationTem-
plate (MIST) 444-parcel atlas (Urchs et al. 2017).
In the group sICA decomposition, the set of the single-subject resting-state denoised data
were temporally concatenated and used as input for the group sICA with a dimensional-
ity set to 120. From the 120 components, we identied 56 as being signal (we note that
there are more signal components in the group sICA than generally found in single-run
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decompositions). ¿e spatial maps associated with these signals were hand-labelled and
used as templates for a dual regression in order to obtain run- and subject specic signal
time-courses (Beckmann, Mackay, et al. 2009; Filippini et al. 2009). First, for each functional
run, each spatial map is regressed (as spatial regressors in a multiple regression) against
the subject’s 4D space-time dataset. ¿is resulted in a set of subject-specic timeseries,
one per component. Next, those timeseries were variance normalised and regressed (as
temporal regressors, again in a multiple regression) into the same 4D dataset, resulting in
a set of subject-specic spatial maps. ¿is second regression results in parameter estimate
maps (regression coecients), which are used as nodes for TFMs. In the individual sICA
approach, the sICA signal component time-courses were used directly as input to tICA. In
the atlas approach, signals were obtained directly from the denoised datasets by averaging
voxel time-courses within parcels of the 444-region brain atlas. We chose the MIST atlas
because it oers a multi-resolution parcellation of the cortical, subcortical and cerebellar
gray matter that provides annotated functional parcellations at nine resolutions from 7 to
444 functional parcels and provides an overlap based pseudo-hierarchical decomposition
tree that relates parcels across resolutions in a meaningful way. ¿e pseudo-hierarchical
labels can be used to describe TFMs both in high resolution anatomical terms as well as
low resolution functional terms.
For all 3 parcellation strategies, the demeaned, variance-normalised signal time-courses
were then used as input to a tICA (FastICA, as implemented in scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al.
2011)) with a dimensionality set to 21. We report here a choice of model order equal to 21,
as described previously in the literature (Smith, Miller, et al. 2012).
4.2.5 Data Analysis
Our data analysis consisted of an initial exploration of TFMs by comparing results obtained
with dierent parcellation strategies, measuring the correlation of TFMs to confounding
signals, and studying the within and between subject similarity of TFMs as measured by
correlations - for both the atlas as well as the gICA approach.
From the perspective of the tICA algorithm, each parcel time-series is a mixture of un-
kown latent time-series. Dierent parcellation strategies are not constrained to have the
same number of parcels, nor parcels of the same size, and thus may lead to vastly dier-
ent input mixtures for ICA. To verify whether the initial choice of parcellation inuences
the TFM spatial maps and independent time-courses, we compared TFM results obtained
with gICA, with single-subjet sICA and with atlas parcels. We compare TFMs across these
3 parcellation strategies by computing the pairwise correlation between time-series, as we
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expected to nd the similar latent signals regardless of the initial mixtures given to the ICA
algorithm.
We then investigated whether it is possible to characterise subject heterogeneity looking at
the correlations between node weights for the dual regression approach. To gain insight
into the nature of TFMs and to characterise individual subjects and their heterogeneity,
we used uniform manifold approximation and projection (UMAP) to visualise 2D em-
beddings of the input RSN time-series, the TFM time-series and the node weights. While
common data reduction techniques (e.g. PCA) are capable of capturing the global struc-
ture of a higher dimensional space, non-linear techniques such as UMAP are capable of
also capturing local structure (McInnes and Healy 2018). We chose UMAP specically be-
cause it generates embeddings that are more stable and consistent, and arguably of better
quality than other non-linear dimensionality reduction techniques such as t-SNE (Maaten
and Hinton 2008), and, furthermore, UMAP is computationally ecient (McInnes and Healy
2018). Both linear (such as PCA) and non-linear techniques allow us to describe each RSN
time-series as a dot in a low-dimensional space, but because UMAP preserves local struc-
ture, the distances between dierent dots in the low-dimensional space are representative
of the distances between RSN time-series in their original space. We used as a distance
metric the pairwise correlation, as we have used in the previous sections. Because the sign
of the time-series and node-weights is arbitrary, we considered their absolute values for
this analysis. Finally, we visualised the impact of the visual motor association task on the
TFMs by examining dierences in task and rest datasets in the UMAP embedding of the
node weights.
A documented free-so ware python package to generate TFMs from both RSNs and atlas
based parcellations will be made available under https://github.com/dangom/tfm.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 On the choice of the initial parcellation
Figure 4.2 shows the correlation between TFM time-series obtained with the group ICA
and the atlas approach, on the le , and the time-series from the atlas approach for a single-
subject on the right. From 21 TFM pairs, approximately half have a correlation coecient
of 0.5 or higher, and between 6 and 8 TFMs have a correlation greater than 0.75 (except for
subject 5, where correlation values were smaller). Similar values were found when compar-
ing to the sICA approach, albeit slightly lower, as the single-subject example on the right
illustrates. Time-series with large peaks of activity that deviate from themean and less high
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freuquency content are apparently more easily identied, judged by the better agreement
between dierent parcellations (see right panel in the gure).
Figure 4.3 illustrates 3 examples of highly correlated TFMs obtained with the parcellation
strategies considered (time-course correlation > 0.9). For visualisation, TFM spatial maps
in MNI space were projected into the Freesurfer fsaverage5 (Fischl et al. 1999) surface for il-
lustration, with their associated independent time-courses in overlay. Although the time-
courses obtained through the tICA do not depend on the chosen initial dimensionality
reduction, the associated TFMmaps do dier slightly in each approach; this is no surprise
because of dierences in degrees of freedom and spatial resolution of the dierent par-
cellations. Nevertheless, in all approaches we identify similar sets of anti-correlated brain
regions and independent time-courses.
Figure 4.2: Le panel: Each row in the plot shows the correlation values between the 21 TFMs
obtained fromwith the dual regression approach and the atlas approach, for one dataset.
¿e numbers 1 to 6 correspond to the six subjects. Datasets within subject are ordered
by acquisition, i.e., session 1: run-1, task, run-2 and session 2: run-1, task, run-2. Right
panel: Each row illustrates a TFM time-series obtained with the gICA approach for an
arbitrary dataset (sub-04, ses-02, run-01) ¿e columns on the right side indicate the
correlation of each time-series to those obtained with the atlas and sICA approaches.
4.3.2 Correlation to confounds
We again used correlation coecients to investigate how much TFM time-series are im-
pacted by the 32 confound regressors such as e.g., the global signal, subject motion, and
cardiac and respiratory uctuations.
To illustrate TFM time-courses and their correlation to confound regressors, gure 4.4
shows data from an exemplary single subject dataset. ¿e gure shows that confound con-
tamination is widespread over time-series of atlas parcels, but can be parsimoniously ex-
tracted into a small number of independent TFMs, such as one widespread over the whole
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brain and highly correlated to the global signal. We should note that TFMs maps that re-
ect the global signal are marked by widespread activation throughout the brain, similar
to the global TFMs described in Smith, Miller, et al. 2012 and Glasser, Coalson, et al. 2018. For
ultra-fast fMRI data, it is also possible (for some subjects) to identify cardiac TFMs with
activation localised to the base of the brain, even a er spatial ICA denoising.
4.3.3 TFM Repeatability
Figure 4.5 shows a graph representing the correlation structure of TFMs both within and
between subjects for the gICA and the MIST atlas parcellation. In each graph, each of the
36 graph vertices correspond to one of the 36 functional datasets acquired in the experi-
ment, and subjects are color coded as indicated in the gure. ¿e edges connecting vertices
are weighted by the count of pairs of TFMs with a correlation greater than 0.687 (for the
gICA) or 0.591 (for the atlas, as used in the previous section), i.e., the minimum value for
which the graph is connected (i.e. 0.687 for the gICA and 0.591 for the atlas). As described
previously, the correlation between TFMs is measured as the correlation between the rows
of the temporal ICA mixing matrix i.e. the node weights. Because TFMs are unordered,
each row of each dataset is compared to all rows of other datasets such that there are in
total 21 × 21 = 441 comparisons per pair of datasets.
We nd that, similar to resting-state networks, TFMs are subject specic and repeatable
across sessions. ¿is is highlighted by heavier edges within subject clusters in the force-
directed graph (the exact values for each edge are given in the supplementarymaterials).
¿e graphs further suggest that correlation values are larger between task datasets than be-
tween rest datasets, since edges connecting task-task and task-rest appear more o en than
edges connecting rest-rest. In fact, even without any thresholding, the average correlation
between task-task TFMs is found to be approximately 29 larger than the correlation be-
tween rest-rest and rest-task for the gICA approach, and 10 larger for the atlas approach,
as shown in table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Average node weight correlation between TFMs from task datasets, between TFMs from
rest datasets, and between a TFM from a task and a TFM from a rest dataset.
Task-Task Rest-Task Rest-Rest
gICA 0.158 0.132 0.122
MIST Atlas 0.179 0.163 0.163
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4.3.4 Most commonly identied TFMs
To compare TFMs obtained with the same parcellation in dierent subjects and sessions,
we compute the correlation between node weights, as this is both inexpensive computa-
tionally and more robust than measuring for example Dice coecients between the TFM
maps. We choose to display common TFMs obtained with the atlas approach for three rea-
sons. First, the anatomical atlas parcels are non-overlapping. A voxel either fully belongs
to a parcel or it does not. ¿is is in contrast to the gICA approach, where dierent so 
parcels (in contrast to hard parcels, where voxels either do or do not belong to a parcel)
may slightly intersect and voxels have dierent weights in each parcel. Second, the gICA
template was generated with data from our participants, and so it is exclusive to this study.
¿ird, our gICA template labels may not correspond perfectly to the canonical networks
described in the literature. ¿eMIST atlas, on the other hand, is not exclusive to this study
and the labels are well dened. Fourth, to simplify the description of common TFMs we
take advantage of the MIST pseudo-hierarchical parcel information to describe maps in
terms of interactions between 36 higher-level functional parcels, instead of the higher res-
olution 444 parcel with which TFMs are computed.
To nd the most common TFMs across functional runs we generate a list with correla-
tion values between all pairs of TFMs (from all dierent runs). We then lter this list to
only include correlations above 0.591, the minimum value we found for which any two
functional runs have at least one correlated TFM pair, as explained above. We then count
the number of times that a given TFM appears on the list. A er nding the most com-
mon TFM, we exclude it and all of its pairs from the list, and search for the next common
TFM. TFMs whose time-courses correlated more than 0.4 with confound regressors were
excluded from the analysis. Despite 0.4 being an arbitrary threshold, we noticed that arte-
fact TFMs usually correlate strongly with confounds such that 0.4 is a reasonable lower
bound (see panel A in gure 4.4) for exclusion. Additionally, artefact TFMs are dissimilar
to signal TFMs, such that if artifactual TFMs were le in the analysis, they would likely
not inuence results. With our approach we identify 6 modes that are common across the
majority of runs, shown in gure 4.6. ¿e most common mode was found in 31 out of 36
runs, and the sixth most common was found in 9 of 36 runs (with a correlation larger than
0.591). Because the choice of positive and negative signs are arbitrary, we describe TFMs
by rst mentioning whether the DMN is present and then describing regions correlated or
anti-correlated to it.
¿e most common TFM (Panel A) consisted of an anti-correlation pattern between the
DMN and task-positive networks. ¿e principal regions belonging to this TFM include
the lateral DMN in anti-correlation to the postcentral sulcus and supra-marginal gyrus,
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the auditory network, posterior and anterior insula, visual networks and visual streams,
and motor cortices. We identify this mode thus as being a default temporal mode.
¿e second most common TFM found amongst all participants (Panel B) shows a strong
recruitment of the DMN, task-control and executive control network in anti-correlation
to the auditory network and posterior insula, the somatomotor network, visual networks,
amygdala and hippocampus. ¿is TFM is suggestive of sensorial integration, given that it
most areas of the sensory system and limbic system are recruited simultaneously. Its time-
series shows bursts of activity that last for approximately one BOLD cycle (5-10s), or about
30 time-points. ¿e third TFM (Panel C) displays the DMN, insula, thalamus and cau-
date nucleus, executive control network and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex in opposition
to all areas of the visual network and visual streams. Because of the pronounced presence
of visual areas, we identify this TFM as being a visual temporal mode. ¿e fourth TFM
(Panel D) displays almost no presence of the DMN. It shows instead a recruitment of the
somatosensory network, premotor and supplementary motor cortices, the superior poste-
rior cerebellum (hemispheric lobule VI), the fronto-parietal task control network and the
executive network. ¿is "motor" TFM displays slight anti-correlation to the visual areas
andmiddle temporal gyri. It also displays, in contrast to other TFMs, signs of hemispheric
asymmetry. We identify this TFM as being a motor temporal mode. ¿e  h TFM (Panel
E) displays little presence of the DMN. ¿is TFM recruits lateral areas of the DMN, the
visual networks and visual stream, the amygdala and hippocampus in opposition to the
auditory network and insula, the ventrolateral somatomotor network, task control and ex-
ecutive networks. Finally, the sixth TFM (Panel F) integrates areas of the fronto-parietal
task control network, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, dorsal and ventral visual streams, the
lateral DMN, and the executive control network in strong opposition to visual and somato-
motor networks, as well as anterior cingulate and ventromedial prefrontal cortices.
4.3.5 Characterising subjects according to node weights
To characterise individual heterogeneity, we looked at UMAP embeddings of the original
signal timeseries and their TFM decomposition. ¿e embeddings illustrate how TFMs
are capable of highlighting between-subject dierences in a manner that is qualitatively
dierent from what is possible with spatial ICA alone, and are shown in gure 4.7. In the
gure, each of the three scatter plots represent UMAP embeddings generated from 1. dual-
regression (gICA) RSN time-series, 2. TFM node weights and 3. the TFM time-series, for
all runs and subjects.
Although the axis of the 2D plots are not directly interpretable (any rotation would be an
equally valid embedding), dots that are similar, as measured by correlation, in the origi-
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nal space, are placed closely in 2D space. Should there be any underlying subject bias in
the RSN time-courses, where within-subject time-courses are more similar than between-
subject time-courses because of subject-specic idiosyncrasies, for example, then UMAP
should bring this out in the form of clusters in the plot. With this in mind, it is possible
to see that the RSN time-series embedding (le plot) does contain subject-specic clus-
ters (dual-regression permits the identication of between-subject dierences (Beckmann,
Mackay, et al. 2009)) yet not to an extend where studying subject heterogeneity would be
readily possible - in the embedding only a subset of clusters can be readily disentangled.
With the TFM analysis, the subject structure that is imprinted in the RSN time-series can
be clearly extracted into the node weights of the TFM model (middle plot), whereas no
subject-specic content is present in the independent time-series (right plot). In the node
weights plot (middle), each dot corresponds to the node weights vector of a single TFM.
¿e plot shows that the node weights matrix, which contains the link between space and
the independent time-courses, is highly subject specic.
4.3.6 Task perturbations on TFMs
Finally, gure 4.8 illustrates TFM dierences between subjects and between resting-state
and the VMA task. In the gure, two plots are shown side-by-side. In both plots dots in
the scatter plot represent node weights, just as in 4.7. On the le , node weights are color-
coded by subject number, whereas on the right they are coded by task: rest-1 is the rst
resting-state obtained in a session, which is following by the task (VMA task), and rest-
2, a second resting-state acquisition. ¿e gure makes clear that task activity induces but
a small perturbation in brain network organisation, and that these eects are dwarfed by
subject specic dierences. We nd no evidence of task-specic TFMs that cannot be seen
in the resting-state datesets. Comparison of TFM time-courses with task regressions show
weak correlations (max correlation found amongst subjects ≈ 0.44), corroborating the view
of tasks as perturbations that aect all temporal modes, and not only one in specic (the
highest correlations to task regressors are found in the visual TFMs, where the stimulus
elicits the strongest eects). ¿is is in contrast to time-series of visual RSNs, where the
spatial specicity leads to visual stimulation having a stronger ngerprint and higher cor-
relation values (max correlation found amongst subjects ≈ 0.57).
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Figure 4.3: Exemplary TFM time-series obtained using three dierent tICA approaches on a single
dataset (resting-state run 1, subject 4, session 2), and showing particularly high correla-
tion between approaches. Temporal ICA, as expected, is capable of extracting latent sig-
nals independent of the original mixtures: signals from 444 regions-of-interest from the
MIST Atlas (Atlas), from 56 Resting State Networks obtained from a group ICA (gICA),
or from 19 independent components obtained from a single subject ICA (sICA). Be-
cause of the lower number of nodes in the sICA approach, however, some TFMs were
not found with similar high correlation. Despite the great agreement between the time-
series (in the example TFMs shown above, all are larger than 0.78), the spatial maps
dier because of the dierent degrees of freedom of each initial parcellation. In partic-
ular, the MIST 444 Atlas approach introduces a slight smoothing eect because of the
coarse resolution of the original parcels. ¿e spatial correlation between themaps shown
in the bottom row are 0.33 between atlas and gICA, 0.4 between atlas and sICA, and 0.74
between gICA and sICA.
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Figure 4.4: Example of time-series correlation to confounds for an exemplary dataset (resting-state
run 1, subject 4, session 2). On the le : correlation between 32 regressors of non-interest
and each atlas parcel time-series used as input for the TFM model, and for all 21 TFM
time-series. On the right: Example of TFM with high correlation to the global signal.
¿e complete list of 32 regressors, computed with FMRIPREP, is described in the meth-
ods section.
Figure 4.5: Force-directed graph representing the correlation structure between TFMs. Each node
in the graph corresponds to one of the 36 datasets acquired in the experiment (2 sessions
per subject, 3 runs per session). Edges are weighted by the number of pairs of TFMs
with a correlation greater than 0.687 (for the dual regression) or 0.591 (for the MIST
atlas) that are found between the nodes. Edges are color coded to represent whether
the connections are made between two task datasets (orange), two resting-state datasets
(blue) or between a task and a resting-state dataset (green). ¿e attractive force applied
between same-subject graph nodes was scaled by a factor of 4 in order to better position
subject clusters in the force-directed graph.
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Figure 4.6: Most common TFMs identied (prototypical examples from individual subjects illus-
trated). A. A Default Mode vs. Task Positive network recruiting regions from the DMN
in anti-correlation to task control, visual and somatomotor networks. B. Sensory areas
anti-correlated to the fronto-parietal task control network and areas of the DMN. C.
Strong integration between visual areas and visual streams in anti-correlation to DMN
and executive areas. D. Integration of Premotor and SMA, as well as the somato-motor
network. E. Auditory network, insula and task-control in opposition to visual areas. F.
Frontal and executive areas in anti-correlation to visual and motor networks. ¿e in-
dependent 10:45 minute time-series of each temporal functional mode is shown in the
background in gray.
Figure 4.7: Le : Each dot represents a signal time-series (59 per run, 6 runs per subject). Middle:
Each dot represents an RSN to TFM mapping, i.e., a row of the tICA mixing matrix
(21 per run, 6 runs per subject). Right: Each dot represents an independent time-series
(21 per run, 6 runs per subject). In all plots, dots are color coded by subjects. ¿ere is
no interpretability to the y and x axis, as any rotation would represent an equally valid
embedding.
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Figure 4.8: UMAP applied to all RSNs to TFMs mappings, i.e., rows of the tICA core mixing ma-
trix. Each dot represents one RSN to TFMmapping, yielding 21 (TFMs) * 3 (runs) dots
per subject. Both plots contain the same underlying information, yet color coded by
subjects (on the le ) or task (on the right). Tasks rest-1, task and rest-2 correspond to
the three functional runs that are acquired in order in each scanning session. ¿e axis
are arbitrary, as any rotation would represent an equally valid embedding.
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4.4 Discussion
In the current contribution we demonstrated the feasibility of extracting temporally in-
dependent functional modes at the single-subject level by leveraging an ultra-fast fMRI
sequence capable of sampling the whole-brain with isotropic resolution every 158ms. Our
ndings suggest that the technique is informative at the single-subject level.
4.4.1 Choosing a parcellation
We hypothesised that, provided the granularity of the initial decomposition is ner than
the resolution of the underlying TFMs to be studied, any meaningful parcellation should
be acceptable. We showed that, indeed, reproducible modes of activity can be extracted
irrespective of the choice of initial parcellation. ¿is result is in agreement with our ex-
pectations, as the tICA algorithm should identify latent signals independent of their coef-
cients in the original mixed signals. ¿e number and size of the initial parcels, however,
does inuence the smoothness and boundaries of the resulting TFMmaps, and also limits
the number of TFMs that can be extracted. Nonetheless, the fact that there is an equiva-
lence in the time-series obtained from dierent data reduction steps, as shown in gures
4.3 and 4.2 shows that we are free to choose any meaningful basis set to describe temporal
functional modes. By looking at TFMs as mixtures of RSNs obtained from a group ICA
(and dual regression) on resting-state data, for example, we can study the heterogeneity of
subjects within a group. ¿e TFM core mixing matrix gathers all subject specic informa-
tion present in the original RSN signals, which may be driven by idiosyncrasies of subject’s
anatomy. ¿is is possible because the RSNs obtained with group ICA seem to form an op-
timal basis set with which to describe spatial nodes of the group. By looking at TFMs as
mixtures of anatomical regions of the brain we can simplify the description of the resulting
TFM maps, i.e., it is easier to reason about combinations of parcels without any overlap,
such as parcels from an atlas, and identify anatomically similar TFMs across subjects. ¿is
is because with a hard parcellation each brain region is represented by at most one node
weight, whereas with a so parcellation a brain regionmay be represented bymultiple node
weights according to the amount of node overlap.
4.4.2 Correlation to confounds
As shown in Glasser, Coalson, et al. 2018, temporal ICA is capable of clearly separating arti-
factual sources from BOLD uctuations of interest. Given that TFMs can now be obtained
at the single-subject level, we believe that temporal ICAmay expand the reach of ICAbased
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denoising techniques further than is possible with spatial ICA alone. As an example, car-
diac signal was still identied with temporal ICA even a er regressing out multiple cardiac
components during the spatial ICA denoising. A drawback of temporal ICA for denois-
ing, though, is that it requires the artifactual sources to be independent of the signals of
interest. In the case of a motion artefact that is time-locked to a stimulus, for example, the
TFMmodel would not be optimal for the denoising procedure.
4.4.3 Repeatability
We investigated whether TFMs are stable by applying the model to datasets from dierent
runs and sessions andmeasuring correlations between nodeweight vectors across datasets.
Our analysis showed that TFMs are repeatable and subject specic, suggesting that the
method is robust at the single-subject level. We also found higher correlations between
TFMs from task fMRI than between resting-state fMRI datasets. ¿is eect is indepen-
dent of the initial spatial dimensionality reduction, and was present in both the group ICA
and the atlas approach. Unfortunately, we could not directly test the repeatability of the
individual spatial ICA approach because the number of spatial signals and their ordering
dier between datasets, which precludes the computation of correlation estimates.
4.4.4 Commonly identied TFMs
Although our functional runs had a short duration of 10:45 minutes, we were capable of
detecting six common TFMs that were present in multiple runs from distinct subjects. ¿e
detection of TFMs in a 10-minute run is limited not only by the number of samples ac-
quired, but also by the uctuations that can be observed in such a short period of time. In
traditional functional connectivity studies, the longer a subject is sampled, the more stable
and identiable are functional networks (Laumann et al. 2015). Although group averaging al-
lows reproducible identication of a larger number of temporal functional modes (Glasser,
Coalson, et al. 2018) thandescribed in the current contribution, averagingmaynot be feasible
for studies with a small number of subjects, or studies where the time allocated for func-
tional imaging is limited. Nonetheless, despite runs of short duration, we could identify
biologically plausible TFMs that reect commonly observed patterns of activity, such as the
anti-correlation pattern between the DMN and the task-positive networks, the integration
of the visual network and visual streams, as well as an integration of motor areas including
the cerebellum. Other temporal functional modes identied may hint at modes of sensory
integration that are not generally observed with correlation analysis or spatial ICA.¿is is
highlighted by looking at the peaks in time-series of the putative sensory integration TFM,
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and the motor TFM. ¿is feature is seen in TFMs that recruit mostly sensory areas with
little to no presence of the DMN. ¿e peaks last for approximately a BOLD cycle of 5-10
seconds, or 30-60 frames, which is too long a time to correspond to MR system imperfec-
tions or motion. ¿e duration between peaks ranges from 100 to 300 seconds. ¿ey could
represent interferences from BOLD oscillations with dierent frequencies on the order of
0.1Hz. Finally, we note that even within the common TFMs there is between-subject vari-
ability, so although we interpret these areas as observations of possible "canonical" TFMs,
further study with dierent datasets and populations, and dierent acquisition methods
would be necessary to corroborate our ndings. Additionally, not all 6 common TFMs are
observed in every subject, similar to how not every RSN is found in every single subject in
a spatial ICA decomposition.
4.4.5 Specicity of node weights
We showed that it is possible to characterise subject heterogeneity by investigating corre-
lations between node weights obtained with the group ICA and dual regression approach.
Wewere able to visualise subject-specic ngerprints by using a non-linear dimensionality
reduction technique that attempts to preserve both local and global structure, UMAP. We
showed that the between-subject dierences initially present in the RSN time-series can be
imprinted in the node weights in the TFM model. ¿ese results show that node weights
can be used as powerful descriptors for the characterisation of subject heterogeneity. Cau-
tion must be exercised, however, to not over interpret UMAP results. In contrast to linear
dimensionality reduction techniques such as PCA, the axis of UMAP embeddings have no
meaning. ¿e tuning of hyperparameters may increase or decrease the distance between
points in the embeddings, and, furthermore, distances cannot be compared across dier-
ent embeddings. Finally UMAP may nd structure even in noisy datasets (McInnes and
Healy 2018).
4.4.6 Task perturbations
When studying the inuence of task against the resting-state, we found that external stimuli
produced only a minor perturbation on all TFMs, instead of evoking a separate mode of
brain activity. ¿ese dierences between rest and task activity were much smaller than
the dierence between subjects, similar to what is observed in RSNs (Gratton et al. 2018).
Additionally, our nding corroborates a recent report from Taghia et al. 2018, who suggest
that latent brain states may not be aligned with task conditions, and call for unsupervised
algorithms for estimating dynamic states and the transitions between them. Temporal ICA,
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being an unsupervised algorithm, may be a helpful tool to explore these states. Because of
the robustness of the ICA algorithm towards initial parameters, we expect independent
time-courses to be better candidates for the modelling of dynamic connectivity. ¿e study
of interactions between networks opens numerous possibilities both for clinical as well as
neuroscientic applications, even at the single-subject level.
4.4.7 Limitations
We acknowledge that there are limitations to our work. First, the proposed ultra-fast se-
quence requires compromises in image quality and spatial resolution, and therefore may
not be adequate for investigations of small structures of the brain, as those would bene-
t from a higher spatial resolution. Additionally, the low spatial resolution cannot simply
be overcome by imaging at higher eld-strengths with conventional gradients, as the long
echo-time associated with the MESH sequence would be prohibitive. Second, there are
limitations inherent to the ICA algorithm with respect to temporally auto-correlated sig-
nals, whichmay increase the recovery error (Herrmann and¿eis 2007).¿eremust be, thus,
a limit where faster temporal sampling starts to yield diminishing returns, but this limit -
in part driven by the speed with which oscillations in the haemodynamic response can be
observed - is yet to be determined.
4.4.8 Future Research
We plan to use the TFM model to investigate group dierences between healthy controls
and patients with psychiatric disorders, in a similar fashion as we have done in the cur-
rent work for the investigation of subject heterogeneity. Additionally, further advances in
sequence development and image reconstructionmay allow TFMs to be used for the inves-
tigation of latent signals in ner parcellation including sub-cortical areas. Finally, studies
with a larger number of participants would be required to investigate whether there are
more temporal functional modes common across populations.
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Summary
Aconsiderable part of the industrial doctoral work presented in the current thesis consisted
of bringing prototype functional MRI data acquisition methods developed in academia
into a pre-commercial product state, as part of the Advanced Brain Imaging with MRI
(ABRIM) project.
¿e MR pulse sequences developed were extensively tested and validated in collaboration
with the industrial partner, Siemens Healthcare, in order to guarantee safety and robust-
ness, and to improve user interfaces and documentation. ¿e investigations and devel-
opments performed led to the release of a pre-product Work In Progress (WIP) pulse se-
quence so ware package, which has been shared with research institutions in Switzerland,
Germany, South Africa, England, Wales, and, evidently, the Netherlands.
In Chapters 2 and 3 we compared the MB-EPI and MBME-EPI sequences. We were in-
terested in optimising the sensitivity, specicity and reproducibility of fMRI acquisitions
with 3T scanners. At a xed image spatial resolution, the MB-EPI protocol can provide
the highest acceleration, and thus the fastest sampling rate. ¿e MBME-EPI protocol, on
the other hand, suers from less image distortions, because individual images are acquired
faster, and it provides multiple contrasts which possibly improve the signal-to-noise ratio
in regions of the regions of the brain close to air-tissue boundaries. Multi-echo acquisi-
tions also enable advanced fMRI denoising strategies such as ME-ICA. Our research was
motivated by the fact that it was unclear whether any of the two sequences were better as
general purpose sequences for fMRI.
In Chapter 2 we compared the performance of protocols in resting-state fMRI. ¿e se-
quences we used were initially optimised in pilot experiments by searching for combina-
tions of parameters that would maximise the temporal and spatial resolution of the ac-
quisition without compromising high image quality. Although EPI and ME-EPI had been
compared previously in the literature, little was known whether the results of previous
comparisons would hold for where multiple slices were acquired simultaneously. For our
experiment we recruited 14 subjects who were scanned twice, in two separate sessions. We
compared resting-state datasets using a dual-regression approach, an analysis strategy that
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allowed us to obtain estimates of resting-state networks in all subjects. We extended the
sequence comparison to consider the impact of dierent data denoising strategies aimed
at reducing the impact of motion and physiological noise (such as cardiac and respiratory
uctuations not directly related to neuronal activity).
Although both MB-EPI and MBME-EPI sequences performed similarly in our compari-
son, our results revealedMB as being slightlymore sensitive and reproducible thanMBME
in its ability to detect resting-state networks, yet the identied networks were less specic
(as measured by a metric called identiability). Our results also suggested that a recently
developed denoising strategy, ME-ICA, may not perform as well as originally reported
when used in highly accelerated, high resolution sequences. In our study, the ME-ICA
denoising strategy performed signicantly worse than the ICA-FIX denoising strategy.
In Chapter 3, we extended our protocol comparisons to task fMRI using a Stroop color-
wordmatching task, which is known to induce widespread activation across the brain. ¿e
acquisition protocols were the same as those used for the resting-state study, yet we revis-
ited our preprocessing and denoising choices to account for newer reports in the literature
that were published during the experiment design. In particular, we used fMRIPREP to
preprocess our data using advanced distortion correction techniques, and to automatically
compute data-driven estimates of physiological noise. For our investigation we also exper-
imented with dierent techniques to combine theMulti-echo contrasts that could improve
the detection of functional activation. We found that bothMB andMBMEperformed sim-
ilarly well in terms of the regions they detected as active, however, on a direct comparison
between protocols, we learned that MB was a more sensitive, suggesting it being a better
default choice for whole-brain fMRI studies.
Our results were in agreement with those found for the resting-state. In conclusion, we
believe that they answer whether acquiring multiple echoes improves functional imaging
with highly accelerated sequences. InChapter 4, we exploredMESH-EPI as an ultra fast se-
quence to acquire whole-brain fMRI with cartesian sampling at under 160ms and a spatial
resolution of 4.5mm isotropic. Previously, to the best of our knowledge , the only methods
reported in the literature to have sampled fMRI at similar temporal resolutions were tech-
niques based on Inverse Imaging (Hsu et al. 2017). ¿e advantages of Cartesian sampling
with respect to Inverse Imaging are that artefacts are well-behaved and understood, and
the spatial resolution is homogeneous throughout the brain. Additionally, reconstruction
routines for Cartesian sampling are widely available, and so datasets can be reconstructed
and inspected directly on the scanner with little to no overhead for users and developers.
Online reconstruction greatly improves the development of protocols, and is ultimately
what allowed us to test and ne-tune a robust fast fMRI protocol.
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¿e limitation of the particular approach we used for extra acceleration, namely echo-
shi ing, is that protocols can be harder to optimise due to the coupling between the TE
and the TR. Furthermore, because of the limits of currently available scanning gradients,
MESH can hardly be used at eld strengths higher than 3T, as the TE would become pro-
hibitively large. Nonetheless, at 3T, MESH allowed us to explore a novel neuroscientic
application based on temporal ICA that was previously regarded as impractical because of
the slow sampling rate of conventional fMRI techniques. We took advantage of the fast
sampling rate to investigate brain networks dened by their temporal independence. ¿e
novel application we explored tries to identify temporally independent functional modes
of brain activity (TFM), and it may potentially provide a link between structure and func-
tion. Because the model is based on temporal ICA, it requires many data samples to work
robustly. Previous studies using the method relied on pooling data from multiple datasets
and subjects, which rather limits its usability and impact.
Using our ultra-fast sequencewe showed that it is feasible tomeasure reproducible TFMs at
the single-subject level, which opens new possibilities for the study of functional brain net-
works and physiology. We could identify a small set of temporal modes present in multiple
subjects, including a temporal default mode showing patterns of anti-correlation between
the default mode and the task-positive network. We also reproduced results from the liter-
ature that showed how the independent time-series are free from confound contamination
(Glasser, Coalson, et al. 2018). In particular for ultra-fast fMRI, TFMs can separate the cardiac
signal from other uctuations. We further showed, by using a non-linear dimensionality
reduction technique, UMAP, that combinations of spatial networks as described by the
TFMmodel have the potential to characterise individual heterogeneity within a sample of
subjects, and perhaps to measure the impact of task activity on the baseline resting-state
signal.
Looking forward
In the years duringwhich thework described in the current thesis was carried out, there has
been a tremendous change in the way BOLD fMRI data is acquired, manipulated and anal-
ysed. In terms of acquisition, multiband imaging has noticeably shi ed from being an ex-
perimental, research-only sequence into being the workhorse sequence for functionalMRI
(Barth et al. 2016), and it is now readily available from all large MRI vendors. At the same
time, driven by initiatives towards more reproducible science, the neuroimaging commu-
nity has developed the Brain Imaging Data Structure to simplify the organisation of imag-
ing datasets, making it easier to preprocess, analyse, and share data, and making datasets
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more accessible to scientists with dierent backgrounds (Gorgolewski, Auer, et al. 2016). Si-
multaneously, new so ware tools for a higher scientic throughput have become avail-
able such the HCPWorkbench for data exploration from the Human Connectome Project
(Van Essen et al. 2013), and the community curated preprocessing pipeline fMRIPREP from
the Center for Reproducible Neuroscience at Stanford University (Esteban, Markiewicz, et
al. 2018). Older projects have grown to a larger degree of maturity and usability, such as
the machine learning in Neuroimaging package Nilearn and the ICA denoising toolboxes
ICA-FIX (Grianti, Salimi-Khorshidi, et al. 2014) and ICA-AROMA (Pruim,Mennes, van Rooij,
et al. 2015).¿e advent of faster sequences also raised questions and brought answers about
how multiband acceleration interacts with in-plane parallel imaging techniques (Todd et
al. 2016) and how to properly handle highly temporally autocorrelated data (Bollmann et al.
2018; Chen, Polimeni, et al. 2019).
In this context, the results of the second and third chapters of thesis contribute to the lit-
erature by answering whether multi-echo EPI would benet MB acquisitions and indicate
the MB-ME-EPI sequence as a better default choice for BOLD imaging. Even though we
would not recommend MB-ME-EPI as a general purpose sequence when compared to
MB-EPI, a worthwhile further investigation would be to use MB-ME-EPI in studies that
specically target areas close to air-tissue boundaries, such as the orbito-frontal cortex and
the auditory cortex, which generally suer from signal dropouts. Here, the short echoes
of the MB-ME-EPI sequence may well be desirable because they allow measuring signals
that would otherwise be lost in a MB-EPI acquisition. On the other hand, knowledge that
MB-EPI is likely more ecient thanMB-ME-EPI allows us to focus eorts into further de-
veloping MB-EPI protocols and further characterising the signal from highly accelerated
acquisitions. For other projects following the goals of the ABRIM project, for example, we
have chosen to proceed with a MB-only protocol.
Despite the advances in the acceleration techniques seen in these last years, however, the
developments in the eld of MRI are surely not slowing down. Recent publications have
shown that the use of non-linear gradients may allow a further degree of acceleration far
beyondwhat is achievable withMB and conventional parallel imagingmethods alone (Dis-
penza et al. 2019). ¿ese advances, together with novel deep-learning inspired reconstruc-
tion techniques (Zhu et al. 2018), suggest that the next years will witness functional MRI
studies with unparalleled temporal and spatial resolutions. In that regard, we expect the
impact of faster sequences such as MESH-EPI to increase, as they can benet enormously
from even shorter readout times. While the future doesn’t arrive, we have already started
using MESH to measure the latency of haemodynamic responses in response to task stim-
uli with a temporal resolution of 150ms. In a pilot study using a visual-motor association
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task we were capable of tracking latencies between the visual, motor and auditory regions,
suggesting that mental chronometry may well be feasible with whole brain coverage. More
study is required to assess the impact of regional dierences in the haemodynamic re-
sponse, which biases and limits the interpretation of results. Similarly, analysis strategies
that require a large number of time-points, such as the TFM model (Smith, Miller, et al.
2012), are likely to be explored further, as identifying TFMsmight shed more light onto the
fundamental building blocks of brain activity (Beckmann 2012).
In that context, our results showing that TFMs can be measured at the single-subject level
are only the beginning towards applying the technique to the study of temporally indepen-
dent functional brain networks and how they dier between individuals and populations,
such as patients and controls in a clinical study. We have already planned further work to
explore these domains in the context of psychiatric disorders.
Finally, while we continue to learn and contribute to the eld of functional MRI, some
secondary scientic outcomes of our explorations, such as so ware tooling related to data
organisation and preprocessing will continue being developed within the Donders Insti-
tute to improve the workow of neuroscientic studies, allowing neuroscientists to imme-
diately benet from advances in brain imaging with MRI.
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Summary
During my thesis, I implemented image acquisition methods for functional magnetic res-
onance imaging (fMRI) that make use of multiband (MB) imaging, a new acceleration
technique for MR imaging that allows acquiring multiple imaging slices simultaneously,
reducing the time to acquire images by factors up to 10. ¿e technique works because the
MR signal is sampled with multiple sensors, and so it’s possible to separate simultaneously
acquired slices and reconstruct the image by making clever use of the spatial distribution
of the sensors in the sensor array. ¿is acceleration scheme brought about signicant im-
provements in the temporal resolution of fMRI, and along with it, opened a lot of questions
related to the design and analysis of fMRI experiment. How fast should data be acquired?
Should we combine MB imaging with other acceleration techniques, and when would we
want to do so? How do we measure their quality and how do we compare fast and slow
imaging protocols? Can we exploit this ultra-fast data sampling for novel analysis tech-
niques that aren’t feasible otherwise?
I tried to answer these questions, with support frommy colleagues and supervisors, within
the context of the Advanced Brain Imaging Project (ABRIM). ¿e goals of ABRIM were
indeed to deliver a multi-purpose optimal data acquisition and analysis pipeline for study-
ing anatomy and functional connectivity of the brain within one hour of scanning, and
in the future to use the pipeline to create a database of healthy brain measures. I focused
on developing the fMRI imaging techniques, the imaging protocols and analysis pipelines.
For this reason I studied the trade-os between dierent acquisition parameters, changing
acceleration factors, acceleration methods and the image contrast, and performed studies
where participants both rest in the scanner (resting-state fMRI) or perform a cognitive task
(task fMRI). I also investigated the impact of dierent data preprocessing choices, such
as how to remove noise arising from cardiac and respiratory uctuations or subject head
movement from the fMRI images.
What I found out is that, for fMRImethods that measure a blood oxygenation level depen-
dent (BOLD) contrast, as studied in this thesis, acquiring images as fast as possible seems to
bring more benets for the analysis of fMRI data thanmaximizing the sensitivity to BOLD
of a slow acquisition. ¿ese results are described in chapters 2 and 3.I also found out that
the fast sampling can be used to investigate overlapping functional brain networks whose
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activities are independent in time. Previously this was regarded as infeasible because of
the long time it took to acquire images. ¿ese temporally independent networks seem to
contain exquisite subject-specic information, and may potentially be used to investigate
the organisation of the brain from a novel point of view.
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Tijdens het werk voor mijn proefschri heb ik methoden geïmplementeerd voor het ver-
zamelen van functioneleMRI (magnetic resonance imaging) die gebruikmaken vanmulti-
band (MB) imaging. Dit is een nieuwe acceleratie techniek voor MRI die ervoor zorgt dat
wemeerdere plaatjes tegelijk kunnenmaken waardoor we wel 10 keer sneller kunnen scan-
nen. De techniekwerkt omdatwemeerdere sensoren gebruiken en hierdoor is hetmogelijk
om de tegelijkertijd verzamelde plaatjes te reconstrueren door slim gebruik te maken van
de ruimtelijke distributie van de sensoren. Dit acceleratie schema hee de temporele re-
solutie van fMRI enorm verbeterd en hee daarnaast vragen opgeroepen over hoe we het
beste een fMRI experiment kunnen ontwerpen en analyseren. Hoe snel moet data ver-
zameld kunnen worden? Moeten we MB combineren met andere acceleratie technieken,
en wanneer willen we dit doen? Hoe meten we de kwaliteit en hoe vergelijken we snelle
en langzamere MRI protocollen? Kunnen we deze ultra-snelle manier van data-sampling
uitbuiten voor nieuwe analyse technieken die anders niet mogelijk zouden zijn?
Ik heb geprobeerd deze vragen te beantwoorden, met behulp van mijn collega’s en begelei-
ders, binnen het Advanced Brain Imaging Project (ABRIM). De doelen van ABRIM wa-
ren inderdaad om een multi-purpose pipeline te leveren waarin dataverzameling en data-
analyse beiden geoptimaliseerd worden. Deze pipeline zou gebruikt worden voor het be-
studeren van de anatomie en functionele connectiviteit in het brein met behulp van een
scan van één uur; in de toekomst is het idee om een database te creëren van gezonde deel-
nemersmet behulp van deze pipeline. I hebme vooral gericht op het ontwikkelen van fMRI
technieken, de functioneleMRI protocols en de analyse pipeline. Ik heb de afwegingen tus-
sen verschillende acquisitie parameters, de acceleratie factoren, acceleratie methoden en
de contrasten vergeleken. Daarnaast heb ik studies gedaan waarbij deelnemers in de scan-
ner lagen tijdens rust (resting state fMRI) of tijdens een cognitieve taak (task fMRI). Ook
onderdeel van mijn onderzoek was het bestuderen van de invloed van verschillende data
preprocessing keuzes, zoals hoe we ruis van hartslag en respiratie kunnen verwijderen en
hoe het beste om te gaan met hoofdbewegingen tijdens de fMRI.
Wat ik vond is dat in het algemeen, voor fMRI methoden zoals bestudeerd in dit proef-
schri , het snel verzamelen van de fMRI plaatjes meer voordelen oplevert voor de analyse
van fMRI dan wanneer we de gevoeligheid voor BOLD (Blood Oxygenation Level Depen-
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dent) maximaliseren. Daarnaast lieten mijn resultaten zien dat het fast sampling gebruikt
kan worden om de overlappende functionele hersennetwerken, die onafhankelijk zijn in
tijd, te onderzoeken. Voorheenwerd dit als onhaalbaar gezien vanwege de lange tijd die het
kostte om de fMRI plaatjes te verzamelen. Deze tijdelijk onafhankelijke netwerken lijken
voortreelijke subject-specic informatie te bevatten en kunnen mogelijk worden gebruikt
om de organisatie van de hersenen vanuit een nieuw perspectief te onderzoeken.
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